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As a result of Public Law 94-519 there has been 
a decrease in the amount of Government excess 
personal property--unneeded by the Federal 
agency possessing it--transferred to grantees 
and other non-Federal organizations and a 
greater proportion of.this property is now be- 
ing used within the Federal Government. More 
surplus property--unnneeded by the entire Fed- 
eral Government--is now transferred through 
the Donation Program to a much wider range 
of eligible non-Federal recipients. 

The amount of excess personal property trans- 
ferred to non-Federal organizations isstill sub- 
stantial. GAO makes several recommendations 
to ensure that the transferred property is man- 
aged and used as required by the implementing 
regulations. GAO recommends that GSA im- 
prove its procedures for allocating property 
among the States and take various actions to 
ensurethat State AgenciesforSurplusProperty, 
which distribute the property to eligible 
donees, improve their management of the 
Donation Program. 

In addition, GAO recommends that the Con- 
gress clarify the amount of care and handling 
costs that Federal agencies should recover 
for surplus property made available through 
the Donation Program. 
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CC,Mi-,-ROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES 
WASHINGTON, 0.c. mm8 

D-198682 

To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

This report discusses the impact and implementation 
of Public Law 94-519, which became effective in October 
1377. The Law significantly altered the Government's 
policies and procedures on the transfer of excess 
and surplus Federal personal property to non-Federal 
organizations. 

We initiated this review as the first of a series 
of biennial efforts reguired by section 10 of Public 
Law 94-519 (40 U.S.C. 493). Our next report is to be 
issued in 1982. 

We are sending copies of this report to the 
Director, Office of llanagement and Budget, and the 
heads of all Federal agencies and State Agencies for 
Surplus Property involved in our review. 

Comptroller Generai 
of the IJnited States 



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S 
REPORT TO THE CO?IGRESS 

TRANSFERS OF EXCESS AND SURPLUS 
FEDERAL PERSONAL PROPERTY-- 
IMPACT OF PUBLIC LAW 94-519 

DIGEST ------ 

Public Law 94-519, implemented in 1977, 
significantly changed various Government 
policies and procedures on the transfer of 
excess and surplus Federal personal property 
to non-Federal organizations. 

The Law had various objectives, including 

--restricting the transfer of excess 
property that might be needed within 
the Federal Government to non-Federal 
organizations and 

--encouraging the fair and equitable 
donation of surplus property to meet 
the needs of a wide range of eligible 
non-Federal organizations. 

HAVE THE OBJECTIVES INTENDED BY 
THE CONGRESS IN ENACTING PUBLIC 
LAW 94-519 BEEN ACHIEVED? 

As intended by the Congress, much less excess 
property is now being transferred to non- 
Federal organizations and a greater portion 
is being transferred to Federal agencies for 
their use. Also, another major 0bjectiv.e of 
the Law has been achieved by the greater flow 
of surplus property to eligible donees. (See 
chs. 2 and 3.) 

HAVE THE NEEDS OF NON-FEDERAL 
ORGANIZATIONS SERVED BY PRIOR 
FEDERAL DISTRIBUTION PROGRAMS 
BEEN ADEQUATELY MET? 

It is not possible to generalize about the 
impact of the Law on all non-Federal organi- 
zations which formerly received and used 
excess property to satisfy various program 
needs. Except for the strong complaints 
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--Some Federal grantor agencies did not have 
effective surveillance procedures to 
ensure that grantees were properly using 
excess property. 

GAO also found areas where the management of 
the surplus property Donation Program could be 
improved. For example, GAO found instances of: 

--Failure of States to submit permanent, legis- 
latively developed Donation Program plans of 
operation, as required by the Law. 

--Inconsistent and possibly excessive service 
charges assessed by State agencies. 

--Inadequate inventory control procedures at the 
State level. 

--Nonuse or improper use of property by donees. 

--Insufficient audit and review of the Donation 
Program. (See chs. 2 and 3.) 

HOW HAS PUBLIC LAW 94-519 AFFECTED OVERSEAS 
EXCESS PROPERTY PROGRAMS? 

The impact of GSA's implementation of the Law 
on Agency for International Development (AID)- 
financed and voluntary relief agency programs 
is difficult to determine accurately. Other 
factors, not directly related to the Law, have 
also affected these programs. For example, 
the Law's provision concerning return of 
excess property located overseas may restrict 
AID's access to property in Europe. Also, 
the Law reduced AID's ability to obtain 
domestic excess property for its grant-funded 
programs, including those carried out by 
voluntary organizations. However, use of 
excess property for AID-financed programs had 
already declined significantly. For programs 
funded by the voluntary organizations, only 
the expected decline in availability of excess 
European property can be attributed to GSA's 
implementation of Public Law 94-519. The Law 
did not change the priorities of these agencies 
regarding domestic or other foreign excesses. 
(See ch. 4.) 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Public Law 94-519, enacted on October 17, 1976, and 
implemented 1 year later, amended portions of the Federal 
Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, resulting 
in significant changes in the Government's policies and 
procedures regarding the transfer of Federal excess l/ and 
surplus 2/ personal property 3/ to non-Federal organTzations. 
The Law had various objectives, including 

--restricting the transfer of excess property that 
might be needed within the Federal Government to 
non-Federal organizations and 

--encouraging the fair and equitable donation of 
surplus property to meet the needs of a wide 
range of eligible non-Federal organizations. 

A discussion of the provisions and intent of the Public Law 
is contained in appendix I. 

One provision of the Law requires us to submit to the 
Congress biennial reports covering 

--a full and independent evaluation of the operation 
of the Law, 

--the extent to which the objectives of the Law have 
been fulfilled, 

--how the needs of non-Federal organizations served 
by prior Federal personal property distribution 
programs have been met, 

L/Property determined to be unneeded by the Federal agency 
having possession of it; however, it may be needed by one 
or more other Federal agencies. 

Z/Property determined to be unneeded by the entire Federal 
Government. 

z/Personal property means property of any kind, except real 
property, records, and certain naval vessels. 



branch agencies which were or are involved in transferring 
excess property to non-Federal organizations holding Federal 
grants or surplus property to State Agencies for Surplus 
Property (SASPs). We also performed work at 11 Defense 
Property Disposal Offices (DPDOs), from which much of the 
excess and surplus Federal personal property transferred 
to non-Federal organizations is obtained. We contacted 
officials of seven Regional Action Planning Commissions 
which had administered the transfer of excess property 
under the former section 514 program. 1/ In addition, we 
reviewed selected operations of 10 SASPs, through which 
Federal surplus property is donated to eligible recipients. 
We examined the use made of excess and surplus Federal 
property received by numerous donee, grantee, and former 
section 514 recipient organizations and held discussions 
with officials of these organizations. A more detailed 
listing of the organizations included in our review is 
shown in appendix XXIII. 

Generally, we reviewed and evaluated the methods and 
techniques GSA used in implementing and administering the 
Law. This included an analysis of the Federal Property 
Management Regulations promulgated under the Law. At the 
other Federal agencies and Regional Action Planning 
Commissions, we attempted to (1) measure the impact of the 
Law on their past or present programs to transfer excess 
property to grantees or other non-Federal organizations and 
(2) evaluate their compliance with certain requirements 
stemming from the Law. At selected Federal agencies, we 
discussed the feasibility of their levying a surcharge to 
collect care and handling costs for donated surplus 
property. 

Our work at the SASPs included evaluating selected 
aspects of their compliance with the Law's implementing 
regulations and adequacy of their management of the Donation 
Program within their States. At the donee and other prop- 
erty recipient locations , we inquired into the propriety of 
the use made of the Federal property received. In addition, 
we used a questionnaire to query more than 500 donees on the 
possible impact a Federal surcharge would have on their sur- 
plus property acquisitions. 

L/This program, authorized by section 514 of the Public Works 
and Economic Development Act Amendments of 1974, is described 
in more detail on p. 97. 
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CHAPTER 2 

GOVERNMENT EXCESS PROPERTY TRANSFER 

PROGRAMS UNDER PUBLIC LAW 94-519 

Public Law 94-519 generally has had the effect intended 
by the Congress on the various Government programs under which 
Federal excess personal property was being transferred to 
Federal and non-Federal organizations. Now, much less excess 
property is flowing to non-Federal organizations and a greater 
proportion of such property is being transferred for use with- 
in the Federal Government. The bulk of this decrease in excess 
property being transferred to non-Federal organizations resulted 
from the termination of the section 514 program. In addition, 
several Federal agencies have also terminated their programs 
for the transfer of excess property to their grantees. 

However, various aspects of the Law's implementation 
regarding excess property transfers need management atten- 
tion. These, along with a discussion of the overall impact 
of the Law on domestic excess property transfer programs, 
are included in the following sections. 

IMPACT OF PUBLIC LAW 94-519 ON AMOUNTS 
OF EXCESS PROPERTY TRANSFERRED AMOPJG 
FEDERAL AGENCIES 

Before enacting Public Law 94-529, the Congress had 
expressed concern that Federal agencies were transferring 
significant amounts of excess personal property to non- 
Federal organizations when much of this property might 
have been needed by other Federal agencies for their own 
use. In addition, much of this property was not being 
used properly by the non-Federal organizations. 

To alleviate this situation, the Law imposed various 
restrictions on such transfers. First, it repealed section 
514 of the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 
1965 (the section 514 program), under which large amounts 
of excess property were being transferred to non-Federal 
organizations for economic development purposes. Second, 
the Law imposed various restrictions on the transfer of 
excess property to non-Federal organization holding grants 
from Federal agencies. 
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IMPACT OF PUBLIC LAW 94-519 ON AMOUNTS 
OF EXCESS PROPERTY TRANSFERRED TO 
NON-FEDERAL ORGANIZATIONS 

Before the Law's implementation, the volume of excess 
personal property being transferred to non-Federal organi- 
zations, as grantees of Federal agencies or as eligible 
recipients under the section 514 program, had grown sub- 
stantially. As discussed previously, Public Law 94-519 
terminated the section 514 program and imposed various 
restrictions on the transfer of excess Federal property 
to grantees. The impact of these restrictions is shown 
in the following table. 

Personal property transferred 
Type of to non-Federal organizations 

recipient FY 1975 FY 1976 FY 1977 FY 1978 FY 1979 

-------------------(millions)-------------------------- 

Grantees (a) $111.7 $ 97.0 b/$69.0 c/$52.2 

Section 514 $13.6 131.4 273.8 28.3 - 

Total (a) $243.1 $370.8 $97.3 ___ $52.2 

g/Data not available from GSA. 

b/Data not available from GSA. This figure is a partial total 
comprised of amounts provided by Federal agencies included 
in our review. 

c/Data from GSA's computerized system was incomplete. This 
figure was computed from manual records. 

The following table shows the Law's impact on the amount 
of excess property selected Federal agencies transferred to 
domestic grantees during fiscal years 1976 through 1979. 
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With the exception of property transferred to grantees 
of the Employment and Training Administration, Department 
of Labor, and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
(LEAA) r Department of Justice, most of the property trans- 
ferred in fiscal years 1978 and 1979 was transferred without 
payment of 25 percent of the property's cost. This is shown 
below. 

Federal agency 

Fiscal years 1978 and 1979 excess 
transfers to grantees 

Requiring Exempt from 
25-percent 25-percent 

payment payment Total 

-----------(OOO omitted)----------- 

National Science 
Foundation 

Department of the 
Interior 

Community Services 
Administration 

Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Department of 
Commerce 

Department of 
Labor 

Law Enforcement 
Assistance 
Administration 

Department of 
Agriculture 

$ - 

21 

356 

515 

4 

$ 67,623 

797 

32 

1,385 

2,219 

99 614 

a/ 48,063 48,067 

$ 67,623 

797 

53 

1,385 

2,219 

356 

Total $896 $120,218 $121,114 

a/Including recipients of property under the Cooperative Forest 
Fire Control Program. These organizations are technically 
not grantees, but are included in Public Law 94-519 as 
exemptions to the general conditions on transfers of excess 
property to Federal grantees. 
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us that much of the excess property obtained by grantees in 
the region before the Law had not been properly used and had 
not been essential for the purposes of the grants. Be said 
he knew of no instances where a grant had suffered as a re- 
sult of the Law. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 
Department of Justice 

LEAA officials pointed out that very few grantees were 
acquiring excess property under the requirement that 25 per- 
cent of the acquisition cost be paid to the Treasury and that 
the total amount of such property acquired by grantees had 
fallen significantly. However, they were not able to state 
how severely the Law had affected individual grantees. 

National Science Foundation 

NSF officials did not believe that the Law had severely 
affected their grantees, even though the total amount of 
excess property the grantees received had decreased signifi- 
cantly. They attributed this to the Law's exemption allowing 
the grantees to continue to receive highly desirable scientific 
equipment without paying the 25 percent. 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Since the Law's implementation, the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration had transferred no excess property to 
its grantees, primarily because of the 25-percent payment re- 
quirement. Agency officials did not have evidence that the 
failure to provide excess property ha,j severely hurt grantees' 
performance. However, they noted that performance probably had 
been adversely affected because the Law had curtailed the trans- 
fer of property which would enhance performance. 

Economic Development Administration, 
Department of Commerce 

Since the Law's implementation, the Economic Development 
Administration had transferred no excess property to its grant- 
ees, with the exception of Indian tribes to which transfers are 
exempt from the 25-percent payment requirement. Agency officials 
indicated that its grantees, including vocational schools, volun- 
teer fire departments, hospitals, and county and city governments, 
had complained that economic development had been hurt by their 
no longer being able to receive excess property at no cost. 
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Cooperative Extension Service, 
Department of Agriculture 

Agency officials told us that, although State and 
county agricultural extension services were not grantees, 
they had received substantial amounts of excess property 
through the Cooperative Extension Service before implemen- 
tation of the Law. After enactment of the Law, GSA deter- 
mined that these services were not eligible to receive 
excess personal property from the Federal Government. 
Therefore, according to these officials, the Law killed 
the excess property program for the State and county ex- 
tension services. Legislation has been introduced, but 
not passed, in the 95th and 96th Congresses to enable 
the State and county services to receive Federal excess 
property with no payment required. 

Forest Service, Department 
of Agriculture 

Agency officials stated that the Law has resulted 
in a substantial increase in the amount of excess property 
transferred to State forestry organizations under the 
Cooperative Forest Fire Control Program. These transfers 
were exempted from the 25-percent payment requirement, 
which has, from a practical standpoint, eliminated most 
non-Federal organizations from competing for the property, 
according to these officials. 

Department of the Army 

Army officials told us they discontinued transferring 
excess property to their research grantees after the Law was 
implemented because they believed that the 25-percent payment 
requirement was unreasonable. Then, in February 1979, as a 
result of Public Law 95-224, the Army adopted the practice 
of acquiring such research through contracts, rather than 
grants. Piow, the Army can loan propert.y to the contract 
research organizations without having to pay the 25 percent. 
For this reason and because the Army had transferred only 
small amounts of excess property to its grantees, the Law 
did not seriously affect the Army, according to these 
officials. 

Department of the Navy 

According to Navy officials, the Law did not seriously 
affect the Navy because it had not transferred large amounts 
of excess property to its grantees for many years. 
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ACTION 

ACTION officials told us that they have had a general 
policy of not providing equipment or supplies to grantees; 
therefore, very little excess property was furnished be- 
fore the Law and its impact on ACTION's grantees was not 
significant. 

Environmental Protection Agency 

Environmental Protection Agency officials told us that, 
excluding one recipient--an Indian tribe--they had not trans- 
ferred excess property to grantees for about 7 years. Under 
the specific exemption in the Law, the Agency is still able 
to transfer excess property to the tribe without paying the 
25 percent. Therefore, Agency officials said the Law did 
did not significantly affect their grantees. 

Community Services Administration 

Community Services Administration officials told us they 
had transferred almost no excess property to grantees since 
the Law was implemented because they did not have sufficient 
appropriated funds to pay the 25 percent. In addition, their 
grantees generally were unwilling to use their grant funds 
for this purpose because they did not believe the general 
condition of excess property warranted that much payment. 
We were told that most Agency grantees, those which are 
community action agencies, have been ruled ineligible to 
participate in the Donation Program and have, therefore, 
been instructed to buy used property from commercial 
sources to reduce their costs. 

Regional Action Planning Commissions 

As previously mentioned, the Law terminated the section 
514 program under which the various Regional Action Planning 
Commissions transferred excess Federal property to various 
eligible recipients, including States and their political sub- 
divisions, Indian tribes, tax-supported or nonprofit hospitals 
or institutions of higher education, and other tax-supported 
organizations, for economic development purposes. From fiscal 
year 1975 until the program's termination in October 1977, 
section 514 program recipients had received more than $450 
million of excess property, of which more than $273 million 
had been received between October 1976 and October 1977. 
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--NSF was transferring to some grantees property costing 
more than the value of their grants without appropriate 
approval. Although we did not find specific instances 
of this in other agencies, some of the agencies lacked 
procedures to prevent such occurrences. 

--GSA was approving transfers to NSF grantees of common- 
use property without requiring that the Treasury be 
reimbursed 25 percent of the property's acquisition 
cost as called for in the Law. 

--NSF and GSA were approving transfers of property to 
grantees whose grants were about to expire. Also, 
in some instances, agencies were submitting, and 
GSA was approving, transfer documents which did not 
contain the required information on when the recip- 
ients' eligibility would expire. 

--Some Federal grantor agencies did not have effective 
surveillance programs to ensure that grantees were 
properly using excess property. 

Grantees receiving property costing 
more than the value of their grants 

The FPMR requires grantor agencies to limit the amount 
of excess property, measured by its original cost, trans- 
ferred to a project grantee to the dollar value of the grant. 
Transfers of property which cost more than that amount must 
be approved by an agency official at an administrative level 
higher than the project officer administering the grant. 

Various agencies which were transferring excess property 
to grantees, including the Employment and Training Administra- 
tion, LEAA, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Forest Service, and NSF, 
have not implemented procedures to ensure compliance with this 
requirement. 

The potential harm from the lack of such procedures at 
the Employment and Training Administration, LEAA, and Bureau 
of Indian Affairs is at present not great because only small 
amounts of property are transferred to grantees of these 
agencies. At the Forest Service, although large amounts 
of property are transferred, the seriousness of the lack 
of such control procedures is offset somewhat because the 
Government retains title to the property. 
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for use by a project grantee without reimbursement. GSA has 
determined items, such as typewriters, furniture, vehicles, 
handtools, fuels, and metal sheets or shapes to be common- 
use. 

During fiscal years 1978 and 1379, significant amounts 
of the property transferred to NSF grantees without reimburse- 
ment.did not fall within the nine FSGs designated in the FPMR. 
This is shown below: 

Types Amount of property transferred 
of property FY 1978 FY 1979 Total 
transferred Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent -- 

(millions) (millions) (millions) 

Designated 
FSG types $13.2 41.0 $24.4 68.2 $37.6 55.3 

Not designated 
FSG types 19.0 59.0 11.4 31.8 a/30.3 44.7 -- - 

Total a/$32.1 100.0 $35.8 100.0 $67.9 100.0 

a/Total does not add due to rounding. - 

Examples of property which were common-use items, and 
therefore, should not have been furnished without reimburse- 
ment, included such items as home kitchen type refrigerators, 
a grinding machine, TV monitors, an ice machine, a power saw, 
aluminum metal plates, hand wrapping tools, gasoline-powered 
compressors, forklifts, portable buildings, 3/4-ton cargo 
trucks, front-end loaders, warehouse trailers, animal cages, 
shop equipment trucks, movie projectors, and generator sets. 
The transfer documents for this property were approved by 
GSA and bore certifications from the grantees and endorse- 
ments by NSF that the property was integral or related to 
scientific equipment and was required for use in scientific 
research projects. 

GSA officials who approved the transfer of excess prop- 
erty to NSF grantees were not critically reviewing the transfer 
documents to prevent the nonreimbursable transfer of common- 
use items. Officials at one GSA regional office told us that 
if NSF certified that the property was scientific equipment or 
related thereto, they did not question the transfer. 
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NSF officials stated that property transfers, such as 
those shown in the chart, are approved only when it is defin- 
itely known that the soon-to-expire grants for which property 
is requested will be extended or renewed by new grants. However, 
the transfer orders are not revised to reflect the extension or 
renewal. GSA officials informed us that, in approving transfer 
orders which indicate that grants have expired or soon will ex- 
pire, they assume that NSF has extended the grant. 

Also, we found excess property transfer orders that were 
approved by the Employment and Training Administration and the 
Forest Service and submitted to and approved by GSA, with no 
indication of when the recipients' eligibility to acquire excess 
property would expire. 

Federal grantor agencies lack 
adequate surveillance procedures to 
ensure grantees are properly using 
excess property 

Several Federal grantor agencies which had transferred 
excess property to their grantees had not implemented adequate 
procedures to ensure that the grantees were properly using the 
property. These agencies included the Emplo,yment and Training 
Administration, NSF, and Forest Service. 

The FPMR requires each Federal grantor agency to develop 
and maintain an adequate system to prevent or detect nonuse, 
improper use, or unauthorized disposal or destruction of excess 
personal property furnished to grantees, whether or not title 
to the property is vested in the grantee. These systems must 
include such enforcement procedures as compliance reviews, 
field inspections, and audits to monitor the excess property 
being used by the agency's grantees. 

Each grantor agency is required to publish procedures 
which clearly outline the scope of its surveillance program 
and specify the policies and methods for the enforcement of 
its compliance responsibilities, including the frequency of 
audits, reviews, and field inspections. Upon request and 
as a prior condition of approval of the transfer of excess 
personal property for use by project grantees, the grantor 
agency is required to furnish GSA with copies of its pub- 
lished surveillance procedures and its grantee recordkeeping 
system. 
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The handbook requires inspections of all excess property 
in the possession of grantees. 

Onsite inspections were previously conducted annually 
by the Office Services Division and the Investigations 
and Inspections staff. In fall 1978, the Agency lost its 
Investigations and Inspections staff and since then, it has 
conducted no onsite inspections. The Agency's property 
officer informed us that such inspections would be resumed 
during fiscal year 1980, if adequate funding was provided. 

Forest Service 

The Forest Service publishes a "Redbook" setting forth 
requirements for the use of excess property transferred to 
State forestry organizations for use in their forest fire- 
fighting programs. The Redbook sets out specific limitations 
on use and stockpiling of property by these State organiza- 
tions, requires that utilization reviews be performed at 
least once every 4 years, and provides a detailed audit 
checklist to be followed in evaluating the propriety of 
use being made of the property. 

Although we did not extensively review the Forest 
Service's surveillance program, we found that improvements 
are needed. For example, the Colorado State Forest Service 
had stockpiled about a 2-year supply of excess vehicles. 
Officials of the Forest Service's Rocky Mountain regional 
office told us that they do not attempt to control stockpil- 
ing of property by the States. Instead, State organizations 
are permitted to obtain needed property on the assumption 
that similar property may never be available again. GSA's 
Denver regional office officials similarly had not objected 
to the stockpiling of vehicles because certain types of 
vehicles needed for forest fighting do not become available 
as excess as often as they did in the past. 

Forest Service Rocky Mountain regional officials acknowl- 
edged that their audit coverage of excess property use has 
been minimal. We reviewed two of their excess property review 
reports and found that they did not address all of the steps 
prescribed in the Redbook checklist. 

The implementation of Public Law 94-519 generally has 
had the effect intended by the Congress on the Government's 
programs under which excess personal property was being 
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also existed at other agencies and that a more indepth audit 
would have disclosed the need for other improvements at the 
agencies we visited. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We believe our findings clearly show both Federal grantor 
agencies and GSA need to improve their management of the trans- 
fer of excess personal property to non-Federal organizations. 

GSA can more effectively manage excess property transfers 
for Federal grantees by performing a more critical review of 
such transfers submitted to it for approval. However, compli- 
ance with the Public Law and FPMR requirements concerning 
these transfers is the responsibility of all Federal grantor 
agencies. High-level support and management attention within 
these agencies is necessary to ensure that transfers of excess 
property to Federal grantees are carried out in the manner in- 
tended by the Congress when it enacted Public Law 04-519. 

Accordingly, we recommend that: 

--The Administrator of General Services require GSA 
personnel to review proposed transfers of excess 
property to Federal grantees thoroughly and to re- 
turn, without approval, those which do not appear 
proper. These include any nonreimbursable trans- 
fers of common-use items to IJSF grantees and any 
transfers to grantees whose eligibility apparently 
has expired or soon will. 

--The heads of all Federal agencies which transfer 
excess personal property to their grantees, re- 
view their plans, policies, and procedures on 
such transfers and ensure that they fully comply 
with the applicable provisions of Public Law 
94-519 and the implementing FWIR. 

AGENCY COMMEHTS AND OUR EVALUATIOr1 

We provided GSA a copy of a draft of this report and we 
furnished copies of applicable draft sections of this chapter 
to the other Federal agencies included in our review. The 
Administrator of General Services provided us GSA's comments 
on June 11, 1980. A copy of these comments is included as 
appendix V. We received comments from 12 other Federal agen- 
cies between June 11 and July 1, 1980. Their comments are 
included as appendixes VI through X7711. 
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cost-free transfers to "scientific equipment." We agree 
with GSA's interpretation of the Law, as contained in the 
FPMR, and believe GSA should not allow the transfer to NSF 
grantees without reimbursement of common-use or general- 
purpose items. 

We are not attempting to prevent NSF grantees from ac- 
quiring this type of Federal property. However, we believe 
the Congress intends that they should obtain this property 
through the Donation Program on a fair and equitable basis 
along with other eligible donees. 

National Science Foundation comments 

NSF expressed disappointment at what it considered a 
predominately negative tone to our draft report. NSF com- 
mented that it was very sensitive to any action which might 
interfere with its efforts to assist universities in acquir- 
ing needed instrumentation to perform research. NSF also 
expressed concern that it was not provided a copy of the 
complete draft report for comment, saying that it was con- 
cerned with whether surplus property is being distributed 
cost effectively for scientific purposes through the 
Donation Program. In this regard, NSF said it had strong 
reservations regarding the interest of many of the SASPs 
in obtaining the type of equipment NSF grantees normally 
acquire as excess property. NSF said it had received in- 
formal feedback that some universities had not developed 
satisfactory relationships with SASPs. 

Further, NSF expressed concern that our draft report 
did not question the appropriateness of the FPMR provisions 
limiting the amount of excess property that can be obtained, 
without special justification, for use with a grant. NSF 
said that no such limitation is contained in the Law and 
that it is in a dilemma concerning the extent to which it 
is expected to perform surveillance over property use by 
grantees. NSF pointed out that the Office of Management 
and Budget (OMS) essentially prohibits a comprehensive sur- 
veillance program regarding new equipment purchased with 
with grant funds, but that GSA requires such a program re- 
garding excess property. NSF stated that it had expected 
our report to deal with this apparent inconsistency. 

NSF also disagreed with our contention that, in en- 
acting Public Law 94-519, the Congress had been concerned 
that significant amounts of excess property were being 
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In summary, NSF said it did not feel our draft report 
adequately addressed the intent of the Law, the advantages of 
the excess program as it relates to grantees, the appropriate- 
ness of the implementing regulations, or the manner in which 
NSF administers the program. 

We do not believe our report is predominately negative. 
We believe that the Public Law has generally had the effect 
intended by the Congress on various programs under which ex- 
cess property was being transferred to Federal and non-Federal 
organizations. Xowever, several agencies, including XSF, need 
to improve their handling of transfers of property to grantees. 
Pointing out these needed improvements, in our view, is a posi- 
tive step. 

Regarding NSF's belief that some SASPs may not be in- 
terested in obtaining for NSF grantees the type of property 
that is normally acquired as excess property, we believe 
the SASPs included in our review were generally nanagirlg 
the Donation Program as intended by the Congress. If YJSF 
has specific information or allegations concerning any SASP, 
it should provide this information to GSA. If QSF would 
like to provide the information to us, we would consider it 
in planning our next biennial review under the Law. 

We did not question the appropriateness of the FPMR 
limitation on the amount of excess property that can be 
obtained, without special justification, for use with a 
grant because we believe it is appropriate. The require- 
ment for special approval of transfers of property exceeding 
the amount of an individual grant applies to all Federal 
grantor agencies. The requirement does not prevent a 
grantee from receiving needed property; it simply requires 
that relatively large transfers be reviewed at a higher 
administrative level than normal. 

Concerning IJSF's complaint that GSA requires a more 
comprehensive review of grantee use of excess property than 
OXI does for property bought with grant funds, we discussed 
this matter with OX13 officials. They did not see an incon- 
sistency. They stated that they would expect grantor agencies 
to perform sufficient surveillance to ensure the Government's 
interests are protected concerning the use of property bought 
with grant funds. They also said that it is GSA's respon- 
sibility, not theirs, to comment on the nature and scope of 
surveillance necessary to protect the Government's interests 
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'In all these cases and many more illustrated 
in the GAC) report, it must be emphasized that 
the property was made available prior to being 
screened by other Federal agencies, without 
being distributed by GSA through the coordi- 
nated State donation agencies, and without 
any effort to determine which recipients of 
which States had the highest priority need 
for such property. H.R. 9152 has Seen 
introduced to eliminate these defects.' ' 

We also disagree with NSF's contention that the intent 
of Public Law 94-519 was to exempt from the 25-percent payment 
requirement all excess property transferred to TJSF grantees 
for use on scientific research projects. The Public Law 
included four exemptions to the general requirement that the 
Treasury be paid 25 percent of the acquisition cost of prop- 
erty transferred to grantees. In three of the exemptions, 
the Law uses the term "property" to describe what is being 
exempted. However, regarding transfers to NSF grantees, the 
La;4 exempts "scientific equipment." Throughout the Xouse and 
Senate Committees‘ reports on the bill that became Public Law 
94-513, the same terminology is used for exemptions to the 
25-percent payment requirement--"scientific equipment" when 
referring to excess property to be transferred to ?!SF ,grantees 
and "property" when referring to the other three exemptions. 
Therefore, we believe that GSA's PPMR implementing the exemp- 
tion for transfers to TJSF grantees is reasonable. As pre- 
viously stated, the FPllR makes it clear that "common-use" or 
"general-purpose" property, as determined by GSA, shall not 
be transferred to PJSF for use by a project grantee without 
reimbursement. We believe GSA should enforce the FPW? pro- 
vision prohibiting nonreimbursable transfers of common-use 
or general-purpose property. 

Concerning transfers of excess property to grantees 
whose grants were about to expire, we believe that USF 
should record the number and expiration date of the grant for 
the property which is being approved for use. Only in 
this way can NSF exercise adequate overall control over 
such transfers, including detecting the need for special 
approval of transfers of property exceeding the amount of 
the recipient's grant. Further, IISF's failure to indicate 
the correct grant number and expiration date on the excess 
property transfer document submitted for GSA's approval 
prevents GSA from effectively performing its review and 
approval role. GSA has informed us that, in the future, 



Regarding approval of transfers of property to grantees 
whose grants were about to expire, the Department felt that 
its procedures were adequate and that, because nearly all of 
the employment and training grants expired at the same time, 
this was an easy area to control. We agree that it is an 
easy area to control. However, during our review, we noted 
transfer orders for excess property approved by the Employment 
and Training Administration and forwarded to GSA for approval 
which did not reflect the expiration date of the related grants. 
Omitting this required information from the transfer orders 
could cause an error by the Employment and Training Administra- 
tion and complicates GSA's review and approval process. Grant 
expiration dates should be shown on all such transfer orders. 

Regarding surveillance over grantee use of excess prop- 
erty, the Department stated that, since the time of our 
review, reviews of excess property have been made. 

Department of Justice comments 

The Justice Department agreed that Public Law 34-519 
did not cause extreme hardships for LEAA grantees. However, 
it pointed out that the decline in acquisition of excess prop- 
erty has caused these grantees to use more grant money to buy 
property and has left less funds for grant programmatic achieve- 
ment. Further, the Department pointed out that grantees, mainly 
in the corrections area, had formerly used excess property to 
enhance their grants. In this regard, it cited a correctional 
farm in Arizona which had provided training to inmates by having 
them rebuild excess equipment which had been in bad condition 
when acquired. 

Concerning controls to prevent routine transfers of 
property exceeding the dollar value of recipient grants, the 
Department stated that LEAA complied with the FPEIR. According 
to the Department, the LEAA Guideline Yanual provides the nec- 
essary procedures to comply with this FPNR requirement, and 
records are maintained listing grantees, grant dollar amounts, 
and total acquisition cost of excess property obtained under 
the grant. The Department did not say where these records 
are maintained. During our review, we questioned LEAA's 
excess property management chief and grant property officer. 
Both officials informed us that LEAA maintains no overall 
inventory control of excess property transferred to grantees. 
Instead, LEAA relies on the State planning agencies, which 
receive block grants from LEAA and then make subgrants within 
their States, to account for and control excess property 
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We agree that the State forestry agencies technically 
are not grantees: this was acknowledged in our draft report. 
However, various principles and issues concerning excess 
property transferred to grantees; that is, limitation of the 
amount transferred to individual recipients and surveillance 
over grantee use of excess property, also apply to the State 
forestry agencies receiving property from the Department of 
Agriculture. We do not believe it would be fair and equitable 
to allow State forestry agencies to obtain excess property on 
significantly more favorable terms than grantees. llnless the 
Department of Agricultur, Q exercises controls similar to those 
the FPMR requires the Federal grantor agencies to exercise, 
this could happen. We, therefore, have decided to include 
our findings concerning the Department's transfer of excess 
property to these non-Federal recipients to inform the 
Congress of the situation. 

Department of the Interior comments 

The Department of the Interior agreed with our findings, 
conclusions, and recommendations, with one exception. The 
Department pointed out that many Indian tribes located on 
Federal reservations had formerly received excess property 
as Federal economic development qrantees or section 514 recip- 
ients. The Department further stated that these Indians are 
not now eligible to acquire surplus property through the 
Donation Program, even though economic development has now 
been included as an authorized purpose for which property 
can be donated. The Department concluded, therefore, that 
these Indians' development efforts have been severely affect- 
ed and that they have been placed on an unequal footing with 
those developing organizations eliqible for donation. The 
implication in the Department's comments is that the Public 
Law has been detrimental to Indians located on Federal 
reservations. 

The Department's comments are surprising. Its statements 
about the Indians' former and current eligibility to receive 
excess and surplus property are true. Indians were eligible 
for excess property: they are not currently eligible for sur- 
plus property. Only Indians located on State reservations are 
eligible to receive surplus property. However, the Department 
did not mention that the Public Law specifically authorizes 
Indians located on Federal reservations to continue to re- 
ceive excess property at no cost. Therefore, the Department's 
implication that the Law has harmed these Indians is mislead- 
ing. If these Indians have been hurt, it is because they are 
not receiving excess property as they are entitled. As stated 
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The Special Assistant to the Secretary stated that since 
the passage of the Public Law, the Department has not received 
any indication from the Federal Cochairmen of the Regional 
Action Planning Commissions that former section 514 recipients 
have been adversely affected by the program's termination. The 
Special Assistant stated that even though the section 514 pro- 
gram had been well received, the program in each Regional Action 
Planning Commission had been understaffed and the expanded use 
of excess property had placed an inordinate paperwork burden 
on the Commissions. As a result, many of the Commissions had 
been unable to achieve greater accountability and control over 
the use of Government property. 

The Special Assistant urged that a careful and thorough 
evaluation of the true costs and benefits to former and current 
excess and surplus property recipients be performed to provide 
a basis for program modifications. He also recommended that 
the complaints expressed about the SASPs by former section 514 
recipients be addressed and resolved. 

As indicated earlier, a thorough evaluation of the true 
costs and benefits to former and current recipients of excess 
and surplus property would be a massive undertaking. Even if 
it were possible, we do not believe it is necessary at this 
tine. In enacting Public Law 94-519, the Congress recognized 
that non-Federal organizations which were formerly eligible 
to receive excess property would be affected. The Congress 
attempted to compensate for this and bring equitability to 
the total program for transferring unneeded Government per- 
sonal property to non-Federal organizations by making these 
organizations eligible on an equal footing with former donees 
to receive surplus property through the Donation Program. 

During the first 2 years of the Law's operation, as 
stated in chapter 3, substantial and increasing amounts of 
property were being donated to organizations and for purposes, 
including economic development, which formerly benefitted from 
the receipt of excess property. We believe this is what the 
Congress intended. We plan to continue monitoring the Donation 
Program to assure that all classes of donees are treated equit- 
ably. In this regard, we agree completely that the complaints 
of former section 514 recipients should be addressed. In our 
future reviews of the program, we will pay close attention to 
these complaints. However, because of the massiveness of the 
Donation Program, we cannot do this by ourselves. That is why 
we have recommended, in chapter 3, and place heavy emphasis on, 
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CHAPTER 3 

SURPLUS PROPERTY DO?JATIO?J PROGRAN 

UNDER PUBLIC LAW 94-519 

As discussed in chapter 2, implementation of Public Law 
94-519 effectively stemmed the increasing flow of excess Federal 
personal property to non-Federal recipients. As a result, the 
Law achieved one of its major objectives regarding the surplus 
property Donation ?rogram-- it brought about a greater flow of 
surplus property through the SASPs to eligible donees than would 
probably have been the case if the Law had not been enacted. In 
addition, as the Congress intended, substantial amounts of prop- 
erty have been donated to organizations and for purposes which 
were not eligible before to Public Law 94-519. 

Overall, we found that GSA's and the SASPs' administration 
of the Donation Program has been effective and that the program 
is generally functioning as the Congress intended. However, 
some of the objectives that the Congress sought in the Donation 
Program through passage of the Law have not been fully achieved. 
In this regard, we noted various aspects of the program that need 
management attention. These, alonq with a discussion of the over- 
all impact of the Law on the Donation Program, are included in 
the following sections. 

AMOIJPJT OF SURPLUS PROPERTY BEIIJG TRAIISFERRED 
THROUGH DONATION PROGRAM 

During the years just before Public Law 94-519 was enacted, 
the volume of surplus personal property being transferred through 
the Donation Program had been declining steadily, as shown below. 

Fiscal year 

Value of property 
approved 

for donation 
(note a) 

(millions) 

1974 $431.7 
1975 395.9 
1976 367.6 

a/The term "property approved for donation" means that GSA has 
approved the transfer of property from the Federal holding 
activity to either a SASP or directly to a donee. Since much 
of this property is taken into inventory by SASPs and donated 
later, the figures in this schedule do not represent actual 
donations. 
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Statistical data is not available to demonstrate 
precisely the extent to which the newly authorized activi- 
ties and types of recipients have received donated property 
since the Law was implemented. Since one of the new purposes-- 
public safety--includes one of the former purposes--civil 
defense--there is no way to determine how much of the fiscal 
years 1978 and 1979 public safety property was donated for 
purposes other than civil defense. However, the following 
schedule, which categorizes the total property donated 
through the SASPs in the past 4 fiscal years, indicates 
that substantial amounts of property have been donated to 
public agencies for the now eligible public purposes. 

If property donated for civil defense and public safety 
purposes is eliminated and the remaining data is summarized to 
show donations for purposes eligible before Public Law 94-519 
(education and public health) and for new purposes (all others), 
one can see that the new public purposes are benefiting substan- 
tially from the broadened Donation Program. In addition, it 
appears that the amount and proportion of donated property they 
are receiving are increasing, as shown below. 

Property Donated by _ SASPs 

Fiscal year 

Pre-Public Law 94-519 
purposes 

Amount Percent 
New public purposes 
Amount Percent Total 

(millions) (millions) (millions) 

1976 $261.8 100 $261.8 
1977 228.3 100 228.3 
1978 220.0 75 $ 73.8 25 293.8 
1979 237.4 69 105.2 31 342.6 
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officials at two of the four regions responsible for allocating 
reportable property 1/ did not have all of the historical infor- 
mation they needed to assure that all States received their fair 
share of highly desirable, reportable property items. Second, 
GSA allocation procedures for nonreportable property 2/ varied 
in different parts of the country, and as a result, some States 
had less chance of obtaining needed surplus property which be- 
came available at Federal activities in other States. 

GSA has prescribed special allocation procedures to be 
used with reportable items of property categorized as highly 
desirable (items requested by four or more SASPs). The proce- 
dures require that when quantities of these highly desirable 
items are not sufficient to allocate to all requesting States, 
the available items will be allocated on a rotating basis, to 
be determined from historical allocation registers maintained 
in the allocating regional offices. These historical records 
are required to show the types, quantities, acquisition cost, 
and condition of highly desirable items allocated to each 
State in the past. 

Our work at two GSA regional offices--Fort Worth and 
Atlanta-- disclosed that the historical registers did not 
contain sufficient information to allow the allocating 
official to make a fair determination as to which State 
should receive the highly desirable items as they became 
available. The register maintained in Atlanta did not show 
the specific types of highly desirable items allocated to 
specific States in the past. Instead, it showed only the 
total number of highly desirable items allocated to each 
State. In Fort Worth, allocating officials used two sets 
of historical records to decide which State should receive 
highly desirable items; however, neither set contained all 
the required data. One set was merely a tally sheet of the 
number of each type of item received by individual States 
in the past, without indication of cost or condition of the 

A/Property required by the FPElR to be formally reported to 
GSA for utilization screening when the holding agency 
determines the property to be excess to its needs. 

Z/Property not required by the FPMR to be formally reported 
to GSA for utilization screening, but which can be screened 
onsite by GSA and other agencies. 
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Insufficient audit and review 
of Donation Program 

SASPs may be audited by GSA's regional audit offices, 
State audit organizations, or public accounting firms hired 
by the States. Generally, however, the frequency and nature 
of the audits performed on SASPs since the Law was implement- 
ed appear to be insufficient to protect the Government's 
interests and to comply with the FPIlR. 

The FPMR requires each SASP's plan of operation to 
provide for periodic internal and external audits of its 
operations and financial affairs. External audits must 
be performed at least every 2 years by an appropriate State 
authority or by an independent certified public accountant 
or independent licensed public accountant and must include 
a review of the SASP's conformance with the State plan of 
operation and the requirements of part 101-44 of the FPMR. 
In addition, the FPPlR states that GSA may conduct its own 
audits of SASPs. 

At the time of our review, external audits satisfying 
the FPMR requirement had been completed for only 6 of the 25 
SASPs under the jurisdiction of the 4 GSA regional offices 
included in our review. In addition, GSA had audited two 
SASPs in these regions. 

As of July 1979, the Boston GSA regional office had 
received no external audit reports for SASPs in its area, 
which includes the States of Waine, New Rampshire, Vermont, 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut. During our 
visits to the Massachusetts and Connecticut SASPs, we 
learned that both organizations had received external 
audits, but that neither audit included a review of the 
SASP's conformance with its plan of operation or the FPMR. 
GSA issued an audit report on the Massachusetts SASP in 
October 1979 which criticized various aspects of that 
organization's controls of its property inventory and its 
oversight of donee use of surplus property received. 
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property disposal program, thereby making it impossible to 
determine accurately the costs of the two programs. Also, 
the auditors found that service charges collected by the SASP 
on donated Federal property did not conform to the plan of 
operation and might have been improperly supplementing the 
State property program. External audits performed in North 
Dakota and Utah had been basically fiscal audits and had not 
included reviews of SASP compliance with the State plans of 
operation and the FPMR. An external audit had not been per- 
formed in Montana because language in the State plan of opera- 
tion, that audits "may" be conducted, had been interpreted by 
the State government to mean that audits were not mandatory. 

Inconsistent and possibly 
excessive SASP service charges 

Service charges collected by SASPs are not always 
applied consistently to all donees. This can result in un- 
favorable treatment of some donees and favorable treatment 
of others. Also, we found examples where service charges 
appeared excessive in comparison with the services actually 
performed by the SASP. 

Most SASPs finance all or the major part of the costs 
of operations by collecting service charges for the property 
donated to donees within their States. Therefore, these 
charges, in total, must be sufficiently high to enable the 
SASP to break even and to operate a viable program. However, 
Public Law 94-519 requires that they must be fair and equit- 
able, cover direct and reasonable indirect costs of the SASP, 
and be based on services performed by the SASP. 

We did not undertake a detailed review of how SASPs 
determine their service charges. However, we found examples 
where apparent arbitrary or unreasonably high service charges 
had been collected which did not appear to be in accord with 
the intent of the Public Law. 

The Missouri State plan of operation contains the 
following general guidance for computing service charges. 

Acquisition cost 
of donated property 

up to $ 1,000 
$ 1,001 to $ 5,001) 
$ 5,001 to $ 20,000 
$20,001 to $ 35,000 
$35,001 to $lon,nOO 

Service charge 
Service charge range up to 

(percent) 
0 to 15 $ 150 
0 to 10 $ 500 
oto 5 $1,000 
nto 3 $l,OOQ 
oto 1 $l,oon 
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--Shovels having an original acquisition cost of 
$10 were donated for a service charge of $7.50. 
The SASP stated that charging only $1.50, the 
normal service charge prescribed by the State 
plan of operation, would be "just like giving 
the shovels away." 

--The SASP manufactured chairs using surplus 
Federal property. The chairs were donated for 
service charges ranging from $25 to $55 each, 
depending on the type of chair, even though the 
average cost of manufacturing them was only $12. 

--The SASP was repairing and donating typewriters. 
Service charges were set at from $125 to $400, 
which represented 50 percent of the fair market 
value. 

Somewhat similar situations were found in other States 
we visited. For example, we noticed a donee invoice at the 
Colorado SASP which showed that service charges on various 
items ranged from 6 to 182 percent of the donated property's 
original acquisition cost. When we questioned this, we 
were told that for desirable property, the service charge 
is based on what the market will bear, not on the State 
plan of operation. 

State plans of operation provide service charge 
discounts when donees screen and/or pick up their donated 
property from the Federal holding activity. These discounts 
vary in different States. We found examples where these 
discounted service charges appeared excessive because the 
SASP did little more with the property than prepare and proc- 
ess the transfer documentation. For example, the IJniversity 
of Utah was charged $623 for a milling machine, originally 
costing $31,156, it had screened and picked up. In another 
example, the Wyoming State Came and Fish Department was 
required to pay $9,911 in service charges during 1978 for 
property having original acquisition costs totaling $153,290, 
even though the donee had screened and picked up the property. 

Inadequate SASP inventory control procedures 

In several States we visited, our limited tests showed 
that SASPs did not have inventory management and records sys- 
tems to ensure adequate control over surplus Federal property 
in their possession. These situations are described below. 
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Montana 

We found that property withdrawn for SASP use was not 
accounted for accurately. In addition, loose physical con- 
trols existed over property stored at locations other than 
the SASP's warehouse, such as the Fort Harrison National 
Guard facility. While there, we noted unrestricted access 
to Fort Harrison and access to one storage area through an 
unlocked door. 

Utah 

We found that items withdrawn for SASP use and returned 
to stock were not always recorded on the accounting records. 
Results of physical inventories conducted by the SASP also 
indicated problems with physical controls over property. 
The SASP manager stated that inaccurate property counts in 
the receiving and distributing area caused the adjustments 
required by physical inventories. 

Colorado 

In Colorado, problems with the accounting control of 
property were evident. The SASP conducted a wall-to-wall 
physical inventory in September 1979. The results showed 
an inventory card error rate of 9.75 percent. 

Connecticut 

The SASP does not maintain records showing the location 
of surplus property items in its warehouse. In September 
1979 GSA had criticized the SASP for not using a property lo- 
cator system in the warehouse , pointing out that property was 
warehoused wherever space was available. GSA recommended imple- 
menting a property locator system so that property could be 
located, at least by type of commodity. The S.ASP director 
stated he had inadequate storage and did not intend to imple- 
ment the recommendation. 

Some donees do not use or 
improperly use property 

The whole purpose of the Donation Program is to provide 
usable property to eligible donees for use in furthering 
worthwhile, eligible purposes. During our visits to donees 
in 10 States, we noted numerous instances where property ac- 
quired through the Donation Program had been properly used 
in support of important programs or functions. 
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that 18, or 90 percent, were being used as intended or 
appeared that they would be so used. 

Florida 

We found that four, or 67 percent, of the six items 
donated at least 1 year before our visit were being used 
properly. Of 41 items for which the 1 year had not 
expired, we found that all were being used as intended 
or appeared that they would be so used. 

Utah 

We found that 24, or 71 percent, of the 34 items 
donated at least 1 year before our visit were being used 
properly. Of 65 items for which the 1 year had not ex- 
pired, we found that 45, or 69 percent, were being used 
as intended or appeared that they would be so used. 

Colorado 

We found that 18, or 53 percent, of the 34 items 
donated at least 1 year before our visit were being used 
properly. Of 36 items for which the 1 year had not ex- 
pired, we found that 31, or 86 percent, were being used 
as intended or appeared that they would be so used. 

Montana 

We found that the two items donated at least 1 year 
before our visit were being used properly. Of 57 items 
for which the 1 year had not expired, we found that 45, 
or 79 percent, were being used as intended or appeared 
that they would be so used. 
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Only Idaho, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin had submitted 
permanent plans developed by State legislatures. Every 
other State continued to operate under temporary plans. 
Most SASP officials we met with stated they would rather 
continue under the temporary plans because they felt that 
(1) special interest groups might influence development of 
a permanent plan by their legislatures and (2) a permanent 
plan would be difficult to change because legislative 
approval would be needed. 

GSA officials generally agreed that very few of the 
current temporary plans will be replaced by permanent plans. 
Some of these officials expressed views similar to the SASP 
officials mentioned above. In any event, GSA was not aggres- 
sively trying to bring about compliance by the States. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Implementation of Public Law 34-519 has caused greater 
amounts of surplus property to flow through the SASPs to 
donees, reversing a trend which, the Congress believed had 
threatened the viability of the Donation Program. This prop- 
erty is now being donated to a wider range of eligible tax- 
supported or nonprofit, tax-exempt organizations for use in 
support of a greatly broadened variety of eligible purposes. 

However, various aspects of the Donation Program's 
management need to be improved to bring it more in line with 
the intent of Public Law 94-519 and the requirements of GSA's 
implementing regulations. The more important improvements 
needed involve the methods of allocating donable property 
among the States, insufficient external audit coverage of 
SASPs operations, inconsistent and possibly excessive service 
charges assessed by SASPs, inadequate control over SASP inven- 
tories of Federal surplus property, and lack of or improper 
use of property by some donees. 

In addition, only three State legislatures had developed 
permanent plans of operations required by Public Law 94-519 
to be followed by SASPs in managing the Donation Program. 
The remaining SASPs were operating under temporary plans 
which had not been developed through the State legislative 
process as intended by the Congress. GSA needs to take 
action to satisfy congressional objective of having all 
SASPs operating under permanent, legislatively developed 
plans. 
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GSA did not agree with the proposal in our draft report 
that it implement for all parts of the country, procedures 
similar to those used in the western States for SASPs to ac- 
quire nonreportable surplus property located in other States. 
GSA's comments recognize the longstanding problem inherent in 
the Donation Program that much of the surplus property is not 
generated in locations where it is most needed for donation. 
GSA acknowledged that the existence of WSSPO allows partici- 
pating western States to reduce their screening costs. How- 
ever, GSA also pointed out that the percentage of available 
surplus property donated in the WSSPO area is much lower 
than in the rest of the country and concluded that this low 
percentage is partly caused by the lack of onsite screening 
by more than one SASP. 

GSA stated that it has considered creating "WSSPO-like" 
organizations in other parts of the country in the past, but 
it has not adopted the idea for various reasons, including 
the fact that most non-WSSPO States have not favored the idea. 

GSA stated that other means, including increased screening 
by donee organizations and training of SASP and donee screeners, 
have resulted in a steady increase in the number of States which 
have acquired surplus property in amounts that met or exceeded 
their entitlements-l/ According to GSA, in fiscal year 1979, 
35 States met or exceeded their entitlements compared to only 
26 States in fiscal year 1977 and 32 States in fiscal year 1978. 

Because of GSA's comments concerning the rejection by 
most non-WSSPO States of the possible creation of WSSPO- 
like organizations in other sections of the country and the 
gradual increase in the number of States meeting their 
property entitlements, we are not recommending this specific 
action. However, we believe that the problem in acquiring 
property faced by SASPs, such as those mentioned earlier 
which have limited resources and in whose States relatively 
small amounts of surplus property are generated, is serious 
and needs to be alleviated. 

GSA did not agree with our recommendation that action 
be taken to require States to submit permanent, legislatively 
developed State plans of operation. GSA agreed that State 

L/Percentages of total donated property determined to be the 
"fair share" of individual States based on population and 
per capita income. 
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GSA acknowledged that errors in judgment and lack of 
training sometimes result in SASPs assessing inconsistent 
or excessive service charges and that, where such errors are 
noted, improvement would be affected by closer GSA oversight 
and management and training. 

GSA stated that it is taking action to improve SASP 
inventory control procedures as part of its general program 
and audit reviews. Also, GSA stated that eliminating 
improper use or nonuse of property by donees is a matter 
receiving continuing oversight commensurate with its avail- 
able resources. GSA described the procedures employed in 
this oversight effort and stated that the specific examples 
of improper use or nonuse cited in our report are being 
reviewed and appropriate corrective action will be taken. 

We appreciate GSA's response to our recommendations. 
Generally, we found that GSA's FPMK and guidance to SASPs 
have been appropriate. We recognize that the number of SASPs 
involved and the size of the Donation Program present a real 
oversight challenge to GSA. We believe the GSA employees 
engaged in this oversight effort are conscientious and are 
making diligent efforts to meet the challenge. However, we 
believe their tasks would be and should be much easier if 
the SASPs receive the external audit coverage required by 
the FPNR and if these audits include a thorough review of 
the SASPs' compliance with all provisions of their State 
plans of operation and applicable FPVR provisions. 

GSA also offered several suggested wording changes to 
lend clarity to our report. For the most part, we adopted 
these suggestions. 

SASP comments 

Of the 10 SASPs visited during our review, only 4-- 
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Texas, and Missouri--provided 
comments on the draft report segments we provided them. 
Their comments are discussed below and are included as 
appendixes XIX through XXII. 

Massachusetts 

The Massachusetts SASP did not agree with our discussion 
of the lax security at its warehouse and the need to improve 
inventory control procedures noted during our review. 
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We have reworded our discussion of the audit on the jeeps 
to make it clear that Texas donees were not involved in the 
improper use. However, regarding the performance of external 
audits, we contacted GSA again and were advised that, with the 
exception of the audit that we indicated was in process at the 
time of our review, the GSA Fort Worth regional office had re- 
ceived no reports on external audits of the Texas SASP covering 
operations since the implementation of Public Law 94-519. On 
the basis of our followup with GSA, the 1978 audit referred 
to in the SASP comments covered a period of operations before 
the Law's implementation. In commenting on our draft report in 
June 1980, GSA stated that by then it had received an audit re- 
port on the Texas SASP, but had rejected it as being incomplete. 

The SASP also suggested that donees be allowed more than 
1 year to begin using donated property, especially large machine 
tools or earth-moving equipment needing hard-to-obtain repair 
parts. The requirement that property be used within 1 year of 
its receipt by the donee is a legal requirement. At present, 
we do not have a definite opinion concerning the advisability 
of changing this requirement. However, we would not want to 
see it changed without thorough and clear evidence that it 
would be beneficial to the Donation Program and that excep- 
tions to the l-year rule would be tightly controlled to avoid 
donated property being idle for extended periods when other 
needy donees could and would use it within a reasonable time. 

Missouri 

The Missouri SASP strongly objected to the sections of 
our draft report we provided to it for comment, saying the 
report appeared to be negative and biased against the 
Donation Program. 

The SASP is wrong. It is unfortunate that the SASP 
has interpreted the report in this way. In the report, we 
state that, overall, the objectives of Public Law 94-519 are 
being met and that the management of the Donation Program and 
the SASPs has been generally effective. Neither GSA nor any 
of the other SASPs visited during our review expressed the 
opinion that our draft report was negative or biased. 

It would have been impractical for us to have included 
in this report a discussion of all of'the work we performed 
at all of the activities visited during our review. To have 
done so would have resulted in a document of such size that 
its value to the Congress or other readers would have been 
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because of the broad scope of our review. On the basis of the 
deficiencies found during these limited tests, we believe that 
SASPs' inventory control procedures are an area needing manage- 
ment attention. Again, proper external audit coverage would 
be beneficial in more precisely measuring the significance of 
the problem and correcting it. 

Concerning our discussion on the propriety of the use of 
property made by donees, the SASP pointed out that it was im- 
possible to check every item and that the SASP had developed 
many techniques aimed at bringing about donee compliance. 
Again, we agree with the SASP. Assuring proper use of prop- 
erty is not an easy task and we acknowledge that all of the 
SASPs we visited were concerned with the issue. However, on 
the basis of our limited tests, we believe that proper use of 
property is still an area needing more attention on the part 
of GSA and the SASPs. 

The SASP also provided specific comments on the individ- 
ual items of donated property cited in our draft report as 
not being properly used at the time of our visits to donees. 
We have added the information provided to the discussions on 
these items in appendix II. The SASP stated that we indicated 
some items of property were not being used properly when the 
items had been in the possession of donees for less than 1 year. 
The SASP stated that such property could not be considered as 
improperly used until 1 year after it was donated. 

We clearly stated in the draft report that donees are 
allowed 1 year to use property and that, therefore, all of the 
unused items noted were not technical violations. The implica- 
tion in the SASP's comments is that we should not have checked 
the use of property that had not been in the possession of 
donees for at least 1 year. We do not agree. Had we checked 
only these items, it would have been possible for a donee to 
tell us, even if the property had never been used, that it had 
been used immediately upon receipt and had been used steadily 
for 1 year, thereby satisfying the usage requirement. Also, 
we wanted to assure that property shown on SASP records as 
having been donated was actually received by donees. This 
would have been difficult to do if we checked only property 
donated more than 1 year before our visit to the donee. In 
such cases, a donee could have said the property had been 
in use for 1 year and then disposed of. 
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AID's program has functioned as an outlet for excess domestic 
and foreign personal property: that is, excess property located 
in the United States and overseas, respectively. From time to 
time, AID has been able to use large amounts of excess property 
at a savings to the U.S. Government. 

The several functions which comprise the excess property 
program are authorized by sections 607 and 608 of the act. 
Section 607 authorizes the transfer of services and commodities 
to friendly countries, international organizations, the American 
Red Cross, and voluntary nonprofit relief agencies registered 
with AID. 

In addition to stating the general policy on using excess 
property in our foreign assistance programs, section 608 pro- 
vided that AID could 

--acquire excess property before the specific need 
for it is known (advance acquisition); 

--repair, overhaul, preserve, stock, pack, crate, and 
transport this property; and 

--maintain a $5-million revolving fund for carrying 
out the foregoing provisions. 

Thus, there was a clear mandate for AID to use excess 
property in its assistance programs. AID missions in foreign 
countries were responsible for ensuring that all recipients 
of AID-financed assistance consider acquiring and using ex- 
cess property in place of new property. 

Under the Federal Property and Administrative Services 
Act of 1949, GSA has overall responsibility for controlling 
excess property. The Foreign Assistance Act, however, author- 
ized AID to obtain up to $45 million in domestic excess prop- 
erty in any fiscal year for AID-funded foreign assistance 
programs. AID also had a working agreement with DOD, under 
which AID had first choice of DOD excess property located 
overseas for the assistance program. 

IMPLEMENTATIO1I OF PUDLIC LAW 94-519 

Traditionally, excess property has been distributed 
according to priorities. Domestic excess property no longer 
needed by a Federal agency was first made available to other 
Federal agencies. If the property was not claimed, it was 
declared surplus and became eligible for donation to States 
and other eligible donee organizations. 
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Originally, GSA interpreted this section of the Law to 
apply to AID's loan program recipients as well, but the 
Department of Justice ruled that the Law's restrictions re- 
garding transfer of excess property to non-Federal recipients 
did not apply to AID loan program recipients. Therefore, AID 
can continue to claim Federal domestic excess property for 
these programs as in the past, up to $45 million each year. 

Foreign excess property 

In the past, AID has had access to DOD foreign excess 
property throughout the world for use in foreign assistance 
projects before the property was screened by GSA. Public 
Law 94-519 amended section 402(c) of the Federal Property 
and Administrative Services Act of 1949 to read: 

"IJnder such regulations as the Administrator 
shall prescribe * * * any foreign excess property 
may be returned to the United States for handling 
as excess or surplus property * * * whenever the 
head of the executive agency concerned, or the 
Administrator after consultation with such agency 
head, determines that return of the property to 
the United States for such handling is in the 
interest of the United States * * *.'I 

In mid-1979, GSA and DOD agreed that, beginning in 
October 1979, GSA would have first choice of excess property 
in Europe. GSA planned to prescribe priorities similar to 
those prescribed for domestic excess. i Therefore, AID's loan 
program recipients will be subordinate to those of Federal 
agencies, and AID's grant program recipients will be subordi- 
nate to donees unless the 25-percent charge is paid. Section 
607 recipients, including private voluntary relief agencies, 
who previously obtained European excess through AID's program, 
will most likely have less property available in the future. 
Both AID and GSA believe that much of the high quality excess 
property in Europe will be returned to the United States. 

GSA permitted AID to retain first choice of all excess 
property in the Pacific and situs L/ excess property in four 
specified countries--Panama, the Philippines, Korea, and Turkey. 

A/Situs means the place where something exists or originates. 
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acquisitions represented about 45 percent of AID's 
acquisitions in fiscal year 1979. However, the figures 
do indicate a generally declining program. 

A number of events have contributed to the decline in 
excess property use in AID projects. In late 1978, AID studied 
its excess property program and identified significant problems, 
one of which was its lower priority for access to domestic excess 
property as a result of Public Law 94-519. Inflation, which in- 
creased the costs for reconditioning excess equipment, and higher 
transportation costs through DOD channels , were also identified. 

Another major problem has been the lack of support for 
the program on the part of AID missions overseas. To improve 
the program, in 1979 AID requested 67 of its missions to iden- 
tify their excess property needs; however, only 28 responded. 
Various missions cited the following reasons for not using 
excess property: 

--High cost of excess property. 

--Excessive time required to obtain excess property. 

--Difficulty in getting spare parts for excess property. 

--Projects not appropriate for using excess property. 

--Foreign government officials not being interested in 
using excess property because of previous bad 
experiences with its use. 

--Inadequate mission staffing and technical expertise to 
aggressively use excess property. 

--Lack of technical expertise to maintain the property. 

--Unreliability of excess equipment in comparison with 
new equipment. 

--Insufficient excess property inventory to fill orders 
completely. 

--Insufficient staff to meet inspection requirements for 
excess equipment. 

--Short life of excess property. 

--Foreign government officials doing a lot of the buying. 
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Fiscal Year 1979 Sources Of AID's Section 608 Program 

Property's 
Sources of supply original acquisition cost Percent 

(millions) 

Excess property: 
Domestic 
Foreign 

Total 

Nonexcess property: 
Long-supply and 

shelf items 
Exchange/sale 
Other 

$ 4.2 
2.8 

$ 7.0 

$ 4.9 
0.5 
0.3 

TOTAL 

Total $ 5.7 

$12.7 - 

33.0 
22.0 

55.0 

38.6 
4.0 
2.4 .- 

45.0 

100.0 

Voluntary relief agencies and others 

Voluntary relief agencies obtain excess property for use 
in projects they operate. These projects are funded either 
by AID, in the form of grants to these agencies, or by the 
relief agencies themselves. AID transfers property to the 
relief agencies for use on their own projects under section 
607 of the Foreign Assistance Act. Other organizations which 
can receive property under section 607 are the American Red 
Cross, international organizations, and foreign governments. 
As holders of AID grants, the voluntary relief organizations 
are also authorized to receive excess property under section 
608 of the act. 

To receive excess property under section 607, organiza- 
tions must be registered with and receive an authorization 
from AID. As of 14arch 1979, only 19 of 130 registered volun- 
tary agencies had asked for and received an authorization to 
receive excess property. 

Projects funded by organizations, including voluntary 
relief agencies, authorized to receive property under section 
607 have been the biggest users of excess property acquired 
through AID in recent years. In fiscal year 1978, they ob- 
tained about 82 percent of all situs excess property, and 
over the past 6 years have received an average of about 68 
percent of all nonsitus excess property made available 
through AID. 
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Most agencies, including those that rarely used excess 
property , wanted to keep it as an available source of supply. 
Most agencies' representatives stated, however, that they 
did not depend on excess property to carry out their program 
goals. They viewed excess property as an alternative resource, 
to .be used if an item was available that met their requirements. 
Most believe that reducing or eliminating AID's excess property 
program will have little effect on their activities overseas. 
Only five agencies stated that the effect would be a great loss. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The impact of GSA's implementation of Public Law 94-519 on 
AID-financed and voluntary relief agency programs is difficult 
to determine accurately because other factors, not directly re- 
lated to the Law, have also affected these programs. GSA's 
implementation of the Law's provision concerning return of ex- 
cess property overseas may restrict AID's access to foreign 
excess property in Europe. Also, the Law reduced AID's ability 
to obtain domestic excess property for grant-funded programs, 
including AID grant-funded programs of the voluntary agencies. 
However, usage of excess property for AID-financed programs had 
already declined significantly before the Law was implemented. 

Receipt of excess by voluntary relief organizations for 
their own funded projects has declined. However, only the 
anticipated decline in excess European property can be attrib- 
uted to implementation of Public Law 94-519. Implementation 
of the Law did not change the priorities of these agencies 
regarding domestic or other foreign excesses. 

We made several recommendations concerning AID's excess 
property program in our separate report covering the entire 
program. Since the recommendations were based on matters 
beyond the scope of our Public Law 94-519 review, we do not 
repeat them in this report. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATIOI1 

In a June 16, 1980, letter, the Assistant Administrator, 
Bureau for Program and Management Services, provided usAID's 
comments on a draft of this report chapter. AID stated that 
the draft chapter generally agreed with our draft report on 
the overall AID excess program, which'had also been provided 
to AID. AID felt that our draft of this chapter did not 
adequately emphasize what it perceived to be the adverse 
impact of Public Law 94-519 on AID's ability to acquire 
excess property. 
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have adequate time to inspect it for use. These comments are 
somewhat contradictory. However, AID is authorized to screen 
and acquire excess property for its loan-financed projects, 
and we believe that an effective screening program for these 
projects would enable AID to identify property which would 
be of use to its grantees if not taken by a SASP. Having 
already screened the excess property before the SASPs, AID 
should be in a position to promptly request that such prop- 
erty be made available for its grantees instead of being 
sold. 

In addition, AID commented that the Law had adversely 
affected the acquisition of domestic excess property by 
registered voluntary relief agencies and other eligible 
recipients under section 607 of the Foreign Assistance Act 
which, according to AID, now find themselves competing with 
AID grant-funded recipients for the culls of the Donation 
Program. This comment is not pertinent to the subject we 
are discussing--the impact of Public Law 94-519. For years, 
the Foreign Assistance Act has authorized section 607 recip- 
ients to obtain unneeded Government property only after it 
has been screened for the Donation Program. Public Law 94-519 
did not affect their legal priority to obtain such property. 

AID pointed out that our draft report on the overall AID 
excess property program contained the following two statements. 

"The only way for AID to obtain more excess property is 
for the Law to be changed raising the priority of its 
grantees above that of the States." 

* * * * * 

"We believe the only way 607 recipients can obtain more 
property is for the Law to be amended raising their 
priority above the States." 

AID stated that it endorses both statements and suggested that 
we recommend to the Congress that Public Law 94-519 be amended 
to provide for the AID property requirements. 

The two statements were included in our overall report; 
however, neither should be construed as supporting the recom- 
mendation suggested by AID. In quoting the first statement, 
AID overlooked the preceding sentence in the draft report, 
which stated: "We believe the system established by GSA 
for determining if property is needed by the States is 
consistent with the Law." Also, with the second quoted 
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CHAPTER 5 

COLLECTION OF FEDERAL CARE 

AND HANDLING COSTS --NEED FOR CLARIFICATION 

For many years, SASPs acquired Federal surplus property 
virtually free through the Donation Program. Recent action 
by the House Committee on Appropriations has resulted in 
legislation that now requires SASPs to pay a care and han- 
dling surcharge on surplus DOD property they acquire. The 
House Committee on Government Operations asked us to include 
in this report a discussion of the care and handling costs 
of surplus property to be donated. 

SAPS ~20~ suiwr,us PROPERTY FREE 
OF COST FOR MANY YEARS 

The Federal Property and Administrative Services Act 
of 1949 allows the transfer of surplus property to SASPs 
without reimbursement for any part of the acquisition cost 
of that property. Section 203 (j)(l) of the act authorizes 
Federal agencies to recover their care and handling costs 
for surplus property transferred to SASPs; however, they 
generally have not done so. 

GSA is responsible for interpreting and implementing 
the 1949 Act. In implementing those provisions dealing with 
care and handling costs, GSA has narrowly defined what costs 
Federal agencies may recover. The act defines care and han- 
dling as the completing, repairing, converting, rehabilitating, 
operating, preserving, protecting, insuring, packing, storing, 
handling, conserving, and transporting of excess and surplus 
property. The FPMR, promulgated by GSA, states that only 
direct costs incurred in the actual packing, preparation for 
shipment, and loading of property donated are recoverable by 
the Government. GSA has determined that the costs for pre- 
serving, protecting, storing, and handling are costs that would 
be incurred regardless of how the property is disposed of and 
are, therefore, not considered directly related to the donation 
process. Accordingly, the costs incurred in performing these 
functions have been considered part of overhead or administra- 
tion, and have been absorbed by the agency transferring the 
property. 
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act that significantly affects SASPs. Section 764 of the 
act required GSA to implement regulations requiring recovery 
of Federal costs of care and handling of DOD surplus property 
which is donated. 

DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY STUDY 
ON PROPERTY DISPOSAL TRANSFERS 

On April 20, 1979, the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) 
issued a report on the feasibility of implementing a stand- 
ard surcharge on DOD excess and surplus transfers. In 
requiring GSA to implement a care and handling surcharge 
on DOD surplus property transferred to SASPs, the House 
Committee on Appropriations was influenced, in part, by the 
costs identified in the DLA report. DLA's report presents 
two alternative surcharges that could be applied to DOD 
property disposal transfers based on recovery of disposal 
operating costs related to reutilization, transfer, and 
donation operations. The House Committee on Government 
Operations asked us to evaluate the basis for the costs 
included in the DLA report. 

DLA definition of donation costs is 
broader than that contained in the Law 

In its report, DLA identified direct disposal processing 
costs which it considers related to the handling of donated 
property and, therefore, recoverable through a surcharge on 
donation transfers. We believe that some of the costs DLA 
identified are not recoverable under the Federal Property 
and Administrative Services Act of 1949. 

DOD property which is not needed by the holding activity 
is turned over to property disposal offices. These offices 
receive the property and, unless it was declared scrap upon 
receipt, place it in storage until it is disposed of. 
Generally, property is disposed of in the following order: 

Within DOD 

--Reutilization (transfers to DOD activities). 

As Government excess 

--Transfer (transfers to non-DOD Federal agencies). 

As Government surplus 

--Donation (transfers to SASPs and donees). 
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ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS OF DISPOSAL COSTS 
ATTRIBUTABLE TO DONATIONS 

The Bouse Committee on Government Operations asked us 
to determine whether care and handling cost data is available 
and, if it is, to discuss ways of allocating these costs to 
donations. Data on care and handling costs is not readily 
available; therefore, the following analysis is based largely 
on DOD's fiscal year 1978 disposal data as presented in DLA's 
report. 

As stated previously, DLA had estimated that $5.3 mil- 
lion of DOD's fiscal year 1978 disposal system costs were 
attributable to care and handling of donated property. Using 
basically the same data used by DLA, we developed an alterna- 
tive analysis to estimate the overall net effect on DOD's 
total disposal system costs that would have occurred had no 
DOD property been donated in fiscal year 1978. On the basis 
of our analysis, we estimated that DOD's total disposal system 
costs would have been reduced by only about $25,000 if no DOD 
property had been donated during that year. This analysis does 
not consider the increase in revenues from sales of DOD surplus 
property that would result from eliminating donations. Congres- 
sional intent, as evidenced by the Senate and House Committees 
reports on Public Law 94-519, has been to forgo revenues from 
the sale of surplus personal property in favor of the benefits 
which result from the donated property being used for worthwhile, 
eligible purposes. 

DLA identified direct screening, accounting, care, and 
issue expenses associated with the handling of excess and sur- 
plus property, while it is in the disposal system. Through a 
series of comparative ratios, DLA applied some of these costs 
to reutilization, transfer, and donation actions. In our 
analysis, we also computed costs for the remaining disposal 
actions--sales, scrap, and abandonment or destruction. The 
following table shows our results. 
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CIVIL AGENCIES ARE NOT IDENTIFYING 
AND RECOVERING CARE AND HANDLING COSTS 
FOR DONATED PROPERTY 

None of the civil agencies included in our review have 
ever routinely accounted for or recovered the care and hand- 
ling costs related to the transfer of excess, or the donation 
of, surplus personal property. Agency officials consider such 
costs to be minimal and a part of the overall costs of their 
property management operations. 

Agency accounting records do not 
show care and handling costs 

Agency accounting systems do not have any separate 
accounts to keep track of care and handling costs incurred. 
Most financial and budget officials that we talked to in 
each agency said they would be able to set up accounts needed 
to track these expenses, but that the property managers would 
have to supply detailed information on the disposition of 
each item of excess and surplus property. Property managers, 
however, did not believe it would be economically feasible to 
provide the required information because of the time and 
paperwork involved. 

Care and handling costs are minimal 

Officials of each agency told us the care and handling of 
donated property requires such little time and effort that it 
would be uneconomical to attempt to recover the related costs. 
Property that enters the Donation Program is available on an 
"as is" basis, and therefore is, not rehabilitated or other- 
wise improved. Agencies also do not routinely incur any costs 
that could be specifically classified as care and handling 
charges according to the criteria in the FPMR. Additionally, 
SASPs pay for all transportation expenses relating to the 
donation. 

Objections to a care and handling 
surcharge 

The predominant position taken by civil agency officials 
we talked with was that the expenses--time and paperwork-- 
that would be incurred in identifying, billing, and collecting 
care and handling costs would exceed the amount that would be 
recovered through the imposition of a surcharge. These offi- 
cials believe that a care and handling surcharge on surplus 
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donee organizations, of various types and sizes, within their 
State. Fifty-two of the 54 directors responded to our request 
and provided the names of 519 donees. 

We received 222 responses to our questionnaire. Of these, 
145 were sufficiently completed, and therefore, subject to 
evaluation. The following discussion and statistics reflect 
the information and estimates provided by these donees re- 
garding the impact that increased SASP service charges would 
have on their participation in the Donation Program. 

Factors other than service 
charge affect donee decisions 
to acquire property 

The SASP's service charge is not always the major factor 
donees consider in deciding what property to acquire for their 
organizational programs. 

Generally, SASPs acquire surplus property from various 
Federal agencies. They arrange to have the property picked 
up and delivered to their distribution centers. Upon receipt 
at the center, property is inventoried, segregated, and placed 
on display. Service charges, or prices, are assessed based on 
the SASPs' schedule of rates. For example, a schedule of rates 
at one SASP we visited was as follows: 

Original acquisition cost 
of property 

Service charge 
rate up to 

(percent) 

$ 0 to $ 250 25 
$ 251 to $ 2,500 15 
$ 2,501 to $10,000 10 
$10,001 to $25,000 5 

However, the SASPs' pricing policy may also be influenced 
by the item's physical condition and its marketability. 
Donees visit the distribution center to (1) acquire items 
for which their organization has a specific need and 
(2) shop for items which might be adapted to their needs. 

We asked donees if the SASPs' service charge was the 
major factor in their decision to acquire property and, if it 
was not, what were the major factors. According to the donees, 
the service charge was the major factor in most cases. However, 
about 47 percent of the respondents replied that it was not. 
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As the table shows, any increase in service charge 
will cause a decrease in the amount of property acquired 
by donees. A l-percent increase does not significantly 
affect donee participation in the program. However, in- 
creases from 2 to 5 percent cause significantly more donees 
to reduce their participation. At a 5-percent increase, 31 
percent of the 142 donees responding would virtually drop 
out of the Donation Program; that is, reduce the amount of 
property acquired by 90 to 100 percent. 

Some donees expressed concern over the effect of ser- 
vice charge increases based on a flat rate and applied 
on any item without regard to the acquisition cost of the 
item. A flat-rate, across-the-board increase would cause 
some items to be too costly for some donees. For example, 
one donee noted, "While it may be possible and practical 
to pay up to five percent of property acquisition cost for 
some items, it could be most impractical for any such flat 
fee structure for all items. Such a structure would inhibit 
procurement * * * at higher prices." In referring to an 
item with an original acquisition cost of $l,OOO,OOO, another 
donee noted, "If we had been required to pay, one, two, or 
three percent of acquisition cost ($10,000, $20,000 or 
$30,000), we would not have considered the purchase, * * *." 
After our review, DOD determined that the flat-rate surcharge 
for any one line item of of property would not exceed $1,000. 

Although the service charge is not always the major 
factor that donees consider when they are selecting surplus 
property for their organizations, the amount of surplus 
property they acquire appears to be affected by increases 
in the service charge. If SASPs are required to pay a care 
and handling surcharge, they will probably have to pass this 
increased cost on to their donees in the form of higher 
service charges. On the basis of donee responses to our 
questionnaire, we believe that imposing any care and handling 
surcharge will result in reduced donee participation in the 
Donation Program. A surcharge greater than 1 percent of 
acquisition cost would probably cause a significant number 
of donees to reduce or end their participation in the 
Donation Program. 

COMCLUSIONS 

On the basis of our examination, we believe that: 

--Although care and handling cost data is not now readily 
available, Federal agency accounting systems could be 
modified to provide such data. 
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In commenting on a draft at this report DOD agreed that 
the requirement that care and handling costs on its property 
be collected would result in inconsistent policies relating to 
donated property originating in military and civil agencies. 
DOD had no objection to our recommendation that the Congress 
clarify what costs should be recovered. 

DOD stated that we had not identified which of the $5.3 
million fiscal year 1978 costs determined by DLA to be appli- 
cable to donated DOD property were not collectible in view 
of the definition of care and handling in the 1949 Act. DOD 
stated that it had used direct costs associated with disposal 
functions that support the Donation Program and believed its 
selection and proration of costs were correct. DOD asked that 
we delete or clarify comments concerning the portion of the 
$5.3 million of costs that we consider to be not collectible. 

As we stated in our draft report, the $2.5 million we 
consider to be not collectible represented costs of account- 
ing for and screening property. Neither of these functions 
is included in the statutory definition of care and handling 
costs. We have clarified our final report to avoid any mis- 
understanding. As discussed previously, DLA officials 
responsible for the study which produced the $5.3 million 
cost estimate acknowledged that their selection of costs 
was not based on the statutory definition. In addition, 
DLA officials admitted that their estimate would have been 
much less than $5.3 million if they had restricted their 
selection to only costs incurred for care and handling 
functions. 

DOD also informed us that the 2-percent surcharge 
planned to be levied on DOD property would be limited to 
$1,000 for any one line item of property. DOD decided to 
limit the surcharge to $1,000 for any one line item after 
we completed our work. Our report now recognizes this 
limitation. 

DOD questioned statements in the draft report attrib- 
uted to civil agency officials to the effect that the time 
and effort spent on care and handling of donated property 
is so small that it would be uneconomical to recover the 
related costs and that recovery of the civil agency costs 
would reduce the amount of property acquired by donees. 
DOD also did not agree with our conclusion that imposing 
a care and handling surcharge greater than 1 percent of 
the donated property's acquisition cost would seriously 
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PROVISIONS AND INTElIT OF PUBLIC LAW 94-519 

Public Law 94-519 was comprised of 10 sections, which 
are described below. 

SECTION 1 

This section significantly changed section 203(j) of the 
Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, which 
provides the legal basis and guidance for the donation of sur- 
plus Federal personal property to non-Federal organizations. 

Under the former section 203(j), donations of surplus 
property could be made through the SASPs only to certain 
specified donees and only for purposes of education, public 
health, and civil defense or research related to such pur- 
poses. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
(HEW) was required to determine that the property was 
usable and necessary for such purposes. 

More specifically, under the old program, property could 
be donated to (1) tax-supported or nonprofit, tax-exempt medi- 
cal institutions, hospitals, clinics, health centers, school 
systems, schools, colleges, universities, schools for the 
mentally retarded, schools for the physically handicapped, 
and radio and television stations licensed by the Federal 
Communications Commission as educational stations, (2) public 
libraries, and (3) civil defense organizations of any State, 
or political subdivision or instrumentality thereof, which 
were established pursuant to State law. 

Public Law 94-519 considerably enlarged the activities 
and types of recipients eligible for property donations from 
SASPs. In addition to the formerly eligible recipients, prop- 
erty can now also be donated to any public agency for use in 
carrying out or promoting for the residents of a given politi- 
cal area one or more "public purposes." These public purposes 
include, but are not limited to, such matters as conservation, 
economic development, education, parks and recreation, public 
health and public safety (including civil defense). Under 
the Law, "public agencies" include any State (and the District 
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, Guam, and American 
Samoa), State political subdivision (including any unit of 
local government or economic development district), State 
department, agency, or instrumentality (including instrumen- 
talities created by compact or other agreement between States 
or political subdivisions) or Indian tribe, band, group, 
pueblo, or community located on a State reservation. 
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days during which to submit comments. In the development and 
implementation of the plans, the relative needs and resources 
of all public agencies and other eligible institutions in the 
State were to be considered. 

The Law established the following minimum requirements 
for the State plans of operation: 

--State plans will assure that the SASPs have the 
necessary organizational and operational authority 
and capability, including staff, facilities, and 
means and methods of financing. 

--State plans will include adequate procedures for 
accountability, internal and external audits, 
cooperative agreements, compliance and utiliza- 
tion reviews, equitable distribution and property 
disposal, determination of donee eligibility, and 
assistance through consultation with advisory 
bodies and public and private groups. 

--State plans will require SASPs to use the same type 
of management control and accountihg systems for 
donable property as required by State law to be used 
for State-owned property. However, with Governors' 
approval, SASPs may use other systems for donable 
property if they are effective. 

--State plans will provide for return of still usable 
donable property which is not properly used within 
1 year of donation or which ceases to be properly 
used within 1 year of being placed in use. Returned 
property will be available for further distribution. 

--State plans will require SASPs, to the extent possible, 
to select specific property requested by eligible recip- 
ients and to arrange direct shipment to recipients. 

--State plans must show the method of establishing SASP 
service charges, if such charges are established. 
These charges must be fair and equitable and based on 
direct and reasonable indirect costs of services per- 
formed by the SASPs, including screening, packing, 
crating, removal, and transportation. 

--State plans will provide that SASPs may apply reason- 
able terms, conditions, reservations, or restrictions 
on the use of donated property and such terms, condi- 
tions, etc., will be imposed on the use of vehicles 
or items originally costinq s3,OOO or more. 
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SECTION 3 

This section of the Law greatly changed the Government's 
policies and practices on the transfer of excess personal prop- 
erty to Federal grantees. The House and Senate Committees had 
expressed many concerns on the various programs under which such 
excess property had formerly been transferred to grantees. This 
section of the Law was intended to alleviate those concerns by 
imposing restrictive controls on the distribution of excess prop- 
erty in connection with Federal grants. 

The Law prohibited almost all Federal agencies from 
obtaining excess property through GSA in order to furnish it 
to a grantee, unless: 

--The grantee is a public agency or a nonprofit and 
tax-exempt organization. 

--The grant is for a specific federally sponsored 
purpose and has a specific termination date. 

--The property will be used for the purpose of the 
grant. 

--The sponsoring Federal agency pays to the Treasury, 
as miscellaneous receipts, 25 percent of the property's 
original acquisition cost. 

The Law provided that title to property transferred under 
the above conditions will be vested in the grantee. The prop- 
erty must be accounted for and disposed of in accordance with 
procedures governing personal property acquired under grant 
agreements. 

The Law allowed GSA to prescribe regulations and restric- 
tions to exempt from the general conditions outlined above, 
including the required 25-percent payment of original acquisi- 
tion cost, grants of the following categories: 

--Property furnished under section 608 of the Foreign 
Assistance Act of 1961, when GSA determines that such 
property is not needed for the Donation Program. 

--Scientific equipment furnished under section 11(e) 
of the National Science Foundation Act of 1950. 

--Property furnished under section 203 of the Department 
of Agriculture Organic Act of 1944, for the Cooperative 
Forest Fire Control Program, where title is retained in 
the United States. 
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request, for donation to eligible donees. Property for which 
title was not transferred and which was not transferred to a 
SASP was to be disposed of through normal procedures--sale, 
abandonment, or destruction. 

SECTION 6 

This section of the Law repealed section 514 of the 
Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965. This was 
a major change brought about by the Law. 

The section 514 program came into existence in fiscal 
year 1975 as a result of an amendment to the Public Works 
and Economic Development Act Amendments of 1974. Under the 
program, Federal cochairmen of seven (subsequently increased 
to eight) Regional Action Planning Commissions, operating 
within their economic development regions as established by 
the Secretary of Commerce, were authorized to obtain excess 
property and to distribute it locally by loan or gift for 
economic development purposes. Recipients, which did not 
have to be Federal grantees, included States or their politi- 
cal subdivisions, tax-supported organizations, Indian tribes 
or units, nonprofit private hospitals, and nonprofit colleges 
or universities. 

Both the House and Senate Committees' reports concluded 
that the program, in 1 year, had become the largest taker 
of excess property for non-Federal use and that it should be 
eliminated. Both Committee reports pointed out that economic 
development would be one of the new purposes for which sur- 
plus property could be donated and that the former section 
514 recipients would be able to qualify as donees. 

SECTION 7 

This section of the Law resulted from GSA's takeover of 
HEW's functions relating to the Donation Drogram. OMR was 
told to determine which HEW personnel, property, records, and 
funds should be transferred to GSA to compensate for the shift 
in functions and to direct when they should be transferred. In 
addition, OMB was told to direct any other measures it deemed 
necessary for the transfer. 

SECTION 8 

This section of the Law amended title VI (General Provi- 
sions) of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act 
of 1949 by prohibiting sexual discrimination in any program or 
activity carried on or receiving Federal assistance under the 
act. 
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full and independent evaluation of the operation of 
this Act, (2) the extent to which the objectives of 
this Act have been fulfilled, (3) how the needs 
served by prior Federal personal property distribu- 
tion programs have been met, (4) an assessment of 
the degree to which the distribution of surplus 
property has met the relative needs of the various 
public agencies and other eligible institutions, 
and (5) such recommendations as the Administrator 
and the Comptroller General, respectively, determine 
to be necessary or desirable." 
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One trailer was located at an instructor's residence and was 
used for personal use. The SASP subsequently informed us 
that the compressors were put into use at the museum. 

--Donee: City of Brownfield 

(Property item: crane; acquisition cost: $14,200; donation 
period: more than 12 months) 

This item had never been used by the donee. Before our 
visit, the donee had certified to the SASP that the item was 
in use. The SASP subsequently informed us that the crane had 
been put into use by the city. 

--Donee: Anton Independent School District 

(Property item: all-terrain vehicle: acquisition cost: $689: 
donation period: 7 to 12 months) 

This item was acquired to use when connecting the sprinkler 
system for the football field. At the time of our visit, a 
school employee had the vehicle at his residence for his grand- 
children to play with. The SASP subsequently informed us it had 
required the donee to return the vehicle. 

--Donee: City of Big Spring 

(Property item: electronic testing equipment: acquisition 
cost: $2,387; donation period: more than 12 months) 

This item had been loaned to a local TV cable station. 
The donee representative told us that he was unaware of the 
restrictions which prohibited the loan of the equipment. 
The SASP subsequently informed us that the donee had advised 
it that the item had been repaired by the TV station and 
that it was used. 

--Donee: Lubbock Christian College 

(Property item: electronic test set instrument; 
acquisition cost: $5,000; donation period: less than 
6 months) 

This item had not been used. The donee representative 
told us he did not know how to use the item. The SASP 
subsequently informed us that the donee had returned the 
property. 
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MISSOURI 

--Donee: Linn Technical College 

(Property items: six sets of helicopter main rotary blades: 
acquisition cost: $25,674: donation period: 7 to 12 months) 

The donee representative told us that these blades, al- 
though usable, were being cut into small pieces for use in a 
blade repair course. We located the six cases in which the 
blades had been shipped, but could identify only two sets of 
blades. The SASP subsequently informed us that the property 
was being used for training purposes as stated by the donee. 

--Donee: University of Missouri - Rolla 

(Property items: 

--milling machine; acquisition cost: $11,019; 
donation period: 7 to 12 months 

--solder machine: acquisition cost: $21,335; 
donation period: 7 to 12 months 

--grinding machine: acquisition cost: $3,305; 
donation period: 7 to 12 months) 

Of these items, the milling and grinding machines had 
never been used; in fact, they were stored outside. The 
university had previously certified to the SASP that these 
items were being used to make parts for scientific equipment. 
The university also had certified that the soldering machine 
had been cannibalized. We found this had not been done. 
The SASP subsequently informed us that corrective action had 
been taken concerning this property. We do not know the 
nature of the corrective action. 

--Donee: State Fair Community College 

(Property items: seven hydraulic test stands: acquisition 
cost: $21,000; donation period: 7 to 12 months) 

Five of these stands had been completely disassembled. 
The donee had reported to the SASP that all seven were opera- 
tional. A college official stated that two stands will be 
used in a machine technology course to be taught next semester. 
The residue from the five disassembled stands will be used for 
spare parts. The SASD subsequently informed us that it agreed 
with our findings, but that, overall, this donee properly used 
many items of donated property. 
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The item had never been used. The donee had told the 
SASP in April 1979 that he wanted the SASP to take the item 
back because it would not be used. At the time of our visit 
in October 1979, the city still had the trailer and was not 
using it. In commenting on our draft report, the SASP did 
not specifically mention this property item. 

--Donee: Monroe City 

(Property item: helicopter quill assembly: acquisition cost: 
$1,178; donation period: more than 12 months) 

This item was not in use. In fact, the city had no 
helicopter. The SASP subsequently informed us that it had 
reported this situation to GSA for further investigation. 

UTAH 

--Donee: West Millard Hospital 

(Property item: arc welder; acquisition cost: $1,151; 
donation period: more than 12 months) 

This item had been loaned to a local welding company since 
its donation. It was being used in the normal course of the 
company's business. The welding company does some work for the 
hospital in return for the use of the arc welder. 

--Donee: West Millard Motor Posse 

(Property item: trailer; acquisition cost: $11,845; 
donation period: less than 6 months) 

This item was given by the donee to the Melville 
Irrigation Company. The irrigation company is not authorized, 
and may not be eligible, to participate in the Donation Program. 
The trailer is being used to haul weed-control tanks. The donee 
representative told us that he was not familiar with SASP re- 
strictions on the use of donated property. Also, Motor Posse 
members had obtained hardware from the SASP for use on their 
farms and had obtained footlockers to use as toy boxes for 
their children. 

--Donee: Eskdale High School 

(Property item: tank truck: acquisition cost: $22,584: 
donation period: more than 12 months) 
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This item was in need of repair and had not been used 
since it was donated. The donee representative told us the 
truck would be used if repair parts were found. The l-year 
period during which the item was required to be used had 
expired. 

(Property item: truck; acquisition cost: $4,216; donation 
period: more than 12 months) 

This item, although operable, had not been used since it 
was donated. The donee representative had no explanation as 
to why it was not being used. The l-year period during which 
the item was required to be used had expired. 

--Donee: Colorado City Metropolitan Recreational District 

(Property item: engine; acquisition cost: $552; donation 
period: more than 12 months) 

This item had not been used since it was donated. It 
was found still in its shipping container. The donee 
representative told us it would be used in the future. How- 
ever, the l-year period during which the item was required 
to be used had expired. 

MONTANA 

--Donee: Cascade Rural Volunteer Fire Department 

(Property item: forklift; estimated acquisition cost: $1,500; 
donation period: less than 6 months) 

This item was located in a vacant lot and clearly not in 
use. The donee representative told us that the item had not 
been and would not be used but would be sold. 

(Property item: forklift: estimated acquisition cost: $3,800; 
donation period: less than 6 months) 

This item had been repaired and was being rented to a 
commercial feed store. 

(Property item: forklift; estimated acquisition cost: $3,000; 
donation period: less than 6 months) 

This item also had been repaired and was being rented to 
the commercial feed store. 
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Elmer B. Staats, Comptroller 
General 

General Accounting Office 
441 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Staats: 

During the consideration of S. 588, the International 
Development Assistance Act of 1979, Senators Javits and 
Pryor engaged in a colloquy regarding the experience of 
the Agency for International Development and private 
voluntary organizations with regard to excess federal 
property. Moreover, it was agreed that the General 
Accounting Office study being made pursuant to Public Law 
94-519 should provide information that would be very use- 
ful in considering this issue. 

Because of the schedule for hearings of the Foreign 
Relations Committee on the 1980 Foreign Assistance bill, 
information regarding the Agency for International Develop- 
ment and private voluntary organizations will be needed 
earlier than the April 17, 1980 deadline for the complete 
study under Public Law 94-519. 

We,therefore, request that the portion of the 
Public Law 94-519 study that relates to the Agency for 
International Development and private voluntary organiza- 
tions, together with such additional information as is 
necessary to give a full review of the experience of 
those agency programs under current law, be provided by 
January 17, 1980. We also request that the report be 
made to both the Foreign Relations Committee and the Civil 
Service and General Services Subcommittee of the Govern- 
mental Affairs Committee. 
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June 19, 1979 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE s 7957 
the mnaIlne~ of the amount. Applied in 
the rl&t places, It can do a lot, espe- 
alaY to see that Previously BPProVed 
rda M in fact c.m.wmmeted, deaplte 
-a extreme economic and fore@n 
cachanm dl&“lUes, which has required 
~rgttt accept strict cdndlWon8 from 

60 I hope, Mr. President, that Senator 
McOovwn. my colleague for the major- 
If% mlpht consider favorably the sdcq- 
tlon of thla amendment. It could make 
lmeslble the earw receipt of wgenw.v 
needed uaulpment. Sudan’s security altu- 
diW hsr been mwely Jeo~ardked in 
radllt m~nthn by an ermmwma l@u o! 
WfUuWd from FMtrea and Uganda. 
whleh severely co~pllcst.?a lb border 
Mc”?ltY rmb1a. 

1Yleldtathet3em~frompl0rida. 
Ur. SMNE. Mr. Pmldent, I Join ln 

6PaMorln.s thb amendment with the dis- 
t lmubhd mnlor Benator from New 
York. who has Just led P mission to the 
fkdm and viewed the situation ln Per- 
eon. 

We am ln P serba of Middle Rest nego- 
tbwaw ld which one or the most lm- 
Porknt conknte la between moderates 
&rid reJeotlonbb who oppose the Sadat 
nsooUaUns P-. and the moderate 
Amb mata. OnJy a few ln number. which 
mwort it. The~reewre on those mader- 
l k Amb States which supwrt the Badat 
fuwotbwng pmaas la strong. But It la 
mcrlnly ~~cholwlcal; end the meakst 
arsweh9veof.%lpportblgtheSadat 
ae&lan#promxla.¶totheoont&1 
have Just dwcrlbsd Is k 80 011 record 
krulblv end In ewry other waap~ fn sup- 
port of thee modersk skku in the Arab 
world which are thenuIe1ve3 standing up 
for the ~ewe prwew 80 lmpwknt to the 
8Wb of the unlkd Btskn and the bfiddle 
Eut In rmbtln8 fkvlet ~~netratlon and 
01 rwbun8 radlcallxnwon of the area. 

‘AIIs unendment will help “a do that, 
tmcawe It wlJl not only rentmre the lead- 
-abla and the cl- of the Sudan 

,at the united Bktea admlrw. respeob, 
And mwPwta wlelr co- In skndlng 
up for the bflddle East peace procea. but 
that we do so tangibly. and not merely 
once. 81 we dld B few we& ago.. but re- 
P&uV. to hwure thst we, the United 
StatkcanbedeemedarelisbleaUvof 
our frlendo and awmdaka ln the Ylddle 
Eut and uvund the world. 

I therefore hope not only that the corn- 
mlttee and the Sask will accept this 
unendment. but that the conference will 
acdbt tbb ammdment. It will do s lot 
for the U.6. role ln the Middle E&t. to 
zrntiGkwe man buslnaar and support 

Mr. JAVl%S. I thank m.v oolleaaue verv _ _ _ 
m”cal. 

Xr. President, I have Just one further 
brief word of explanation. We &are on 
$1 mllllm aa wverlng additional equip- 
ment and 2700.000 to cover tramports- 
Uon costs which have accrued on the $5 
mllllon in forelm InilItnrY sales Credlb 
which we have provided the Sudan in 
fiscal 1070. Infiatlon and balance of pny- 
mata problems for that country have 
eaten heavily into the $5 mullon credit 
~mwnrn which we have already given. 
That k tke com~~IWoa of the $1.7 mil- 

lion figure. High priority shouuld go to 
such Items as bulldozers. jeeps and spare 
Pb-S. 

Mr. President, the problems of the 
Sudan are enormously coqpllcated by 
the fact that it haa taken tens of thou- 
sands of mf”&zes from Erltrea which fs 
being “pech%!d” by Ethiopia with the aid 
of Cubans, and about 100,000 ref”&?es 
have come over from Uganda into 
Sudan’s already volatile souWx3n prov- 
mces. Up until the early 1970’s there was 
war between the north and the south In 
We Budan and the refugee bu¶w could 
unsettle that 8it”atlon. especially if Lib- 
ya, which backs Id1 Amin and opposes 
BUdan’S suPPart oi Badat. trrle.9 to stir up 
trouble. 

Fnr all of these reasons, Mr. Presi- 
dent. I hope the malority may &ee fit 
to accept tbb amendment. 

Mr. McdcOOVERN. Mr. President, I 
agree with everything the Senator from 
New York and the Senator from Florida 
have s&id about the lmportsnce of us 
~mvIdIn~ wme modest assistance to the 
Sudan at thla time. I only wish that our 
own budget pressures were not so in- 
tense 80 that we could do more. If 
there Is an.v legttimata claimant on 
American understanding and support at 
thb time in Africa, It Is the Sudan. ems- 
tar Srorm and Senator Jhvrrs have both 
drami atkntlon to the mle the Sudan 
ha8 glared in SUPP~~~# President 
Sedat’s lnit&tivee for peace ln the Mtd- 
die East. But beyond that. the Sudan fs 
B VikllY lmPorbalt country ln Its own 
right. It is the large& COuntIy in term.9 
of land maa on the African Continent. 
It has one of the best records on human 
rights of any country in Africa. Under 
the leaders&p of President N”mayrl It 
has peSeef”lly and s”ccessfully termi- 
nated the 17dear clvll war. 

It aervss 811 a brldpe between the Afri- 
can world on the one hand and tne Arab 
world on tie other. In that sense, It la 
cr”cld to our hope8 for stability of the 
Middle East and aLso throuehout Africa. 
Bettor Javlts has said It has an un- 
stable border situation today. It has been 
overrun with refugee.3 from the war in 
Uganda. The Chad clvll Dar la weeing 
next door. There is the problem with the 
Erltrea refu(yees. 

AU of the& thinga. lncludine the diiil- 
culty with JZthlo~ia, have placed new 
PlesIwB on Sudan. 

A few days ago the For&n Mtnister 
of Sudan, Dr. Francia Den& called In my 
OtacC and urged conslderatlon for B 
much larger American old xsponse ta 
the needs of We Budan. 

It Is my understanding that he will 
we Senator Jnvm8 and other Senators 
thb week. 

The Sudanese Ambassador accom- 
panled hbn. end I told them that because 
of the budget pressures we are oparatlng 
under this year and the fact that It is 
already Ink ln the k&laWve year, it 
would be difileult for us at this point ta 
lwk for larger economic assistance. But 
I think this very modest proposal that 
Senator Jdvrrs ha8 made Is one that the 
f55;;k and the Congm?s ought to ac- 

I thhk our colleagues know that Sea- 

atar JAVITS ga”e UP his Memorial D&Y 
recess ta make 8 very strenuous trlP to 
the Sudan at the request Of the COngresS 
and wfth the full support of the Presi- 
dent and the admlnlstratlon to look at’ 
the sIt”ation there. 

What he haa to 6&y on these problems 
Is more up to date and more current 
than any of the rest of us are capable 
of bringing to bear on the problem. 

For all of these reasons. Mr. President. 
I not only support his amendment but I 
very much hope It will be adopted by the 
C0ngre.s. 

Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator 
Mr. President, I yield back the re- 

malnder of my time. 
Mr. McOOVERN. Mr. President, I 

yield back the remainder of my time. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. 

BOREN) . All time has been yielded back. 
The question is on agreeing to the 
amendment. 

The amendment woo agreed to. 
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President. I move to 

reconsider the vote by which the amend- 
ment wea agreed to. 

Mr. McoOVSRN. Mr. President, I 
mow to lay that moWon on the table. 

The moWon to lay on the table ~88 
aIrreed to. 

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield 
nwself 6 mlnutee. 

idr. Prealdent, I take the benez7t of the 
preeence of the Bendor from Arkansas 
Mr. Piwon) Is in the Chamber to ad- 
dres, a sue&on to him. He chairs the 
appmprlata subcommlttee of the Oov- 
anmental AUairs Oomrmtke that deals 
with the dlsposd of excess eovernment 
property. l-ask him lf he will be kind 
enough to comment on a problem of 
which I have become aware which seems 
tometobeworthyofblsandtbcBen- 

ate’s consldemtlon. 
It appeara that. ln the co- of the 

last 1 years, we have reduced erestly the 
capablllty of A1D. the government 
rm!ney which we are conddering today. 
to acquire exeeas U.S. Oovernment prop- 
erty. Ita former priority via-a-vta the 
Bkka and the other unIta of the Federal 
Oo”-erit wan l-educed by l&slat&n 
Dassed in 1917. It now das not have that, 
bWS”W  It IS mWlK!d to put up 25 per- 
cent of the original cost of thla excese 
woperty ln order to get it for Its 
PUrpoee8. 

I had In mind restoring that priority. 
hut With B llmlt. While there are billIons 
of dollars involved. my amendment 
would have put B celllne on AID’s prlor- 
ity of $35 ndlllon worth of U.S. oovern- 
ment exeeas property. l-he private vd- 
“ntary oreanlaatlons, the church groups. 
the American Red Cross. and the many 
other o~lzntlona supported by United 
States people who are philanthmpic in 
their o”tlc&, which function so efkc- 
tlvely ovemeae-would have been given 
access to $10 million worth of excaw 
property. I realize, os I studied the ques- 
tion of tntroducing this amendment to 
restore the priority of AID and the prl- 
vste voluntary organization that other 
very 8eriou8 problems have arlsen a8 a 
result of the 1977 law. So I thought that, 
perhsos. instead of resolving this Am 
puestlon through the lntroduotlon of an 
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NINETV-SIXTH CONGRESS 

UCongre$$ of the 3Hniteb Mates’ 
~otit of %epreStntatibeS 

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS 

2157 %~pburn EwuSr dfflrr Puilblnp 
larhinptmt. B.C. 20515 

October 11, 1979 

Honorable Elmer B. Staats 
Comptroller General 
General Accounting Office 
441 G Street, N.W. 
lii::i;;;w ___ 

This concerns the Federal program to donate surplus personal 
property to State and local organizations for public purposes, 
authorized by section 203(j) of the Federal Property Act. 

That section was amended in 1976 by P.L. 94-519 to consolidate 
many similar but separate property distribution programs and 
establish an orderly, efficient, 
in partnership with the States. 

and fair system under GSA acting 

Section 10 of P.L. 94-519 requires GSA and GAO to submit 
separate reports to Congress thirty months after the effective 
date of P.L. 94-519 (October 17, 1977), and each succeeding two 
years. The reports will evaluate the Act's operation, the 
fulfillment of its objectives, how prior programs' needs are 
being met, 
being met. 

and how the relative needs of various recipients are 

In connection with your work on the first report, due in 
April 1980, we request that you include the matter of costs 
of care and handling of surplus property to be donated. Section 
203(j) separates such costs from the nonreimbursability specified 
for such transfers of property to the various State agencies for 
subsequent donation. There is, of course, a necessary relationship 
between such costs and the service charges that section 203(j) (4) (D) 
indicates may be collected by the State agencies from participating 
recipients. 
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Washington. DC 2’0405 

JUNE 11, 1980 

Honorable Elmer B. Staats 
Comptroller General of the United States 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Hear Mr. Staats: 

Reference is made to the General Accounting Office letter of May 12, 
1980, and the enclosed draft audit report, covering the implementation 
and impact of Public Law 94-519 (assignment code 943179). 

Our comments pertaining to the findings and recommendations of this 
report are enclosed. 

To assist you and the Congressional Committees in the continuing review 
of the donation program, we have incorporated in our response details of 
our regulations and procedures pertaining to our operation of this 
program. 

Sincer , 

flk 7 
R, d. Freeman 111 
Administrator 

Enclosure 
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Recommendation: The heads of all Federal agencies review their plans, 
policies and procedures pertaining to the transfer of excess personal 
property to non-Federal grantee organizations and ensure that they are 
in full compliance with the applicable provisions of P.L. 94-519. 

Comment: We concur with this recommendation. 

In a July 17, 1978, letter, the heads of those agencies who had histori- 
cally furnished excess property to grantees were reminded of the require- 
ments in FPMR 101-43.320 and requested to provide copies of their regulations 
to GSA for review. A second letter was sent on March 6, 1980, to those 
agencies furnishing property to project grantees subsequent to the 
effective date of P.L. 94-519, again drawing their attention to the 
requirements in FPMR 101-43.320 and requesting that the appropriate sections 
of their procedures implementing these requirements be submitted to GSA 
for review. 

To insure that past misuse of excess property by non-Federal users does 
not recur, GSA has proposed several FPMR amendments to tighten the 
controls on such transfers. We will contact those agencies who are 
furnishing property to grantees to request their close attention to the 
provisions of FPMR 101-43.320 requirements in light of this GAO 
recommendation. 
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The principal donation functions of the six nonallocating regions are to 
provide maximum property visibility, serve as liaison with the State 
agencies and authorized donee screeners, and provide other assistance as 
required. Having overlapping interests, the allocating and nonallocating 
regional offices maintain close communications to maximize the transfer of 
all surplus personal property. Under the supervision of the allocating 
region, the regional office of location allocates and approves the donation 
of most nonreportable property. 

The Donation of Surplus Property Handbook, PRM P 4025.1, outlines the 
factors to be considered by FPRS when making allocations of surplus 
personal property. More specifically, Chapter 2, paragraph 5e(4), of the 
Donation of Surplus Property Handbook contains the following instruction 
pertaining to allocation decisions: 

The quantity of property of the type under consideration which was 
previously or is potentially available to a State agency from a more 
advantageous source. This information can readily be obtained through 
the maintenance by the allocator of historical registers covering specific 
items of property having high donation potential. Each allocating office 
shall establish historical registers by quantities, acquisition cost, and 
condition code for property items to include, but not limited to, the 
following Federal Supply Classification groups and classes: 

(a) FSC 2310 - Motor vehicles 
(b) FSC 2320 - Trucks 
(c) FSC 2330 - Trailers 
(d) FSC 4210 - Firetrucks 
(e) FSC 6115 - Generators 

(f) FSG 70 - ADPE configurations 
(g) FSG 24 - Tractors 
(h) FSG 34 - Machine tools 
(i) FSG 38 - Heavy equipment 
(j) FSG 39 - Materials handling 

equipment 

An additional source of historical information is found in the FPRS-1 
computer system which has been programmed to record allocations of 26 
highly desirable items. Regional allocators can use this system to 
obtain details of most allocations by item and State. On November 2, 1979, 
a memorandum was sent to all regions reviewing the instructions for the 
use of the FPRS-1 historical register. From this we conclude that the 
lack of historical reference referred to in the audit report is not due 
to a weakness in program procedures, rather it stems from a lack of 
adherence to existing procedures of long standing. This matter will be 
brought to the attention of all FPRS allocating personnel. Comments 
contained in the audit report relative to allocating activities indicate 
that uniform nationwide program procedures would be desirable. This 
observation will be reviewed with the regional offices and the State 
agencies in an effort to obtain their cooperation in the attainment of 
this goal. 

We are continuously researching allocation criteria in an effort to make 
them more effective. A revision to that part of the Donation of Surplus 
Property Handbook which covers allocating procedures will be issued 
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South Dakota, Utah, Washington and Wyoming. The organization was established 
during the early 1950s to provide support to the Federal operation of the 
surplus personal property donation program. This support includes maintenance 
of a clerk at the FPRS, region 9, Personal Property Division office who 
receives nonreportable property listings and expressions of interest from the 
member States and prepares them to the point of allocation by FPRS. The cost 
of this clerk is shared by the WSSPO States. An additional goal of the WSSPO 
organization is to reduce the participating States screening costs. 

There are 26, Defense Property Disposal Offices (DPDO), 12 of which are major 
locations generating large quantities of property, and a large number of genera- 
ting DOD contractors and civil agencies located in the WSSPO States. They are 
spread out over an area of almost 2 million square miles and are some of the 
highest generators of property in the nation. It is further noted that the 
combined national entitlement of the WSSPO States is only 15.03 percent, an 
average of 1 percent per State. Under these circumstances the western States' 
procedure of having only one State screen each generating location to develop 
nonreportable property listings which are circulated to the other 14 States 
has proven satisfactory to the member States despite the fact that the listings 
include only a brief noun description and the National Stock Number. Records 
indicate that very little property moves out of the WSSPO States to non-WSSPO 
States which has proven to be counterproductive to our efforts to achieve fair 
and equitable distribution of surplus property on a nationwide basis. 

On the negative side property generated to property donated ratios at genera- 
ting locations in the WSSPO area average approximately 12 percent as compared 
to .!7 percent at generating locations throughout the balance of the country. 
This indicates that large quantities of donable property generating in the 
western States are being passed up as a result of the limited onsite screening 
and the brief property descriptions. As indicated above, the unique abundance 
of property and the unusually long distances between State agencies and the 
generating locations have combined to make the WSSPO program practical for 
that area. 

In the past, consideration has been given to the establishment of "WSSPO - 
like" organizations in the eastern, midwest and southern areas of the 
country. The States in each of these areas have not been supportive of these 
efforts for a variety of reasons. Distances are not as great nor is property 
as abundant in these areas as is the case in the western States. The 12 major 
DPDO's located in the WSSPO area generate quantities of property which easily 
satisfy the total 15 percent entitleaent of the member states. Twenty-two 
major DPDO's are located throughout he balance of the nation and these DPDO's 
must satisfy most of the 85 percent entitlement of the non-WSSPO States. Under 
these circumstances the non-WSSPO States find it to their advantage to under- 
take more intensive and effective onsite physical screening programs to ensure 
that all available property is carefully reviewed. It is known that the type 
and condition of the property which meets donee needs varies from State to 
State. Experience has shown that onsite application of an indepth knowledge 
of donee requirements during the screening process greatly increases program 
effectiveness and the ability of the State agencies to provide a high level 
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educational and public health institutions to acquire valuable training 
leading to an acceptable level of professionalism. During Fiscal Years 
1978 and 1979, the ALMC staff conducted the course 5 times at the U.S. Army 
LOgiStiCS Management Center, Fort Lee, Virginia. The ALMC staff also 
conducted this screeners training school once each at Denver, Colorado, 
and Phoenix, Arizona, during Fiscal Year 1979, in an effort to be of 
benefit to the largest possible number of program participants. The 
course has been scheduled for three sessions during Fiscal Year 1980. 

The growth and refinement of onsite screening activities outlined above 
has contributed significantly to the fact that there has been a steady 
increase in the number of State agencies which have met or exceeded 
their national entitlements. During Fiscal Year 1978, 32 out of 54 
State agencies met or surpassed their national entitlements, a favorable 
comparison to Fiscal Year 1977, when under the Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare's control only 26 out of 54 State agencies met their national 
entitlements. In Fiscal Year 1979, improvement continued as 35 out of 54 
State agencies either met or exceeded their national entitlements. 

Characteristically, the donation program has been conducted with a high 
degree of flexibility and in close partnership with the State agencies to 
accommodate the day-to-day changes in policy, the economy, public needs, 
property availability and State agency capabilities. All State agency directors 
are familiar with the western States screening and allocating operation. 
About one year ago, during a meeting of the National Association of 
State Agencies for Surplus Property (NASASP) at Nashville, Tennessee, 
the techniques for screening and allocating surplus property, including 
the WSSPO procedures, were discussed. At that time it was determined that 
further review was necessary before any changes to the present policies 
and procedures relating to these activities could be considered. A 
committee consisting of representatives of the State agencies and FPRS 
was formed to undertake such a review. The findings of this committee 
were discussed at a subsequent meeting of the NASASP Executive Committee 
where it was noted that the overwhelming opinion of the non-western 
States was that expansion of the WSSPO concepts into their areas would 
not be advisable. In view of this any action on the part of FPRS to extend 
the screening procedures used in the western part of the United States to 
other areas of the country would be unilateral. Such unilateral actions 
are contrary to the policy of Federal/State cooperation intended by the 
law and they undoubtly would fail to gain the support of the States. 

Recommendation: Take the necessary actions, including establishment of 
timetables and penalties, to require States to submit permanent, legislatively, 
developed State plans of operation for their State Agencies for Surplus Property. 

Comment : We agree in part with the requirement of the States operating 
under a permanent plan, but do not concur that the plan be one which is 
a legislative developed plan. 
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October of 1980. Five States have not scheduled external audits and have 
been advised of their delinquency (Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, 
West Virginia, and California). FPRS Numbered Memorandum DPD-14-79 
(Attachment 1) was issued on June 20, 1979, to remind the regions and State 
agency directors of the requirement for biennial external audits. This 
memorandum was supplemented by our memorandum of March 12, 1980 (Attachment 
2), which was directed to the Personal Property Division Directors having 
State agencies within their regions which had not complied with the external 
audit requirements. These directors were instructed to advise delinquent 
State agencies that, in accordance with FPMR 101-44.202(e), allocation and 
transfer of Federal surplus property may be withheld until their external 
audits are comp1eted- [See GAO note, p. 131.1 

Recommendations: Take action to prevent State agencies from assessing service 
charges which are excessive and/or inconsistent. 

Comment: Procedures to ensure reasonable and consistent service charges are 
established. 

The Federal Property and Administl.ative Services Act of 1949, as amended, 
section 203(j)(4)(D) provides for the assessment and collection of service 
charges by State agencies. These charges, which are paid by the participating 
recipients, cover direct and reasonable indirect costs of the State agencies 
activities. The law requires that the method of establishing such charges 
shall be set out in the State's plan of operation and that such charges shall 
be based on services performed by the agency, including, but not limited to, 
screening, packing, crating, removal and transportation. In keeping with 
this authority, the State plans include discounts to be applied to service 
charges when the State agencies costs are reduced due to donee screening, 
pickup, etc. 

As indicated in the draft report, there are instances where errors in 
judgment and lack of training result in the assessment of inconsistent or 
excessive service charges. Such practices are usually disclosed during the 
biennial review of the State agency by the FPRS regional office. The 
requirement for specific corrective action is then discussed with the 
director of the c‘tate agency and included in the review report which is 
submitted to State officials. 

The schedules for service charges included in the State plans of operation must 
be applied with judgment. The actual value of used personal property is 
affected by a wide variety of factors including age, condition, potential 
use, availability and shipping and handling costs. Any or all of these 
factors can justify a modification of a service charge (usually downward) 
to satisfy the requirement that such charges must be fair and equitable. 

Where it is noted that the judgments of the personnel of a State agency, as they 
relate service charges, are inconsistent, improvement will be effected by closer 
FPRS oversight and management and training. 
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The Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as amended 
by P.L. 94-519, requires that the State plan of operation contain provisions 
for the recovery of donated property not put into use by the donee within 1 
year of acquisition or used by the donee for 1 year thereafter. The State 
agency is permitted to impose its own terms and conditions on the use of 
donated property. In the case of passenger motor vehicles or property with 
an acquisition cost of $3,000 or more, the State agency shall impose terms, 
conditions, reservations, and restrictions in addition to the Federal require- 
ments. The Administrator of General Services may impose special handling 
conditions or use limitations on items with special characteristics. 

The FFMR and the State plan of operations reflect the provisions of the 
Act by requiring each State agency to implement an affirmative compliance 
program. The FI'MR require documentation on each State agency distribution 
document of the primary purpose for which the property is to be used and 
the perpetuation of FF'RS imposed special handling and use limitations. 
States are also required to conduct property utilization surveys. The 
State agency distribution document is the primary means by which each 
donee is informed by the State agency of the specific terms and conditions 
applicable to donated surplus personal property. The terms and conditions 
of the donation are printed on the back of each distribution document. The 
State agencies also require donees to execute Conditional Transfer Documents 
prior to the donation of surplus aircraft and vessels. The terms of these 
conditional transfer documents place vessels and noncombat aircraft under 
a 5-year period of restriction whereas combat aircraft are subject to 
restrictions in perpetuity. 

To ensure State agency conformance to its State plan and its compliance 
responsibility, State agency operations are required to have an external 
audit once every 2 years and an internal audit in alternate years. In 
addition, F'FRS conducts a review of each State agency during nonexternal 
audit years to evaluate the State agency's conformance to its State plan 
and program regulations. FF'RS also has the option to conduct its own 
State agency audit predicated upon its determination that such an audit 
is necessary and due notice of the impending audit is given to the Governor. 

A chapter is being prepared for inclusion in the Donation of Surplus 
Personal Property Handbook, which provides comprehensive guidelines for 
the FFRS staff and State agencies on procedures for correcting noncompliance 
of surplus personal property transferred to State agencies for donation to 
public agencies and other eligible nonprofit tax-exempt institutions and 
organizations (Attachment 3). [See GAO note, p. 131.1 

Noncompliance, as defined in the Handbook, refers to cases involving 
the misuse or mishandling of donated surplus personal property conveyed 
under applicable provisions of section 203(j) of the Federal Property 
and Administrative Services Act of 1949. as amended. 

The State agency has compliance responsibilities for personal property 
donated to public agencies and tax-exempt, nonprofit activities pursuant 
to the Act. Under the Act, and consistent with the provisions of the 
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Any funds, including the gross proceeds of sale, or the fair value, or 
the fair rental value of the property. derived by the State agency from 
enforcement of compliance involving a breach of any special handling 
condition or use limitation imposed on donated property by FPRS shall be 
remitted promptly by the State agency to FPRS regional office for 
deposit in the Treasury of the United States. Funds derived by the State 
agency from any compliance action involving any terms, conditions, reser- 
vations, or restrictions imposed on the donee by the State agency or release 
thereof, subject to the limitations of waivers during the period of State- 
imposed restriction, may be retained and used by the State agency as pro- 
vided for in its plan of operation. 

During the past 2 years, a total of 63 noncompliance cases were reported 
and opened out of the thousands of donees currently participating in the 
donation program. The 63 cases are separate from the noncompliance actions 
involving on-the-spot corrections as a result of State agency utilization 
reviews. Most of the noncompliance cases involved surplus property not put 
into use within the 1 year period, surplus propertv used for personal purposes, 
and illegal sale of property to individuals by donees. These cases were 
opened as a result of State agency utilization reviews, audits, or FPRS 
reviews of State agency operations. 

Many noncompliance situations can be minimized or prevented through training 
of program personnel in this important area of program management. FPRS 
"Donation Program Eligibility and Compliance Management Course" was 
developed and initially held in Kansas City, October 29 through November 2, 
1979, with 35 attendees. The second course was held in Carson City, Nevada, 
the week of April 7, 1980, in conjunction with a Regions 8, 9, and 10 
GSA/State agency area conference. Additional courses will be held if 
resources permit. 

Guidance in problem areas concerning permissable uses of property during 
the period of restrictions are also provided through FPRS Central Office, 
Donation Program numbered menoranda, issued jointly to Regional Adminis- 
trators and State Agency Directors. 

The controls imposed on the States and donees under P.L. 94-519, the FPMR 
implemented by FPRS, and the terms. conditions, reservations and restrictions 
set forth on the State agency distribution document provides the necessary 
controls for monitoring the use of property by donees. 

All noncompliance activity recorded in the General Accounting Office 
report are being reviewed and corrective action will be taken in accor- 
dance with program procedures previously discussed. 
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The list of items in the GAO findings shows oscilloscopes as an example of 
common-use items requiring reimbursement. Oscilloscopes are in FSC class 
6625 which is defined as scientific equipment in FPMR 101-43.320(b)(2)(iv) 
and should not be included on the list. 

Page 28 - first paragraph: Rewrite last sentence as follows: "Upon 
request and as a prior condition of approval of the transfer of excess 
personal property for use by project grantees, the grantor agency shall 
furnish GSA with copies of its published surveillance procedures and its 
grantee recordkeeping system." 

Page 29 - first paragraph: GSA has not yet accepted DOL's procedures as 
adequate. A March 6, 1980, letter to DOL and several other agencies 
requested that the appropriate sections of their procedures implementing 
the recordkeeping and oversight requirements of 41 CFR 101-43.320 be 
submitted to GSA for review. 

Page 84 - last paragraph: The decline in AID acquisition of European excess 
in FY 1978 and 1979, the period covered by the report, cannot be attributed 
to the implementation of P.L. 94-519 because the lower priority for AID 
in Europe was not implemented until October 1979. 

We suggest the AID section of the report be edited and clarified. The 
sequence for issuance of property to voluntary agencies was not changed 
by P.L. 94-519. The report should indicate there was no impact on AID 
programs except those clearly mandated by the Congress; ie, AID grant 
programs and that GSA has the authority, after consultation with the 
appropriate agency head, to revise the sequence of issuance for foreign 
excess property under section 402(c) of the Federal Property Act. 

GAO note: Attachments 1, 2, and 3 are not included in the 
final report. 
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Another general area of concern is the failure of the report to address the 
appropriateness of the FPMR implementing regulations dealing with the 
limitation on the amount of equipment that can be obtained under a grant. 
The regulation provides that the amount that can be obtained without special 
justification is limited to the amount of the grant and is based on the 
original acquisition cost. The report assumes that this regulation is 
appropriate, despite the facts that the Law contains no such limit, and that 
the market value of the equipment is generally only about 10% to 15% of the 
acquisition cost. 

A final general comment concerns the area of property use surveillance 
procedures. During the audit, we voiced our concern with the diametric 
approaches of OMB and GSA on this subject. The OMB essentially prohibits 
a comprehensive surveillance program with respect to new equipment purchased 
with grant funds and the GSA requires such a program with respect to excess 
property. Despite our verbal request to the GAO and written comments to GSA 
on the subject, there is no mention or recognition of this dilemma in the 
report. 

Chapter 2 - General 

Much of chapter 2 of the draft report concerning the impact of PL94-519 on 
excess property programs is based on the assumption that Congress passed 
this law because of "concern that significant amounts of excess personal 
property were being transferred by Federal agencies to non-Federal recipients 
when much of this property might have been needed by Federal agencies for 
their own internal use and that much of this property was not being used 
effectively by the non-Federal organizations". This assumption is not 
consistent with our understanding of the background leading up to passage 
of the Law. The Foundation was actively involved with the events leading 
to the enachnent of PL94-519. Neither these events nor the Committee reports 
lend support to there being a concern that significant amounts of excess 
personal property were being diverted from internal agency use. The real 
concern was that the property being claimed by some agencies, particularly 
the regional commissions, was not making it into the surplus stage for 
distribution through State agencies. The issue, therefore, was not whether 
property should go to non-Federal organizations, but how--at the excess or 
surplus level. 

Impact of Public Law 94-519 on Amounts of Excess Property Transfers. 

This section of the report should be clarified to indicate that both before 
and after enactment of PL94-519, requests for property by NSF grantees are 
subject to a first call by Federal Agencies. The equipment is only made 
available to NSF for transfer if no other Agencies have indicated an interest. 

If the purpose of the Act was to increase use of excess property by Federal 
Agencies, one would have to conclude from the figures provided on page 8 that 
the Act was a failure, since acquisitions by Federal Agencies for their own 
use has decreased from $881 million in 1976 to $735 million in 1979. The 
statement on page 8 concerning increased percentages of use by Federal 
Agencies is apparently a function of the decrease in excess property 
availability rather than an increase in the amount being taken by agencies 
for internal purposes. 
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in an exchange of letters dated May 23 and September 9, 1977, that “GSA 
will not require reimbursement for an item not listed in the classifications 
set forth in Section lOl-43.320(b)(2)(U), and certified to by NSF as a 
component part or related to a piece of scientific equipment, or an other- 
wise difficult to acquire item needed for scientific research, unless GSA 
determines that the item is ‘common use’ or ‘general purpose’, in which 
case reimbursement will be required. With respect to the terms ‘common 
use’ and ‘general purpose’ the final determination as to whether items 
fall within such categories must rest with the approving agency, GSA”. 
As a matter of information, GSA has in fact returned a number of requests 
with a determination that the item requested was ‘general purpose’ or 
‘common use’. It would indeed be unfortunate if the GSA were to interpret 
the intent of the Law to preclude such transfers. We presume that such a 
decision would not be made without providing the Foundation an opportunity 
to voice its views on the matter. 

Property transferred to grantees for use on grants which were about to expire. 

As indicated in the report, our internal procedures require the exercise 
of careful judgment in cases where three months or less remain before a 
grant will expire. In keeping with these procedures (NSF Circular 85), 
we do monitor closely requests for equipment during the last three months 
of a grant. Frequently, the Foundation is processing a request for a 
renewal in support of the same project at the time the property request 
is being processed. When this is the case and award of additional funds 
is certain, the request is processed using the existing grant numbers for 
identification. While use of an existing grant number may be technically 
incorrect, it does not violate the spirit of the law. Changing the 
identification after the new award is made would only add paperwork and 
effort to the process without any apparent positive effects. In the cases 
cited on page 26, renewal awards were made in support of the projects 
funded by grants Nos. 7516769 and 7609807, and the performance period for 
grant No. 7704606 was extended to April 30, 1979 by letter dated August 30, 
1978. Concerning grant No. 7610580, the equipment wa6 approved by NSF 
nearly six months before expiration and by GSA more than three months 
prior to the expiration date. 

While the identification detail may be technically incorrect, the foregoing 
certainly supports the notion that our internal procedures with respect to 
transfers nearing the expiration date of a grant are being followed and that 
careful and complete consideration is being given to such transactions. 

Lack of adequate property use surveillance procedures by Federal grantor 
agent ies . 

Excess property reviews are being made by Program Directors, the Property 
Officer, and Grant and Contract Specialists in the Award Accountability 
Branch of the Division of Grants and Contracts as part of their routine 
site visits. Our auditors have also been asked to include a review of 
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AlTACHXENT I 

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20550 

Mr. Roy Markon 
Commissioner 
Federal Property Resources Service 
Generai Services Administration 
Washington, D.C. 20406 

Dear Mr. Markon: 

This responds to your March 6, 1980 letter concerning the recordkeeping 
and oversight requirements of 41-CFR-43.320. 

The records required by 41-CFR-701-43.320 (f), except for paragraph (e), 
are readily available in the Property Section, Division of Grants and 
Contracts. The annual property report forwarded to your office is 
generated from these computerized records. G!hile the percentage of excess 
to the dollar value of the grant is a factor in our review process, this 
data is not now accumulated. We will initiate action to include the 
percentage in future reports. 

With respect to the oversight requirements of 41-CFR-101-43.320 (g), we 
are currently carrying out these activities in accordance with RSF 
Circular No. 85 (ccpy enclosed) and our May 23, ?977 letter to the Assistant 
Commissioner for Custoner Service and Support. Reviews on-sight are made 
by our Program Officers during the course of visits to grantee organizations 
and institutions, and surveys by our Property Officer are included in our 
work plar. 

AS YOU are probably aware, the General Accounting Office has been conducting 
a review of our excess property program during the past year. During the 
review we discussed our dilemma over complying with the intent of the FPIIR 
surveillance requirements with respect to excess property vis-a-vis the 
restraints imposed by 3HB with respect to property purchased under grants. 
The GAO representative has indicated that they would discuss this point 
with officials of Ok18 and GSA. 
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U.S. Department of Labor 

Mr. H. W. Connor 
Associate Director 
Logistics and Communications Division 
Distribution Management Group 
Room 5832 
441 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Connor: 

This is in reply to Mr. Ahart's May 20, 1980 letter 
to Secretary Marshall requesting comments on sections 
of the draft GAO report entitled, "Implementation and 
Impact of Public Law 94-519" which are applicable to 
the Department of Labor. The Department's response 
is enclosed. 

The Department appreciates the opportunity to comment 
on this report. 

Sincerely, 

RONALD GOLDSTOCK 
Acting Inspector General 

Enclosure 

GAO note: These comments were deleted from the final report 
on the basis of Labor's comments. 
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and is best qualified to determine if the property 
is needed and how it will be used. (b) Upon approval 
by the GAR, the request is then forwarded to the Property 
Officer for final determination/action. 

3. Page 22, "Lack of procedures to assure that grantees 
do not routinely acquire property costing more than 
the value of their grants" 

The report indicates that procedures to ensure compliance 
with the FPMR limitation on the value of excess property 
transferred to grantees had not been implemented by 
various agencies "including the Employment and Training 
Administration" of this Department. It should be noted 
that the Department's procedures for determining the 
need for excess property requires that a determination 
be made of (a) the current property value held in the 
grant, (b) the value of the proposed property acquisition, 
and (c) the limitations of the grant. In most grants, 
the dollar value for administration is limited to 15 
percent to 20 percent of the dollar value of the grant 
and thus serves as a safeguard for ensuring that the 
situation cited in the report does not occur. 

4. Page 27, "Property transferred to grantees 
for use on grants which were about to expire" 

The Department is cited as one of the agencies for 
which the General Services Administration (GSA) approves 
excess property transfer orders that contain no indication 
of when the recipients' eligibility to acquire excess 
property expires. Here again, the Department's procedures 
as outlined above provide checks to determine the grant 
expiration and performance dates. Since nearly all 
of the grants (employment and training) which were 
the subject of the General Accounting Office (GAO) 
investigation expire at the same time, this is a very 
easy provision to enforce. 

5. Pages 27-28, "Lack of adequate property use surveillance 
procedures by Federal grantor agencies" 

The report notes that several agencies, including the 
Department, had not implemented effective procedures 
to oversee the propriety of use made of excess property 
furnished to their grantees. The property handbook 
for project grantees, which the audit report indicates 
has been published, details property monitoring procedures. 
These procedures are being followed, and since the 
time of the GAO visit subsequent reviews of excess 
property have been made as part of the normal surveillance 
requirements. 
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funds for programmatic achievement. Also, grantees, mainly in the 
correct ions area, used excess property to enhance the grant project. 
For example, the Stafford Correctional Farm in Arizona used excess 
heavy moving ‘equipment (in bad condition) for inmate training. The 
inmates rebuilt the equipment, sometimes by cannibalization, and 
then used it on State roads. The inmates thereby received training 
in equipment mechanics, equipment operation and road construction. 
This particular grantee has not received any excess heavy moving 
equipment since the implementation of Public Law 94-519. 

3. Page 21 of the GAO draft report states that “. . . excess property was 
being transferred to project grantees without a clear determination 
having been made that the property was necessary and useable for 
the purposes of the grant, as required by the FPMR.” Federal Property 
Management Regulations (FPMR) are being rigidly followed. Chapter 
4, paragraph 2Oc, d and e of Guideline Manual M7380.la specifically 
require that all requests for excess property be certified for program 
compliance. The procedure requires that the appropriate State planning 
agency, the grant monitor, the central offices, and the General 
Services Administration approve the transfer of all property based 
upon the justifications provided. Copies of Standard Form 122 (Transfer 
Order Excess Personal Property) showing typical program needs, justi- 

cations and approvals are available for GAO’s review. 
[See GAO note, p. 144. 

4. The statement is made on page 21 of the draft report that “. . . the 
transfer order is not reviewed and approved by a grant officer 
who might have knowledge of the need or useability of the property.” 
This statement doe.s not apply to LEAA. Chapter 4, paragraph 20(f) 
requires grant monitors to sign transfer documents (Standard Form 122) 
attesting to the need or useability of the property. GAO should 
delete the reference to LEAA as one of the agencies not complying 
with this requirement of the FPMR. [See GAO n~te, p. 144. ] 

5. Page 22 of the draft report states that procedures had not been 
implemented by LEAA to ensure that property was not being transferred 
to project grantees, in terms of original acquisition cost, in excess 
of the dollar value of the grant. Again, Chapter 4 of the Guideline 
Manual provides the necessary procedure to comply with the above FPMR 
requirement. Records are maintained listing grantees, grant dollar 
amount, and total Federal acquisition cost of excess property obtained 
under the grant. These records immediately flag any evidence of 
transfers in excess of the dollar value of the grant. The Guideline 
Manual also requires that the dollar amount of the grant be placed 
on the transfer documents. The reference to LEAA should be deleted 
from this section of the report. 

6. The statement is made on page 32 of the draft report that “. . . Federal 
grantor agencies were not conducting adequate surveillance programs 
to ensure that proper use was made of the property by grantees.” Although 
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P.O. Box 2417 
Washington, D.C. 20013 

r Mr. H. W. Connor 
Associate Director 
Logistics and Communications Division 
Distribution Management Group, Room 5832 
441 G Street, N.W. 
tb'ashington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Connor: 

The Secretary of Agriculture assigned the Forest Service as the 
lead agency in replying to your May 21 letter requesting Depart- 
ment of Agriculture comments to the GAO draft report on the 
implementationand impact of Public Law 94-519. 

We concur with the proposed agency recommendations in Chapter 2, 
pages 33 and 33a of the draft. In addition, the proposed 
recommendation to the Congress on page 101 to clarify what 
cost should be included under Section 203 (.I) (I) of the Federal 
Property and Administrative Service Act of 2949 should strengthen 
agencies' administration of Federal excess and surplus property 
transfers to nonfederal organizations. 

The enclosed summary includes comments relative to various 
sections of Chapter 2 that clarify references and statements of 
Department administration. 

We appreciate the opportunity to review this draft report and 
to make comments and suggestions. 

Enclosure 
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GAO Page 33a: ". . .review their plans, policies. . ..I' 

comment : We periodically convene a group to update the Redbook as we have 
done since 1956. After final recommendations are made to all 
participating agencies we will make the necessary changes. We 
fully agree with this recommendation. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Office of Inspector General 
Washmgt”” D c 20230 

JUL 1 1990 

Mr. H. W. Connor 
Associate Director 
Logistics and Communications Division 
u. s. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Connor: 

This is in reply to Mr. Eschwege's letter of May 21, 
1980 requesting comments on the draft report entitled 
"Implementation and Impact of Public Law 94-519." 

We have reviewed the enclosed comments and believe 
they are responsive to the matters discussed in the 
report. 

Sincerely, 

)y\\ “h 
b Mary P. i, B s's 

Inspector General 

Enclosure 
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the General Accounting Office (GAO) recommendations. In the 
meantime, the Department also recommends that the complaints 
about the surplus property donation program raised by former 
recipients of regional excess property and cited in the GAO 
Draft Report on pages 19 and 20 be addressed and where pos- 
sible accommodations be made. 

Sincerely, 

G rtJ!u.AcPa?* 

Frances E. Phipps 
Special Assistant to 
the Secretary for 
Regional Development 
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Recommendation: The heads of all Federal aqencies review their plans, 
policies, and procedures pertaining to the transfer of excess personal 
property to non-Federal grantee organizations and ensure that they are 
in full compliance with the applicable provisions of Public Law 94-51q 
and the implementing FPMR. 

The Economic Development Administration has reviewed its policies and 
procedures and has concluded the following. 

1. Since the Agency has not been participating in the excess 
property program for further transfers of excess property since 1978, 
there is no need to have any revision of policies and procedures, 
except for those pertaining to inspections concerning excess property 
currently in the hands of our grantees -- federally recognized Indian 
tribes. 

2. Page 29 of the draft report states that since the fall of 1978, 
no on-site inspections have been conducted by EDA personnel. The 
reasons for this are: 

0 During this time the Agency has had extremely limited 
administrative funds. Travel funds have been available only 
sporadically during this time and when they were available they 
had to be assigned to higher priority work. The Agency has 
applied for a supplemental administrative funding appropriation 
for 1980. Should these funds become available in sufficient 
amount, we will conduct the inspections required by the excess 
property program. The Agency has also asked for the funding in 
1981 needed to conduct the required investigations. 

0 It would be desirable to have the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(BIA) conduct for EDA the required inspections of excess property 
held by federally recognized Indian tribes under EDA's excess 
property program. The Bureau of Indian Affairs has personnel 
available at all the Indian tribe sites and the required 
inspections could be conducted with a minimum of effort and 
expense. The Economic Development Administration and BIA have 
negotiated costs for conducting selected inspections, and we 
expect to implement this procedure when administrative funds for 
this purpose become available. In the interim, EDA will require 
certification by the Indian tribal holders of excess property that 
such property is actually on hand and being used for the purpose 
intended. Also, the Agency has been negotiating with the BIA over 
the past 18 months to have BIA assume responsibility for all 
Federal excess personal property transferred by EDA to federally 
recognized Indian tribes. 
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Natlonal Aeronautics and 
Space Admtnlstratlon 

WashIngton. D C 
20546 

Mr. H. W. Connor 
Associate Director 
Logistics and Communications 

Division 
Distribution Management Group, 

Room 5832 
441 G Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Connor: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review GAO’s draft report 
entitled, “Implementation and Impact of Public Law 94-519” 
(Code 943179). 

The draft report has been reviewed within NASA and our comments 
are enclosed. We have suggested minor language modification for 
clarity to one section. 

If we can be of further assistance, please let me know. 

Sincerely, 

,lJgl .k 
Robert F. Allnutt 
Acting Associate Administrator 
for External Relations 

cc: Mr. Stolarow 
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0 FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
Washington. D.C. 20472 

Mr. H. W. Connor 
Associate Director 
Logistics and Communications 

Division 
Distribution Management Group 
441 G Street, N.W, Room 5832 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Connor: 

In response to the letter of May 21, 1980, from Mr. Henry Eschwege, 
Director of Community and Economic Development Division, our comments 
on draft report "Implementation and Impact of Public Law 94-519" 
(Code 943179) follow: 

1. Page 8 - For clarity it should be noted that while the per- 
centage of Federal agency use has risen, the dollar amounts have 
remained relatively constant. 

2. Page 17 - A statement should be added as follows: 

The Agency has received numerous allegations from 
State and local civil preparedness directors that 
the Surplus Property Donation Program is not serving 
their needs. These directors have alleged that: 

a. There is a lack of useable property 
available through the program. 

b. State Agents for Surplus Property (SASP) 
are not responsive to their needs. 

C. SASP are asking unreasonably high service 
charges. 

d. The property is not distributed equitably 
between States and within some States between 
recipients. 

e. There has been no increase in quality or 
quantity of surplus property since the law 
became effective. 

Sincerely yours, 

Director 
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Office of the 
Administrator 
of Veterans Affairs 

Qa Veterans 
Administration 

UUNE 19 1980 

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart 
Director, Human Resources Division 
U. S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Ahart: 

Washington. D.C. 20420 

Thank you for the opportunity to review the May 21, 19gO draft report, 
"Implementation and Impact of Public Law 94-519," which discusses the 
impact of the Public Law on Federal programs involving the transfer of 
excess Government personal property to non-Federal organizations. This 
report summarizes the General Accounting Office findings on the impact 
of the Law on the Federal surplus personal property Donation Program. 
It also addresses the impact of the Law on the Agency for International 
Development and voluntary relief organizations, and discusses Federal 
costs of care and handling of donated property. 

The Veterans Administration (VA) agrees with the report conclusions and I 
believe it is important to emphasize the conclusion reached in Chapter 5. 
The expenses executive agencies would incur in identifying and accounting 
for the costs of care and handling of excessed property probably would ex- 
ceed the amount that would be recovered by imposing a surcharge on donees 
as required by Public Law 94-519. 

Because of this, and the fact that imposing a surcharge would cause a sig- 
nificant number of donees to reduce or end their participation in the 
Donation Program, the Congress may wish to review this requirement in the 
Law. Such a review would determine if the collection requirement should 
be eliminated entirely or, if it is retained, that it could be done in a 
manner causing the least possible adverse effect on the state agencies. 

Sincerely, n 

Administrator 
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to the taxpayers. As stated earlier, we feel that the present policies on 
handling donable property are reasonable and cost-effective. 

Comments of an editorial nature have been provided directly to members of 
your staff. We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft report. 

Sincerely, 
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Detailed Comments on GAO Draft Report 
Dated May 19, 1980 

"Implementation and Impact of Public Law 94-519" 
(GAO Code 943179)(OSD Case 115438) 

Page 89 and Page 90: 

GAO Draft Comments: 

v We believe that some of the costs DLA identified are not 
recoverable under the Federal Property Act of 1949." 

"DLA officials informed us that the cost accounts used were 
not selected on the basis that they conformed to the Federal Property 
Act, but because they were considered to provide direct processing costs 
related to the handling of excess and surplus property while it is in 
the disposal system. They agreed that had they restricted their selection 
of costs to only those incurred by care and handling functions performed 
for donated property, their cost estimate would have been much less than 
$5.3 million." 

"Some of the cost accounts DLA used in determining the donation 
surcharge do hot conform to the statutory definition of care and handling 
as provided in the 1949 Act." 

DOD Comment: 

The repcrt does not identify which costs alleged to be improper 
are included. DOD used direct costs associated with disposal functions 
that support the donation program. There was no attempt to allocate 
overhead services. We believe that the selection and proration of costs 
applicable to the donation program are correct. The GAO comments 
should either be removed or made more specific. 

Page 94: 

GAO Draft Comment: 

"Officials of each [Civil Agency] organization told us the 
time and effort spent on care and handling of donated property is so 
small that it would be uneconomical to attempt to recover these costs." 

DOD Comment: 

The Federal Donation Program for FY 79 was $452.9 million, of 
which $280 million was DOD property. This leaves $172.9 million or 
38.2% being donated by non-DOD activities. By applying a 2% care and 
handling cost, which DLA has identified as applicable to DOD donations, 
Federal Agencies would realize $3.458 million from their donations. 
This is not an insignificant amount. 
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Page 100: 

GAO Draft Comment: 

"--A care and handling surcharge greater than 1 percent of 
acquisition cost would seriously impact the Donation Program." 

DOD Comment: 

This conclusion is not supported by the table on page 98 of 
the draft report. 
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The 57% drop in the volume of domestic acquisitions during the period 
October 17, 1977 through September 30, 1979 is attributable in large 
measure to PL 94-519's lowering of A.I.D.'s priority to obtain property 
for grant-financed programs. 

In addition to a drastic reduction in the equipment available from GSA 
for A.I.D. programs, the quality of available equipment also has suffered. 
The condition of mechanical equipment that has survived screening by the 
states and local organizations generally is so poor that it is not 
economically feasible for A.I.D. to acquire the equipment, recondition 
it in the United States, and transport it overseas to fulfill project 
requirements. Property which A.I.D. may wish to acquire for use by 
grantees is not available until the last day of the entire screening 
cycle. At that point, the property immediately becomes subject to 
disposal as surplus and automatically is listed for bid sale, thus, no 
time is provided A.I.D. for physical inspection of major items of equipment. 

PL 94-519 also has had a strongly adverse impact on the acquisition of 
domestic excess property by registered U.S. voluntary agencies and other 
eligible recipients under Section 607 of the FAA. These U.S. voluntary 
agencies now find themselves competing with AID grant-funded claimants for 
the culls of the donation program. 

Finally, there are two conclusions in the GAO's draft report on A.I.D.'s 
Excess Property Program (pages 30 and 39) which deserve mention. Specifically, 
it was stated that, 

"The only way for A.I.D. to obtain more excess property is 
for the law to be changed raising the priority of its 
grantees above that of the States," and, 

"We believe the only way 607 recipients can obtain more 
property is for the law to be amended raising their priority 
above the States." 

We endorse both conclusions and suggest that the GAO recommend to the 
Congress that the law be amended to provide for A.I.D. requirements. 

We very much appreciate the opportunity you have afforded us to comment on 
the applicable sections of the report, as presently drafted. We hope our 
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COOPERI\TION AGENCY 
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

W**HINCTON D ‘ 20523 

Mr. J. K. Fasick 
Director 
International Division 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, 0. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Fasick: 

14 dlAY 1380 

Thank you for your letter of April 16, 1980 enclosing copies of the draft 
report to Congress entitled: "Excess Property -- Need for Direction." I 
have carefully studied the draft and have a number of comments and obser- 
vations to offer on its recommendations. 

Before offering them, I think it is important to state, at the outset, 
that our experience with the Excess Property Program has been that it is 
a limited but nonetheless quite valuable program of opportunity. Without 
a total change in A.I.D.'s decentralized procurement systems, development 
of new procedures and substantial increase in staffing, it is not feasible, 
nor in other very important regards desirable, to centrally screen every 
procurement document for possible substitution with excess property. Even 
were it possible, the practical impact would be marginal and the overall 
costs excessive. This Agency has been criticized from time to time by the 
GAO and others for not attaining greater substitution of excess properties 
for new procurement and advised that this problem could be corrected, in 
part, by consolidating A.I.D. equipment and material requirements and then 
reviewing excess availabilities against these requirements. A.I.D. is not, 
however, principally a logistics management agency dealing in consolidated 
material and equipment procurement centered in a single supply/demand 
control point. A.I.D.'s task is to design, finance and monitor development 
projects around the world, in concert with host countries and a multiplicity 
of other public and private entities. The dimensions of this task are 
graphically apparent in our multi-billion dollar portfolio of roughly 
1,325 essentially unique development projects often carried out in con- 
junction with one or more of 16 other contributing aid donors, in some 60 
host countries, whose government should and must play a central role in 
managing their development programs. The potential for substitution of 
excess property in this organizational and programmatic setting is less 
than might appear on the surface. It is fundamentally limited. These 
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of excess property. It is correct that we have addressed the short supply 
situation, in part, by utilizing the "other property" provision of our 
authority under Section 608 to acquire exchange sale and long supply property 
at less than full cost from the holding activities, mostly the Department of 
Defense and the Veterans Administration, which wished to turn over or freshen 
stocks. We recognize that the original legislative history of this provision 
states an.intention that advance acquisition of "other property" would be 
used to acquire only items necessary to complement excess property. However, 
it was clearly stated in a report of the House Committee on Government 
Operations datedDecember 1968 that "AID's advance acquisition program under 
Section 608 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, is not limited 
to acquisitions of excess property.M Further, we have discussed the matter of 
utilizing exchange/sale and long supply property with a staff member of the 
House Committee on Government Operations on several occasions and, in a letter 
dated January 5, 1979 to Chairman.Jack Brooks, we advised him, in part, that: 
"A.I.D. has begun to utilize the Section 608 revolving fund to acquire long 
supply and exchange sale property from Department of Defense and other Federal 
agencies to meet needs which used to be met from GSA sources." 

We are comfortable, therefore, that A.I.D.'s current use of non-excess property 
'is entirely proper, and believe that the contrary findings and conclusions 
presently in the draft report should be removed. 

The two specific recommendations in the draft report are as follows: 

1. " . ..that the Congress terminate the authority of the Administrator 
of AID to operate the advance acquisition segment of the 608 
program including the termination of its revolving fund, the 
liquidation of the program's current inventory and the return 
of the funds assets to the U.S. Treasury." 

2. " . ..that the Administrator of AID continue to utilize excess 
property otherwise available to AID by developing: 

a. -- Procedures to satisfy AID assisted programs and project 
needs, to the extent practicable, through GSA's allocation 
system and from holding agencies. 

b. -- An education program to encourage mission personnel to 
use excess property." 

If the Congress should accept your recommendation and terminate A.I.D.'s 
advance acquisition authority, the consequences would be as follows: 

-- Our ability to utilize the Excess Property Program for disaster 
relief and to meet selective project needs would be crippled by 
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2* 0 f@ 
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 

! (, Department of Education 

31 St James Avenue. Baston, Massachusetts 021.16 

May 22, 1980 

Mr. John M. Harlow 
Team Leader 
U.S. General Accounting 

Office 
Logistics and Communications 

Division 
441 G Street, NW., Room 5832 
Washington, DC 20548 

RE: Draft Report - Implementation and Impact of Public Law 94-519 

Dear Mr. Harlow: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft report as it relates to 
the Massachusetts State Agency for Surplus Property. I have carefully re- 
viewed the draft document and it is my opinion that several of the auditor's 
statements (pages 49-50) on security arrangments and inventory controls at 
the surplus property warehouse do not accurately and fairly represent the 
facts. It may well be that the following information was not provided to 
your auditors at the time of the audit. 

The auditors state that "Security is lax and opportunities to pilfer exist." 
and "... the warehouse alarm system had been inoperable for more than two 
weeks." (pages 49-50) Security is not lax. Policies and procedures exist 
and are followed to safeguard federal property. The surplus property ware- 
house is located on state property and therefore, we have the benefit of 24- 
hour, seven days a week security coverage. This coverage includes frequent 
inspections of warehouse buildings by state and local security staff. 

The auditors are correct in stating that our alarm system was not operating 
for a two week period. This situation occurred because an individual (who 
was arrested and brought to court) used his vehicle as a battering ram and 
inflicted extensive damage to four large warehouse doors. Because of the 
extent of the damage and the need to coordinate repair services, the alarm 
system was inoperable for a period of time. During this time, we asked for 
and received additional security coverage from state security staff. 

The draft report makes reference (pages 43.50) to a recent General Services 
Administration (GSA) audit report on warehouse property inventory controls. 
In April, 1980, GSA officials (A.J. Davidio-Boston and Stanley M. Duda- 
Washington) reviewed our warehouse operations. It is my understanding that 
these officials are supportive of our property inventory and control and 
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STATE OF CONNECTICUT 
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND CONTROL 

PURCHASING DIVISION . TEL. %WMB 
STATE SURPLUS PROPERTY CENTER 

P.O.BOX 298 60 STATE ST., WmHBRSFIfiLD, CONN. 06109 

Mzy 20, 1980 

Kr. John Hurl.an, Team Lacier 
United States General Accounting Office 
Lbgietiue ami Coimunicatione Division 
Waehingta, D. C. 20548 

Decor MF. Harlan: 

Thie ie to oonfirm our phone convereation of f&y 19, 1980. @ 
referenae ie to the heft Report on the i~~ementation of Public La, 
94-519, page 51 of the Draft. 

II 

2) 

3) 

boperty in the Connooticut warehouse Ce eegregated by the 
general aonmdity group and claee. 

Phyeiml oount of line item8 received is tuken on all ahip- 
mente of property to the Connsaticut Agency. 

Storage 8pace ia limited in the Connecticut Agency warehouse. 
Becauee of thie emlZ warehouse, we feel that the cost in mm 
hours and chrical personnel would not justify the eetablish- 
ment of a locator syetem. We feel that the conwdity group 
segregation eervee this requirement for such a emall operation. 

Thank you for wading m an advanoe copy of your report for comnent. 

Sinaerely, 

Director 

WJG/dg 
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- THE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, HOUSTON - Both items now in use at 
the museum. 

- CITY OF BROWNFIELD - The crane is in use by the City, pri- 
marily used for lifting and installing transformers for 
lighting and power. 

- ANTON INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT - The Agency required the 
donee to return the "all terrain" vehicle for donation to 
another donee. 

- CITY OF BIG SPRING - The electronic testing equipment was 
repaired by the local T.V. station. Mr. Bill Berry, City 
of Big Spring stated that the item was placed in use and 
has been used for 18 months. 

- LUBBOCK CHRISTIAN COLLEGE - This donee acquired the item 
in good faith and when it became apparent to them that the 
electronic instrument could not be used for their intended 
pllKpOSe, the donee returned the item within three (3) months. 

- WASHINGTON COUNTY - The crane shovel donated to this Public 
Agency did not have the transmission or the engine. The donee 
has made an extensive effort to locate an engine and trans- 
mission for this crane. This Agency has also tried to 
locate these missing, major components for the donee but 
has not been successful. The donee is returning the crane 
as soon as a low boy trailer can be arranged for. 

- CITY OF LAMESA - The two (2) shelter domes acquired by this 
donee are being used as shelters for gas pumps. We believe 
this to be a unique use in keeping with spirit of Public 
Lay 94-519. 

- THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS @ EL PASO - This air comprenor 
allocated to this donee requires a 12 cylinder, 400 H.P. 
diesel engine in its original configuration, no engine of 
this size is available that the donee can afford. This 
Agency is currently looking for a surplus electric motor 
of this size that could be substituted for the diesel 
engine. If one cannot be secured, the air compressor will 
be returned to the State Agency for reallocation or re- 
porting to the GSA for sale. 
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State of Missouri 
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION 

Jefferson City 65102 

May 22, 1980 

State Agency for 
Surplus Property 
P. 0. Drawer 1310 

R. W. Guttman R. W. Guttman 
U.S. General Accounting Office U.S. General Accounting Office 
Logistics and Communication Division Logistics and Communication Division 
441 G Street N. W. 441 G Street N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 2054S Washington, D. C. 2054S 

Dear Mr. Guttman: 

I have received your letter and the draft copy of the report 
to Congress on Public Law 94-519. I sincerely appreciate the 
draft copy and very much look forward to receiving the completed 
report. 

I have attached my comments beginning with Chapter 1, and have 
notated in the left-hand column what page my comments refer to. 

Public Law 94-519 required that GAO make a full and independent 
evaluation of the Law. After reading this draft copy, I must go 
back to my original comments after my first discussion with GAO 
auditors. This draft appears to be a negative report. I do not 
find any information relating to the controls the SASPs utilize, 
nor do I find any comments in the report that show the benefits 
and dollar savings that various donees have received through this 
program, Many places in the draft copy, GAO refers to their 
opinion or judgment. That is irrelevant. 
in compliance with the Law or it is not. 

The property is either 

If the final report does not indicate some positive attributes, 
I, along with several other state directors hopefully, can testify 
to Congress that this report is biased and negative and does not 
give a true evaluation of Public Law 94-519. 

Sincerely, 

E. Pash Goodin 
Manager 

EPG:w 
Enclosure 
cc: Jerry Clementson 

Richard Raley 
George W. Kinney 
Clair Hoffman 
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Page 39 7. Personal utilization visit by SASP 
rcon't.) 

a. Utilization checks completed by State Auditor's Office 
on city, county, and state agencies.. 

9. Compliance check by General Services Administration's 
Area Utilization Officer. 

10. Since October, 1977, 14 cases of noncompliance have been 
forwarded to GSA for possible fraud. 

11. From October, 1977, to 10-31-79, at either the SASP's or 
the donee's request, 28,271 items for a total $682,438 in 
acquisition cost that were in noncompliance have been 
returned to SASP. 

Page 39 & 
64 

Page 46 

Page 46 

Page 46 

Direct 
Pickups 

Public Law 94-519 states that the State Plan may be temporary 
and, therefore, there is not a lack of compliance. This 
section should be omitted from report. 

The Missouri State Plan states in Part V - Financing and 
Service Charge - Section B.l.C. "that service charge will be 
reasonable with respect to value and condition of each item and 
related to original government acquisition cost or fair market 
value." -- 

Direct Pickup - MO. State Plan states in Part V, Section B.3 
the rate for direct pickup will be reduced by 50”/0 or more. 

Grinding Machine. Part V, Section C, of the MO. State Plan 
states assessed service charger may be reduced by Manager 
based on: 

;: 
Condition of property 
Desirability of property 

3. Assistance rendered by donee 

Station Wagon transfer 
Since October, 1978 the MO. SASP has donated 15 passenger 
vehicles, as listed'below as to direct pickups or donated 
from SASP: 
State Ser. # Service Char@ 
9-1841-i $25.00 
9-0647-l 25.00 
9-0648-l 25.00 
9-3061-l 20.00 
9-1229-1 45.00 
2091-28 25.00 

Total tL65.oo 

Original A/C 

$16,407 
Average S/C for six vehicles was $27.50 
or 1% of original acquisition cost 
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Page 47 SASP Manufactured Chairs 
mr\m+-", TT men"p ofuction and cost is maintained, and 

~as"b~e~s~nc~ the beginning of this project in April of 1977. 
At the end of October, 1979, we had completed 8,yc8 chairs for 
an average cost of manufacturing of $18.80 each. At the end 
of April, 1980, our cost of manufacturing an additional 596 
chairs was $19.40 each, an incEae of sixty cents each. Compo- 
nents for chairs were received in varying stages of completeness, 
and the low cost of completing was on the first to be completed. 
As more chairs are completed, the cost and time on each chair 
increases. Cost of these chairs from manufacturer range from 
$100 to $150. 

Page 4S Repaired Typewriters 
From July 1 ly'/9 to April 30, 1980, the SASP repaired 208 
typewriters: Refir to the following chart: 

Total Service Charge 

Cost of Reapirs "1 

Transportation *2 

Service Charge 
after expenses 

T;;;12$O@ 
, 

15,131 
5,720 

9,399 

Average 
145.43 

72.74 
27.50 

45.19 

*1 includes labor, supplies, and parts only 
*2 does not include transportation on typewriters 

that cannot be repaired. 

The average acquisition cost for the last 58 typewriters 
repaired was $577.21; average service charge prior to special 
expenses was 7.83% of original A/C. In accordance with State 
Plan, Part V, attachment 12, the service charge is fair and 
reasonable, and could be increased to 15% of A/C. 

Page 49 Inventore 

The MO. SASP does not have a deficiency in its control over 
inventory nor is it in violation of State Plan. Large quan- 
tities of used and new helicopter parts were received. All new 
parts were assigned an individual inventory control card; 90"/0 
of the items had an original A/C of less than $100. Due to 
the quantity of parts being shipped to other states, and in 
accordance with State Plan, Part III, Inventory Control, Section 
C 2 c and d, parts were changed to a group classification. 
Included in this classification were several quill assemblies, 
original A/C, $1,176.00, condition N-l. 
with one exception, 

All helicopter parts, 
were located for the GAO auditors. 

Page 52 GAO reports that in their judgment it did not appear that it 
would be put into use. This is not a fact, strictly a belief, 
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Linn Technical College 

Linn Technical College is a self-supporting vo-tech school, 
and DeWayne Rakes, Director of the College, would certainly 
testify before Congress that many vocational subjects taught 
would not be possible if it were not for the surplus property 
received through this Agency. Ninety percent of the @quip- 
ment utilized in both the aviation department and machine 
shop has been obtained through federal surplus property. 
Enclosed is a brochure on Surplus Property and Linn Technical 
College. 

State Fair Community College 

I agree with GAO's findings that this Vo-Tech College 
cannibalized five pieces of equipment without approval. 
Let's look at the overall utilization of property by this 
college. The machine shop of the College is only one year 
old. They have obtained 36 pieces of heavy duty equipment 
for instructional purposes of which one has been returned as 
it cannot be utilized. The 75 machines that have been 
repaired and placed into use were received with the total 
federal original acquisition cost over $330,000. Savings to 
the College is in excess of one million dollars. This phase 
of instruction by the College could not have been accomplished 
without federal surplus property. 

These are just two examples of donees that GAO auditors visited. 
I could easily provide in excess of 3,000 letters from donees 
stating the benefits and the positive aspects of the federal 
surplus property donation program. 
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Defense Logistics Agency: 

Defense Property Disposal Offices: 

Fort Carson, Colorado 
Jacksonville, Florida 
Warner Robins, Georgia 
Fort Devens, Massachusetts 
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania 
Corpus Christi, Texas 
San Antonio, Texas 
Texarkana, Texas 
Hill Air Force Base, Utah 
Tooele Army Depot, Utah 
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 

Department of Energy 

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (now the 
Department of Health and Human Services): 

Public Health Service and its 
Health Services Administration 

Department of the Interior: 

United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
Bureau of Indian Affairs 

Department of Justice: 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 

Department of Labor: 

Employment and Training Administration 

ACTION 

Community Services Administration 

Environmental Protection Agency 

General Services Administration: 

Public Building Service 
Federal Property Resources Service: 
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Peru 
the Philippines 
Thailand 
Zaire 

Headquarters of 14 voluntary agencies located in Washington, 
D.C., and New York City, New York. 

(943179) 
GPO 873-032 
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Central Office, Crystal City, Virginia 
Region 1, Boston, Massachusetts 
Region 4, Atlanta, Georgia 
Region 7, Fort Worth, Texas 
Region 8, Denver, Colorado 

International Development Cooperation Agency: 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

National Science Foundation 

Veterans Administration 

Agency for International Development, 
Washington, D.C., and New Cumberland, 
Pennsylvania 

STATE AGENCIES FOR SURPLUS PROPERTY 

Colorado Surplus Property Agency 
Connecticut State Agency for Surplus Property 
Florida Division of Surplus Property 
Georgia Agency for Federal Property Assistance 
Maine State Agency for Surplus Property 
Massachusetts State Agency for Surplus Property 
Missouri State Agency for Surplus Property 
Montana State Agency for Surplus Property 
Texas Surplus Property Agency 
Utah State Agency for Surplus Property 
Numerous donees, grantees, and former section 514 Regional 

Action Planning Commission recipients in the States we 
visited. 

FOREIGN NATIONS 

Bolivia 
Cameroon 
Dominican Republic 
Egypt 
Guatemala 
Honduras 
Kenya 
Liberia 
Panama 
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LOCATIONS VISITED 

FEDERAL DEPARTMENTS/AGENCIES 

Department of Agriculture: 

Conservation, Research, and Education: 

Science and Education Administration and its 
Cooperative Extension Service 

Forest Service and its 
Cooperative Forest Fire Control Program 

Department of Commerce: 

Economic Development Administration 

Regional Action Planning Commissions: 

Coastal Plains Regional Commission 
Four Corners Regional Commission 
New England Regional Commission 
Old West Regional Commission 
Ozarks Regional Commission 
Pacific Northwest Regional Commission 
Upper Great Lakes Regional Commission 

Department of Defense: 

Department of the Air Force and its 
Office of Scientific Research 

Department of the Army and its 
Army Research Office 

Department of the Navy and its 
Office of Naval Research 

Defense Civil Preparedness Agency (now the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency) 
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Page 56 

Page 56 

Page 57 

Page 57 

Page 58 

and is not relevant to this report. Many items listed as 
noncompliance by GAO were in possession of donees less than 
12 months but not put into use. Public Law 94-519 allows the 
donees 12 months to put into use if the property was in the 
possession of the donee; less than 12 months, they were in 
compliance with the law. 

The 67 items or 52% of property examined includes items 
mentioned in above paragraph. These figures should be changed 
to reflect those actually in noncompliance. 

Twelve items or 52% donated at least a year before GAO visited 
was still being utilized. GAO should state that the federal 
time period is 12 months to place into use and then utilize 
for 12 months, and how much of this property was placed into 
use immediately and has complied with federal terms and 
conditions. 

Linn Technical College 
Property being utilized for training purposes as stated by 
donee. 

University of Missouri, Rolla 
Purchasing Agent completed utilization report without contacting 
department head. Utilization report was false and wrong infor- 
mation. Review has been made by SASP and corrective action 
taken. 

Miller R-2 School 
%&A~~;;at~d. FX$3~s~ to GAO visit, a noncompliance case 

1s school and GSA Region 6 office was 
notified. State facts with fact, and notify Congress that the 
SASPs are enforcing compliance when found. 

School of the Ozarks 
Report does not sta??e that utilization reports were being held 
by Assistant Manager pending disposition of property. Simu- 
lators have been sold on GSA sale. 

Monroe City, Missouri 
Fact with fact. GAO did not uncover a case of fraud, but SASP, 
upon investigation, did and hat forwarded to GSA Investigation 
Department. 

All cases stated by GAO have either been corrected or are in 
the process of being corrected. 
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Donated from S&P 

State Ser. # 

2703-1 
O-4783-29 
8-2897-l 

:;;;I: 
8-1779-6 
8-1115-l 

Service Charge 

$150.00 
100.00 
325.00 

350.00 125.00 
25.00 

100.00 
7.50 

125.00 

Oripinal A/C 

“p;g 

2:900 
2,726 
1,800 

25 
1,641 

750 
1,701 

Total w,3o7.5o $16,876 

Average S/C for nine vehicle s was $145.00, or 7.7% of original 
UC. Item 8-1779-6 and item 8-0975 did not have realistic A/C 
listed on 123s. Cost must be higher if donated from SASP, as 
only two vehicles may be transported at one time. 

Page 47 Welder 
me in writing warehouse sheet - donee should have been 
charged $500. Property was transported by commercial carrier 
from Texas. 

Page 47 Turbo-Charges - Five transferred at no charge to donee for 
direct screening and pickup, and screening and transportation 
of SASP property. Four months after property was transferred 
at $50 each, a service charge of 5% of A/C was placed on 
property as an incentive for donees to utilize in their training 
programs. 

Page 47 Transfer Cases 
ASP Manager has this authority under State Plan, Part V, 

Section C. The transfer assemblies at $74 and $150 have had 
credit memos issued to reduce service charge to $50 each. 

Page 47 Helico ter Parts 
SASP gd donee were utilizing donee's warehouse to store heli- 
copter parts. Inventory of these parts was maintained at SASP 
by SASP personnel. Listings of these parts were mailed to all 
Missouri aircraft donees and to all state SASPs. The majority 
of parts were shipped to other USPS. MO. SASP had a written 
agreement with donee. Main points were: 

2 
Service charge of 1% of A/C to donee 
Donee screen and transport property from Texarkana, Texas, 
at donee's expense 

7. All parts retransferred would be at 5% of A/C 
4. Donee would be credited with 2% of A/C, but credit would not 

exceed cost of screening or transportation. 

Page 47 Shovels 
Shovels were obtained in N-l condition with a fair market value 
of $17.49 each. Donees were limited to five shovels each. 
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Page 39 Insufficient Audit & Review of Donation Program 

1978 - GSA Region VI Review 
9/79 - State Audit 
lo/79 - GAO Audit 
2/80 - GSA Audit 
5/80 - GSA Region VI Review 

Insufficient. We don't e-/en have time to put our records away 
before another audit or review is started. GSA and GAO auditors 
do not accept information from State auditors or each other. 
Some donees in Missouri have been investigated by six different 
auditors within a one year period. 

Page 39 Inconsistent and excessive SASP Service Charges: 
Dn all property donated, our service charge has been 2.3% of 
acquisition cost. State Plan allows for a maximum charge, 
only on l@ of property have we assessed or exceeded that charge. 
Is GAO suggesting that the service charge be at the maximum? 
Inconsistent, condition codes on property, needs, justification, 
uses, and financies are inconsistent by donees. Our primary 
function is to serve the donee. State Plan allows for a reduction 
in service charge; a review of all warehouse issue sheets verifies 
that total service charge is reduced by 25%. Catalogs and 
mailers are utilized to encourage visits to warehouse and 
discounts are given on propert::. 

W3e 39 Inadequate SASP Inventory Control Procedures: 
i7ne error in judgment does not make the entire control inadequate. 
Two state audits do not indicate the same findings as GAO. With 
the exception of the helicopter parts , which were accounted for, 
all property verified by GAO would be 99% correct. 

Page 39 Lack of Improper Utilization by Donees: 
Impossible for SASP to check every item; therefore, SASP must 
develop controls to assure that donees abide by terms and 
conditions. Listed below are some controls and facts: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Certification of terms and conditions signed upon 
establishing eligibility. 

Warehouse document sheets have terms and conditions on 
reverse side and front side states in capital letters 
"PERSONAL USE OR UNAUTHORIZED DISPOSLTION IS A VIOLATION 
OF FEDERAI LAWY'. 

Signs posted in warehouse :;tating same as 2 above. 

Mailers to donees stating what they agreed too. 

Catalogs stating terms and conditions. 

Written utilization required every six months on aircraft, 
motor vehicles, or federal property with original acquisition 
cost over $3,000. 
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- EAST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY - The necessary parts for repair 
of the fork lift were finally acquired and the fork lift is 
now in u*e. 

After thirty (30) months of operation under Public Law 94-519, 
I am sure that the General Accounting Cffice and General Services 
Administration will have certain recommendations for changes in 
the Law, and I would hope that the National Association of State 
Agencies for Surplus Property would also hare some input for 
changes that we feel would benefit the program. I believe that 
additional time is needed for donees to put large machine tools, 
and large pieces of earth moving equipment into use. Many times, 
large and expensive components are missing from these items and 
the donee must correspond with manufacturers all over the county 
in order to find the needed parts for necessary repairs. 

It would also seem logical to require a longer In-use restriction 
to compensare for the extension of time allowed to place the 
item in use. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert A. Davis, Jr. 
Executive Director 

RAD:ld 
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TEXAS SURPLUS PROPERTY AGENCY 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE 

P 0. BOX 8120 WAINWRIGHT STATION 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78208 

2,lx ACKERMAN ROAD TELEPHONE 661.2381 

May 29, 1980 

Mr. R. W. Gutmann, Director 
Logistics & Training Division 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Gutmann: 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft report on 
Public Law 94-519 relating to the audit work performed by the 
General Accounting Office at this Agency. 

On Page 44 of the Draft Report, it is stated that no external 
audits had been completed for the States in Region 7. The Texas 
Surplus Property Agency is audited annually by State auditors. 
This audit is quite extensive, performed by two and sometimes 
three auditors and lasting six to eight weeks. The 1978 audit 
cost to our Agency was $8,825.17. Also on this page, it is 
stated that a GSA review of the Texas and Oklahoma Agencies in- 
dicated that donated military jeeps had been improperly used by 
donees. The Texas Agency acquired no M-151 Jeeps and therefore 
could not have had any improper use of them by our donees. 

The Draft Report lists examples of property that the GAO auditors 
believed were being used improperly, and the following is the 
action taken by this Agency to correct these discrepancies: 

- THE DIXIE VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT - Although these items 
had bee" sent to a fireman's home for repair, the Texas 
Agency had both items returned for redonation. 

- COMMUNITY ACTION CORPORATION OF WICHITA FALLS - These re- 
frigerators have been repaired by the donee end if they 
are not placed in use within one (1) year, the done@ will 
return them to our distribution center. 
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Mr. John M. H&low 
Page 2 
May 22, 1980 

compliance policies and procedures. 

I hope that this information will be helpful to you in the preparation of 
your final report. 

If you need additional information, please call me at (617) 727-8146. 

Sincerely, 

Associate Commissioner 
Division of School Facilities 

and Related Services 
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having to rely on the small amount of property allocated by GSA, 
property which is correctly described on page 25 of the report as 
being 'I... often in poor condition or not functional." The pro- 
vision of disaster assistance to meet emergency needs, e.g., 
hospital equipment, beds, tents, generators, etc., is of 
particular importance because A.I.D. is the U.S. agency charged 
by the President to respond to natural disasters. Many of the 
most successful operations of the program have been in this area 
of A.I.D.'s responsibilities, as noted in the draft report. 

-- Our ability to assist Section 607 recipients - Private Voluntary 
Agencies and friendly foreign governments - would be ended. 
Requiring those recipients to struggle alone and procure what 
little property would be available directly from holding agencies, 
as they once did, would have very adverse consequences for their 
programs. The impact on PVOs, would be the greatest, expecially 
for the five major user organizations and their multiple projects 
in Israel and the Philippines. It would also invite the same 
abuse and mismangement which caused such strong Congressional 
and auditor criticism of A.1.D and led Congress to establish 
the very authorities for the Agency that GAO now recommends be 
terminated. 

-- Without advance acquisition authority, without an inventory of 
excess and other property, and without a revolving fund which 
gives ushe opportunity to exploit what property is available 
and which covers all staffing and administrative costs, it is 
our judgment that the game would no longer be worth the candle 
and that the program should probably be terminated. 

We do not plan a major restructuring of the program nor do we believe one is 
needed. But within the limitations which I have noted previously, and based 
on very careful study, we plan some changes in the program which would better 
link it to the project development and review system to achieve a somewhat 
better measure of substitution for new procurement. Because of the severe 
impact of PL 94-519 on A.I.D.'s ability to acquire excess property in the U.S. 
and Europe, it is important to be clear that this will require a heavier 
reliance on our use of non-excess property, primarily long supply stocks, to 
selectively supplement A.I.O-financed requirements and those of the 2VOs and 
friendly governments. Finally, however, we do not feel we can mount such an 
effort if stripped of our advance acquisition authority, our inventory of 
excess and non-excess property, and the revolving fund. 

We very much appreciate the opportunity you have afforded us by having the 
chance to comment on the draft report, and to provide you vith our view of 
the consequences of the recommendations, as presently drafted, for the future 
of the program. We hope these views will be useful in your final deliberations 
on the matter. 

Attachment: 
A.I.0 Administrator Bennet's letter 

Management Services 
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1,325 projects draw on individual U.S. entities including firms, voluntary 
organizations, and universities for implementation. The requirements for 
material and equipment are generated at the project level requiring different 
times for input and many require many different models of equipment, For 
example, different ministries of the same government may standardize on 
different types of equipment. These realities have to be accommodated. In 
view of the disparity in both the types and the timing of commodity inputs, 
it is not possible to consolidate all material and equipment requirements 
to support A.I.D.‘s overseas activities without paying a heavy price in over- 
all program management efficiency. Such considerations have been set forth 
in greater detail in A.I.D.‘s response of April 22, 1980 to the GAO report 
on project implementation. A copy of the response is attached for your 
convenience. 

In recent years, the Excess Property Program has been one of opportunity for 
supplementing activities authorized under the Foreign Assistance Act, which 
includes, under Section 607, the authority to meet requirements generated by 
friendly foreign governments and Private Voluntary Organizations (PVOs) for 
their own programs overseas. As noted by the GAO, Section 607 recipients 
are the major users of excess property, particularly five PVOs in Israel and 
the Philippines. While the GAO report cites the successful use of excess 
property in the Philippines and Egypt, it also acknowledges the fact that 
because of mission staffing reductions over the years, few missions have 
equipment specialists on-board to oversee the selection, receipt and utiliza- 
tion of excess property. Such expertise is essential for effective use of 
the property and it is important to point out that two of the very few 
missions with such staff are those in Egypt and the Philippines. This 
linkage was not make in the report. 

Given the realities of A.I.D.'s Congressionally mandated programming shifts 
to "New Directions", decentralized procurement systems, limited and declining 
availability of excess property and staffing constraints, I think the draft 
report misperceives A.I.D. mission management as one of "apathy" toward the 
program. While I do not necessarily agree with all the reasons cited by 
mission personnel on pages 13-14 of the report for using excess property, 
they deserve attention and weight. There is, of course, a proper place for 
positive publicity about any program achievements and the "Front Lines" 
coverage of Egypt's purchase of over 700 excess railcars is an example that 
was referred to by the GAO. There was also a feature article in the March, 
1980 issue of "Agenda" on the railcars, and on the front cover of that A.I.D. 
publication there was a picture of the Alexandria rail facility where the 
railcars were assembled. This coveraqe was not mentioned. In sum, our 
posture might be described as "publicity - yes, hard sell - no." 

Your report Correctly identified increased costs of shipping through the 
Defense Transportation System and the implementation of P.L. 94-519 by GSA 
as other factors which have increased costs and reduced the available supply 
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comments will be useful in your final deliberations on the matter. 

S;incerely, 

v D. G. MacDonald 
Bureau for Program and 

Management Services 

Attachment: 
D. G. MacDonald's letter to the GAO 
dated May 14, 1980 
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UNITED STATES lNTERNAT!ONAL DEVELOPMENT COCIPERATION AGENCY 

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
WASbt,NGTON D c .05.‘3 

JUN1619so 

Mr. J. K. Fasick 
Director 
International Division 
United States General Accounting 

Office 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Fasick: 

Thank you for providing us copies of the sections applicable to A.I.D. of 
the draft GAO report to Congress entitled: "Implementation and Impact of 
Public Law 94-519." I have reviewed the draft dated May 19, 1980 and it 
generally tracks with Chapters 3 and 4 of the GAO's recent draft report 
"Excess Property -- Need for Direction." I sent you my comments on that 
report by letter of May 14, 1980, a copy of which is attached for your 
convenience. 

However, there are several points which I feel deserve greater emphasis. 
As noted in my letter to you of May 14, the impact of PL 94-519 on A,I.D.'s 
ability to acquire excess property in the U.S. and Europe has been severe. 
In addition, I pointed out that the quality of the small quantity of property 
A.I.D. is able to acquire from GSA has dropped sharply. These facts and 
their consequences were addressed more fully in the GAO draft report on 
A.I.D.'s Excess Property Program. 

Therefore, I suggest the following be included in your draft report on the 
impact of PL 94-519: 

-- In FY 1977, the year immediately preceding the effective 
date of PL 94-519, A.I.D. acquired domestic excess 
property from GSA having an original acquisition cost of 
$9.0 million. It is estimated that 35% of all A.I.D. 
requests for transfer of such property were honored by GSA. 

-- In FY 1978, A.I.D. was able to acquire only $emillion 
of domestic excess property, with only about 21% (by value) 
of A.I.D.'s requests for transfer being honored by GSA. 

-- In FY 1979, A.I.D. was able to acquire only $1.2 million of 
such property from GSA. 
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Page 94 and Page 97: 

GAO Draft Comments: 

"These officials believe that a care and handling surcharge on 
surplus property would severely curtail the Donation Program...." and 

"Increased SASP service charges will reduce the amount of 
property acquired by donees. The amount of the reduction depends, of 
course, on how much the service charges increase." 

DOD Comment: 

According to the data gathered by GAO from the State Agencies 
for Surplus Property, over 70% of the donees responding indicated that a 
2% surcharge would cause less than a 10% decrease in property acquired. 
It appears that those most directly affected do not view the surcharge 
as being as serious a problem as had been widely assumed. 

Page 99: 

GAO Draft Comment: 

"For example, one donee noted, 'While it may be possible and 
practical to pay up to five percent of property acquisition cost for 
some items, it could be most impractical for any such flat fee structure 
for all items."' 

DOD Comment: 

Our implementation of a 2% surcharge will not be applied to 
the acquisition cost in excess of $50,000 extended value of any line 
item, thus limiting the maximum surcharge per line item to $1,000. 

Page 100: 

GAO Draft Comment: 

"--Currently, an inconsistent policy regarding the recovery of 
care and handling costs is developing. DOD will recover; civil agencies 
will not." 

DOD Comment: 

We agree with this conclusion. This situation exists because 
Congress required the DOD costs to be recovered, while no such requirement 
was placed on the civil agencies. 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON. D c 20301 

Mr. Ii. w. COWOK 
Aswciatc Director 
Logi8tic8 and Colmueiutiow Diviaicm 
Distribution Menegement Group, Room 5332 
Generel Accounting Office 
441 G Street, A.M. 
Weahington. D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Conwr: 

This Is in raply to GAO Draft Report dated i%ey 19, 1980, "Implementation 
and Impact of Public Law 94-519, (GAD Code 943179)(OsD Caee #5438). 

'Ike Draft Report mekee two recomendatione that effect the Uepartwnt of 
Defenee (DOD). The first calls for e review of our plmm, policier and 
proceduree regarding the transfer of exceee personal property to non- 
Federal grantees to eneure complience with Public Law 94-519 and the 
implmnentimg Boderal Property Meneg-t Begulatione. Since DOD does 
not meke ouch tranefers, a fact acknowledged in the report, we suggest 
tht the recomendation be rmitten to apply only to involved Federal 
Agencies. We appreciate the difficultiee reported by the GAO analysta 
in performing a detailed review of Fmderal Agencies' program in the 30 
months’ time frem set by Congrees, but ue do not believe that an umbrella- 
type reccwendation thee covere~uninvolved agenciee is useful. 

The eecond recomeadation ie directed to the Caqrena but It effecte ue 
becauee we are the only agency required by Congram Co eollact a surcharge 
on donationa. We have no objection to a Gmgrmuionel clarification of 
what coete l hould be recovered ao the Federa~~‘Donar,ion Program is applied 
comalatently throughout the OovernmmC. .R&ever, H are concerned -that 
the anelysie in the body of the report oould ked readers to incorrectly 
concludethatour 2X surcharge goee6eyorJ. 

I 
reeeeamh2a racovery of our 

expensee and could neriously fvlrt‘the don&t 0x1 pr,ogmm. Our detailed 
comeate are included in the attaclnnent to tkia latter. 

We requeot thet our views be incorporated in the final report and appreciate 
the opportunity to comment. 

Enclosure 
As stated 

Sincerely. 
3IG332, 

Richard Ila~lzi~: 
Principal Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of Defense (MRA&L) 
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Department of Energy 
Washington, D.C. 20585 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach 
Energy and Minerals Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on a portion of the 
GAO draft report entitled “Implementation and Impact of Public Law 94-519.” 
Only chapters one (1) and five (5) were provided to us for review. Our 
comments therefore, concern only those two (2) chapters. 

In general, we concur with GAO‘s conclusions as listed on page one-hundred (100). 

As with the other civil agencies your staff contacted during this study, the 
Department of Energy (DOE) handles donable personal property in accordance 
with the Federal Property Management Regulations as issued by the General 
Services Administration. Our accounting procedures provide that we will not 
collect for care and handling costs less than one-hundred dollars ($100) on any 
one (1) transfer to a donee. Since the State Agencies for Surplus Property 
regularly provide trucks and personnel for the pickup and transportation, no 
charges are normally assessed against the States. Presently our accounting 
procedures do not provide for the separate recording of care and handling 
costs. It is our position that the present policies and procedures as 
established by GSA for the management and control of the donation of personal 
property are reasonable, cost-effective, and adequate. 

During fiscal year 1979, the DOE disposed of donable property with an 
acquisition cost of about six million dollars ($6,000,000). A surcharge of 
one (1) percent as discussed in the draft report would have returned about 
sixty-thousand dollars ($60,000) to the Federal Government but it is doubtful 
if that amount would have covered the cost of the manhours of effort necessary 
to process the paperwork since many small donations are made. We agree with 
the GAO conclusion that a care and handling surcharge greater than one (1) 
percent would seriously impact on the Donation Program. 

It is our belief that this donsble property, when no longer required by the 
Federal Government, can serve a useful purpose by being made available to 
the States and subsequently, through use by eligible nonprofit organizations, 
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hnmunity WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506 

Services Administration 

SUM20 WI 
Mr. H. W. Connor 
Associate Director 
Logistics and Communications Division 
Distribution Management Group, Room 5832 
441 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Connor: 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on your 
draft report on the implementation and impact of Public Law 
94-519. 

On page 31 of your draft report you state that with the 
exception of grantees of the Economic Development Administra- 
tion and former section 514 property recipients, knowledgeable 
Federal officials were not aware of any serious adverse impact 
on their grantees caused by the Law. It should be noted that 
the Community Services Administration was also aware of the 
adverse affect it would have on our grantees and attempted to 
get an exemption from the bill for our community action agencies. 
We were not successful in getting this exemption. As your 
report correctly indicated on page 18, our community action 
agencies do not believe the general condition of the excess 
property warrants the payment of the 25 percent acquisition costs. 

It should also be noted that the deficiencies discussed on page 
32 of your report did not exist with our agency prior to the 
enactment of Public Law 94-519 and we are hopeful that exemptions 
to the Law would be broadened to permit our community action 
agencies to again obtain excess property without payment of the 
25 percent acquisition cost. 

Sincerely, 

*Kb 
Wi iam W. lison 
Acting Director 
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NASA Cononents on GAO Draft Report "Implementation and Impact 
of Public Law 94-519,” Assignment Code 943179. 

On page 14 of the draft, GAO notes that NASA has not provided excess 
property to grantees since PL 94-519 was effective. Then the report 
states: "Despite this fact, Administration Officials did not indicate that 
their grantees had been severly hurt." We recommend this sentence be 
modified to "Administration Officials did not have available evidence that 
the failure to provide excess property had severly impacted a grantee's 
performance; however, they did note that there nust probably has been an 
adverse impact in performance because the law has curtailed the provision 
of property which would enhance performance but for which there are 
insufficient funds." 

Wm. E. Lilly 
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We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft report and look 
forward to reading the report once it is available in final. 

Robert T. Hall 
Assistant Secretary 
for Economic Development 
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July 1, 1980 

NITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
. Assistant Sokontmly for Economic D.v.kpm@nt 

Wa*hinston. D.C. 20230 

Mr. El. W. Connor 
Associate Director 
Logistics and Communications Division 
Distribution Management Group, Room 5832 
441 G Street, N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Connor: 

We have reviewed the draft report on the "Implementation of Public Law 
94-519" and have the following comments to make on it. 

General 

The Agency is aware of the strong complaints expressed by our grantees 
(primarily District organizations) which are noted on page 31 of the 
draft report. In many instances, this has resulted in financial 
hardships and adjustments for the Districts. However, we agree with 
the intent of the Act and see merit in introducing greater 
accountability and control for the use of government property. 

The summary of excess property transfers listed on page 11 of the 
draft report for FY 1978 and 1979 is essentially correct for this 
Agency's participation. 

According to this chart, Economic Development Administration '(EDA) 
transferred no property which required a 25% payment by the 
Agency. By policy decision, the Agency has elected not to 
participate in this program. 

All of the excess property ($2,219,000 acquisition value) for 
those grantees exempt from the 25% payment have been under the 
exemption to Indian tribes as defined in section 3(c) of the 
Indian Financing Act. By policy decision, the Agency, in FY 1979, 
decided to cease all further excess property transfers through- 
this program. 

In accordance with P.L. 94-519, the Agency has acted to transmit title 
to all excess property obtained by grantees on or before October 17, 
1977, provided it was in the possession of the grantees and was used 
for the purposes of their EDA grant. 

In addition to the above general comments, the Agency has the 
following comments to make on the draft report's recommendation. 
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July 1, 1980 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Office of the Secretary 
Washngton. 0 C 20230 

Mr. H. W. Connor 
Associate Director, Logistics 

and Communications Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
441 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Connor: 

During the two and a half years the regional action planning 
commissions' excess property program (Section 514 of the 
Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965) was in 
operation, it had the strong support of the Governors and the 
states in the Title V regions. Much of this support was due 
to the fact that the recipients saw the program as one which 
enhanced their economic development activities. Another was 
probably due to the fact that for the first time they were 
able to acquire large amounts of property with relative ease 
and at minimum cost. 

Prior to enactment of the 1976 amendments to the Federal 
Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 (Public Law 
94-519), there was some sentiment among the Federal Cochairmen 
for continuing the regional excess property program. However, 
since passage of Public Law 94-519, the Department has not 
received any indication from the Federal Cochairmen that Com- 
mission recipients have been adversely affected by the termi- 
nation of the regional excess property program. 

Even though the regional commission excess property program 
was well received by recipients and commission officials, the 
program in each commission was understaffed. The ever- 
increasing flow of paperwork resulting from the expanded use 
of excess property placed an inordinate burden on the regional 
commissions. Many of them were unable to systematically over- 
see the recipients' inventory accountability and the use, 
maintenance, and possession of the excess property received by 
the recipients. 

The Department urges a more careful and thorough evaluation of 
the true costs and benefits to former and current excess and 
surplus property recipients. Such an evaluation should provide 
a stronger basis for program modification than can be found in 
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United States Department of the Interior 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, DC. 20240 

Mr. H.W. Connor 
Associate Director 
Logistics and Communications Division 
Distribution Management Group, Room 5832 
441 G Street, N.W. 
Washington D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Connor: 

We have reviewed the GAO draft report "Implementation and Impact of Public 
Law 94-519" and we agree with its various findings, conclusions and recom- 
mendations with one exception. 

The second paragraph under CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS on page 31 of 
the draft report states that "strong complaints expressed by grantees of 
the Economic Development Administration and former section 514 property 
recipients". . . . "were to be expected" and that "Congress" . . . . 
"attempted to ensure their continued receipt of reasonable (emphasis added) 
amounts of property by broadening the purposes for which surplus property 
could be furnished under the Donation Program to include economic devel- 
opment." Many Indian tribes located on Federal Indian reservations were 
formerly recipients of sorely needed excess property under the Economic 
Development Administration grants and former section 514 of the Economic 
Development Act as amended by P.L. 93-423. 

Since Indian tribes located on Federal reservations are not eligible recip- 
ients of surplus property under the Donation program, the inclusion by 
Congress of economic development as an authorized purpose for donation 
did not ensure Indian tribes of continued receipt of reasonable amounts, 
or any amounts of property. This, of course, has been extremely detrimental 
to many Indian tribes' economic development efforts and placed them on un- 
equal footing with those developing organizations eligible for donation of 
surplus Federal property. 

We appreciate the opportunity to review the report prior to publication. 

P 

Tqzl?y&;&--,‘ 

Assistant Secretary - Policy 
Budget, and Administration 
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APPENDIX IX 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS 

USDA - FS Comments on GAO Draft 

APPENDIX IX 

GAO Page 8 (Footnote): These organizations are technically not grantees. 

Comment: Agree - State forestry agencies are cooperators and have been 
participating in the Federal Excess Personal Property Program 
since 1956. This program has been invaluable in protecting 
rural America from fire. 

* * * 

GAO Page 22: Lack of procedures to assure that grantees do not routinely 
acquire property costing more than the value of their grants. 

GAO Page 25: Property transferred to grantees for use on grants which are 
about to expire. 

Comments: State forestry agencies cooperate with the Federal Government in 
the protection of State and private forests from fire. 

1. State forestry agencies have the authority to acquire excess prop- 
erty independent of their authority to receive cooperative funds. 
The Excess Program could continue without the transfer of funds 
and, therefore, the dollar value of excess acquisitions should not 
be limited by the funding level for a given year. 

2. Our legislative authority to acquire excess does not expire 
annually or periodically but is a continuing one. This is under- 
stood by the General Services Administration and, therefore, an 
expiration date is not placed on our transfer orders. 

* * fi 

GAO Page 17: Lack of adequate property use surveillance procedures by 
Federal grantor agencies. 

Comment: We feel we have developed an adequate surveillance procedure for 
excess property acquired by State forestry agencies although 
full implementation of that procedure has not been achieved. We 
will constantly monitor and update our procedures and would 
appreciate any specific comments you might have. 

x * * 

GAO Pages 30 and 31: Stockpiling 

comment: The Redbook normally prohibits stockpiling beyond a year's supply. 
This rule is lifted for "out of production" items such as 
1940-1964 vehicles that are currently being released. Any vehicles 
or parts that pass through excess/surplus are purchased by commercial 
concerns and then available for sale to us at greatly inflated prices. 
Some of our storage areas, such as Colorado, require an extensive cleanup 
effort that we have undertaken. 
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specific Federal programs are not mentioned, we take exception to this 
statement if related to LBAA’s grant program in that we consider ade- 
quate safeguards are being taken, including onsite visits, to ensure 
that proper use is made of property acquired by grantees. Guidelines 
for the acquisition and utilization of property are in full compliance 
with applicable regulations and OMB circulars as regards this issue. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft report. 
you desire any additional information, 

Should 
please feel free to contact me. 

Assistant Attorney General 
for Administration 

GAO note: These comments were deleted from the final report 
on the basis of Justice's comments. 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

JUN 20 1980 
Mr. William J. Anderson 
Director 
General Government Division 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

This letter is in response to your request to the Attorney General 
for the comments of the Department of Justice (Department) on your draft 
report entitled "Implementation And Impact Of Public Law 94-519." In 
responding to the report, it should be noted that the reference to the 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) is now incorrect in that, 
through a recent reorganization, the former LEAA program now encompasses 
the Office of Justice Assistance, Research and Statistics, the National 
Institute of Justice, the Bureau of Justice Statistics and LEAA. 

We have reviewed those sections of the report that the General 
Accounting Office (GAO) considered applicable to the Department and 
offer the following comments: 

1. On page 13 the statement is made that the total amount of property 
acquired by grantees from LEAA had fallen significantly. It is true 
that the amount of property obtained by grantees dropped dramatically 
in fiscal year 1978. We believe it was caused by grantees (a) not 
having adequate time to budget for the 25 percent payment since 
implementation of public Law 94-519, (b) unwillingness to pay for 
"used" equipment, (c) unfamiliarity with the new procedures, or (d) 
not having the necessary manpower to examine the property closely to 
ensure that the value equals the required 25 percent payment. However, 
fiscal year 1979 transfers of equipment doubled over fiscal year 
1978 primarily because sufficient time had elapsed for grantees to 
gain familiarity with the law and budget funds to acquire needed 
property. 

2. While we agree with the statement on page 13 that Public Law 94-519 
did not cause extreme hardships for LEAA grantees, it is important 
to point out that one of the reasons for establishing the excess 
property program was to allow grantees to obtain property at a low 
cost, thereby permitting mare grant funds to be utilized for program 
objectives. As grantees have utilized less excess property, they 
have had to expend more money for new property, leaving less 
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U.S. Department of Labor's Response To 
The Draft General Accounting Office Report 
Entitled -- 

"Implementation and Impact of 
Public Law 94-519 

Recommendation: The heads of all Federal agencies review 
their plans, policies and procedures pertaining to the 
transfer of excess personal property to non-Federal grantee 
organizations and ensure that they are in full compliance 
with the applicable provisions of Public Law 94-519 and 
the implementing Federal Property Management Regulations 
(FPMR). 

Response: The Department concurs. 

Comments: The Department is already in compliance with 
this recommendation. All provisions contained in the FPMR 
for monitoring excess property have been made part of appro- 
priate grant documents. In addition, procedures for ensuring 
effective management of the transfer of excess property 
to grantees will be incorporated into the newly revised 
property handbook for employment and training program grantees. 

In addition to the above recommendation, the Department 
has the following comments on specific issues raised in 
the draft report: 

1. Page 13, "Em lo ment and Trainin g Administration, Department p y 
of Labor" 

The Department does not agree with the statement that 
"Employment and Training Administration officials did 
not indicate that the Public Law had impacted severely 
on their grantees' programs . .." During the discussions 
with the GAO auditors, emphasis was placed on the fact 
that for all practical purposes, the impact of Public 
Law 94-519 has been to remove grantees from the excess 
program--a program in which they had participated heavily 
up to this point. 

2. Page 21, "Lack of clear determination of grantees' 
need for excess property" LSee GAO note, pm 13g. I 

The method by which excess property is located in the 
Department and transferred to grantees is not accurately 
described. Rather, the following procedures are in 
place: (a) The grantee submits a request for excess 
property to the Government Authorized Representative 
(GAR) who represents the Grant Officer in accordance 

with the delegation of authority. The GAR has intimate 
knowledge of the grant due to daily contact and monitoring 
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Nr. Roy !!arkon, Ccmfssioner 
General Services Administration FFRS 

GAO has advised US informally that their report on our excess FropertY 
program will be released in the next week or two. Ile have teen 
reluctant to inplfz2ent any extensive changes in our survejllznce 
program pending the outcme of the study. Upon receipt of the report 
we will initiate action to make appropriate changes in our property 
program. 

Sincerely yours, 

'*igina Signed by 
~bxts mois 

Thomas Ubois 
Assistant Efrector 
for Adninistration 

cc: AD/A n. 525 (2) 
D&/FPS Chron 
AAB Chron rm. 640 

<-< 

DGC CRF file 2Cl 
D6C Chron file 201 
Mr. Nichejitch, MB rm. 640 

DGC/AAB/PPS:RAl?lichelitch/C\!Frost:mpt:4/22/8D 
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excess property in their audit programs. Attachment I is a copy of our 
April 30, 1980 letter to GSA in response to their request for a copy of 
our surveillance procedures. As stated earlier in this letter, there is 
no mention in the report of any discussions by the GAO with either OMB-or GSA 
on this subject as promised during the audit. 

In summary, we do not feel the draft report adequately addresses the intent of 
the Law, the advantages of the excess program as it relates to grantees, the 
appropriateness of the implementing regulations, or the manner in which the 
program is administered by the National SC ience Foundation. 

Attachment 1 

Richard C. A tkinson 
Director 
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Lack of clear determination of grantee's need for excess property. 

We are pleased that the GAO staff concluded that our procedures in this area 
were found to be adequate. 

Lack of procedures to assure that grantees do not routinely acquire property 
costing more than the value of their grants. 

The statement at the top of page 23 concerning the level of administrative 
approval obtained by NSF for transfers of property in excess of grant amounts 
is misleading. 

The intent of the requirement for approval at an administrative level higher 
than the Project Officer was never clearly defined. At NSF there is no direct 
supervisory chain between the Program Officer and the Property Officer. The 
Program Officer has authority to recommend that a grantee be given permission 
to acquire excess property, but only the Property Officer had the authority 
to grant this permission. We had interpreted this separation of functional 
responsibilities to satisfy the requirements. Accordingly, all such transfers 
were approved by both the Program Director and the Property Officer. 

Following our discussion with the GAO representative last winter, we implemented 
a procedure requiring the approval of the Section‘Head or Division Director, in 
addition to the Program Director in instances where the total recommended for 
transfer exceeds the grant amount. 

Non-reimbursable transfer to National Science Foundation grantees of property 
requiring reimbursement. 

We certainly cannot quarrel with the statement beginning at the bottom of page 
24 to the effect that many items of property transferred "appeared" to be common 
use items or to have questionable applicability to scientific research. 
However, we are concerned that the report offers recommendations and conclusions 
that could seriously damage the program based on"appearances" without 
determining whether any of the items of equipment were in fact used for other 
than scientific research purposes. Many items of equipment which are ordinarily 
thought of by laymen as general purpose equipment take on the nature of 
scientific equipment or components when used by a scientist. For example, armor 
plate from warships is used on a research project to protect against radiation; 
a lathe is used in developing instrumentation; a power supply is used to drive 
scientific apparatus; a four wheel drive vehicle is vital to the success of many 
archaeological undertakings or in the study of wild animals; boats are used to 
perform research on sea life; cages are used to house laboratory animals, etc. 
As the report points out, the property obtained by the Grantees was in 
fact required for use on scientific research projects and was certified to this 
effect by the principal investigator on each project as well as the 
Foundation's appropriate scientific personnel. We have no evidence available 
to suggest that any of the equipment was not so used. It would be 
unconscionable not to share the view expressed by the GSA official interviewed. 

The intent of the Public Law was to exempt Erom the 25 percent payment 
requirement, al? property transferred to Foundation grantees for use on 
scientific research projects, not just equipment meeting a strictly 
scientific definition. In this connection, the Assistant Commissioner 
of GSA and the then Assistant Director for 4dministration of NSF agreed, 
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 

WASHINGTON D c 20550 

APPENDIX VI 

June 27, 1980 

Mr. H. W. Connor 
Associate Director 
Logistics and Communications Division 
Distribution Management Group, Room 5832 
441 G St. N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Connor : 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft report of the GAO on 
Implementation and Impact of Public Law 94-519. 

We are extremely disappointed with the predominantly negative tone of the 
report and the fact that it focuses almost exclusively on the mechanical 
aspects of the program and addresses the program’s advantages only in a 
vague and general way. As you can imagine, the Foundation is very sensitive 
to any action that might tend to interfere with our efforts to assist United 
States universities acquire much needed instrumentation to perform first-rate 
research. This is particularly true at this time, when the Federal Government 
has recognized that our universities are lagging behind in this area. The 
ability to obtain excess equipment for our grantees contributes significantly to 
this effort not only by providing useful equipment but also by freeing monies 
that can be used for new instrumentation. 

Our detailed comments on the various sections of the report begin on page two. 
However, we first want to offer several general comments concerning 
the overall report. 

It should be noted that we were not provided a copy of the complete draft 
report. Only selected portions of the report were made available. Conse- 
quently, we are unaware of what the omitted sections contain. The omission is 
of particular concern since our position regarding the recommendations on 
excess property are very much dependent on how the surplus property aspects of 
PL 94-519 are being implemented and GAO’s recommendation on this. One of our 
major concerns with PL 94-519 is whether the property that would have been 
transferred cheaply and efficiently at the excess stage is actually being 
distributed cost effectively for scientific research purposes at the surplus 
s tage. We have strong reservations concerning the interest of many of the 
state agencies for surplus property in obtaining the type of equipment we 
normally acquire at excess. Our informal feedback suggests that some 
universities are unable to develop satisfactory working relationships with 
the state agencies. We suspect this may relate to the economic realities of the 
state agencies which may not be totally compatible with the needs of research 
institutions. 
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15 

Other Comments 

In addition to the above comments to the draft GAO recommendations, GSA 
offers the following comments, which are technical in nature, for the 
purpose of improving the overall accuracy of the report. 

Page 20 - last two paragraphs: Insert the words "on the part of the 
sponsoring Federal agencies" after the word "determination" in the 
next to last paragraph and after the word "procedures" in the last 
paragraph. The words n . ..without the approval of an agency official at 
an administrative level higher than the project officer administering 
the grant" should be added to the end of the last paragraph. The FPMR 
states that "Pro forma approvals or disapprovals are inconsistent with 
the purpose of this regulation." These changes will clearly direct the 
comment to implementation of the FPMR requirements in 101-43.320 by 
the sponsoring Federal agencies. 

Page 24 - last paragraph: This paragraph states that reimbursement 
should be required in instances where transfers of excess property to NSF 
grantees appear to be common-use items or have questionable applicability 
to scientific research. It is GSA's opinion that appearance alone is not 
sufficient basis to require reimbursement for these transfers, but that a 
statement as to the intended use of a questionable item should be required 
prior to approval of the transfer by GSA. Further discussion of this point 
follows in the next comment. 

Page 25 - second paragraph: FPMR lOl-43.320(b)(Z)(iv) provides that GSA 
will consider items of personal property as scientific equipment when NSF 
certifies that the item requested is a component part of or related to a 
piece of scientific equipment or is an otherwise difficult to acquire 
item needed for scientific research. This provision is the basis for 
determining the requirement for reimbursement in the event the requested 
equipment is not clearly scientific. This FPMR paragraph allows limited 
discretion in the determination of what is scientific, and further states 
that: "Items of property determined by GSA to be common-use or general 
purpose property, regardless of classification or unit acquisition cost, 
shall not be transferred to the National Science Foundation for use by 
project grantee without reimbursement." 

Since a reimbursement determination must be made on a case-by-case basis, 
depending on the scientific nature or application of the requested property, 
GSA has provided further guidance to the regional offices in the Utiliza- 
tion Handbook, PlW P 7800.1 which states: "Items of excess personal 
property determined by regional offices to be common-use or general 
purpose, such as typewriters, furniture, vehicles, hand tools, fuels, or 
metal sheets and shapes, regardless of FSG or unit acquisition cost, shall 
not be transferred to NSF for use by a project grantee without reimburse- 
ment." The GAO report should acknowledge the discretionary determination 
of scientific equipment by GSA regional offices on a case-by-case basis 
in accordance with the FPMlZ and Utilization Handbook. 
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Federal Property Management Regulations and the State plan of operations, 
the State agency is authorized to convey conditional title to property 
donated, require donee certifications and agreements, and to impose, modify, 
or remove restrictions on the use of donated property, other than those 
imposed by FPRS. 

Prior to approving transfers for donation, the regional office shall 
obtain State agency certification that adequate facilities exist to effect 
physical security and proper storage for the protection of property. The 
State agency, as a bailee, may be liable for Federal surplus property 
transferred to the agency that cannot be accounted for when inventory is 
taken, absent any lawful excuse for nondelivery or nonaccountability. 
Regional offices monitor requests and allocations for property in their 
area, review justifications and essential background information to 
warrant the transfer of special categories of property and property with 
a high acquisition cost which is readily marketable. The donation of this 
type of property by the State agency requires the authorized representative 
of the donee institution or organization to certify that the property will 
be properly safeguarded, used in accordance with the letter of intent and 
any special handling or use limitations imposed by FPRS, and dispensed 
and administered under competent supervision. 

State agencies, pursuant to their State plan of operations, shall make 
utilization visits or obtain written utilization reports from donees 
giving the date donated property was placed into proper use and the nature 
of its continuous use during the period of restriction. When information 
is received which indicates or alleges that donated property is misused or 
mishandled, notification is immediately made by the State agency to the 
FPRS Regional Personal Property Division. The Staje agency then makes 
appropriate reviews of alleged noncompliance of donated surplus property. 
If noncompliance with the terms and conditions imposed on donated property 
is found, State agencies coordinate compliance activities with the FPRS 
regional office prior to undertaking the sale of donated property or 
making demand for payment of the fair value, or fair rental value, of 
donated property which has been found in noncompliance. 

When alleged fraud or indication cl fraud is indicated, a report with all 
known information is made immediately by the FPRS Regional Personal Property 
Division or State agency director as appropriate to GSA's Office of Inspector 
General. When State agency directors learn of a theft of Federal property 
under their jurisdiction, they immediately report all available information 
to the FPRS Regional Personal Property Division, th,! local FBI, and the 
local State law enforcement officials by telephone. Where allegations 
have been lodged and the donee is placed under investigation, FPRS may 
direct the State agency involved to temporarily defer donations of prop- 
erty to the donee under investigation until the investigation has been 
completed. Upon completion of the investigation, the deferment may be 
either removed or made permanent, depending upon the circumstances as 
determined by FPRS. 
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11 

Recommendation: Take action to improve State agency inventory control proce- 
dures where they are found to be inadequate. 

Comment: This is being done as part of our general program and audit reviews. 

The Federal Property Act reads as follows: 

"The State plan of operation shall require the State agency to utilize 
a management control system and accounting system for donable property trans- 
ferred under this section of the same types as are required by State law for 
State-owned property, except that the State agency, with the approval of the 
chief executive officer of the State, may elect, in lieu of such systems, to 
utilize such other management control and accounting systems as are effective to 
govern the utilization, inventory control, accountability, and disposal of 
property under this subsection." 

Each State plan of operation contains a description of the State agency's 
property management control system and its accounting system. These systems 
must comply with the requirements of the law and they must be used by the 
State on a continuing basis. Compliance with this requirement is reviewed 
by FFRS during the biennial State agency reviews. 

During Fiscal Years 1978-1979, 62 State agency reviews were completed. The 
only State agencies not reviewed were Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Jersey, 
the District of Columbia and West Virginia. For Fiscal Year 1980. 13 State 
reviews have been completed and 16 more reviews are scheduled. Where 
accounting or property management control has been found to be deficient, 
the director of the State agency has been instructed to take corrective 
actions including alteration of the State plan of operation if necessary. 

In addition to the above FPRS overview of the inventory control procedures 
of the State agencies, 10 audit probes have been conducted by the GSA 
Office of Audits, including Mississippi and South Carolina which are 
considered full audits. Five GSA audits are in process (Iowa, Missouri, 
California, Oregon and Washington). Six more GSA audits are planned 
(New Jersey, New York, Alabama, North Carolina, North Dakota and Wyoming). 
New Hampshire is also being considered for a possible GSA Audit. 

Upon receipt of the reports covering these audit activities, FF'RS will work 
with the State agencies to develop programs for correction of any inadequacies 
in their inventory control and property accounting procedures which are noted 
in the audit report. 

Recommendation: Take action to eliminate the lack of or improper 
utilization of property by donees. 

Comment: Procedures are in effect to eliminate the lack of or improper 
use of property by donees and is a matter of continuing oversight commen- 
surate -with available resources. 
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As a prerequisite for particip ation in the donation program, P.L. 94-519 
requires that each State shall develop, according to State law, a detailed plan 
of operation. It is the responsibility of the chief executive officer of the 
State to certify the plan and submit it to the Administrator of General Services 
for acceptance. The law further provides that temporary plans could be submitted 
where it was found that the State legislature could not develop a plan of 
operation within 270 days after enactment of the law. 

We are of the opinion that the preparation of a State Plan of operation 
is a function of the executive branch of the government and not the legis- 
lature. This to a great extent explains the great difficulty the States 
have experienced to date in an attempt to obtain so called permanent plans. 
Many of the legislatures meet for comparatively short periods during any 
session and then many of the legislatures meet biennially. To obtain 
consensus on a plan of operation by a large group is most difficult, 
particularly in relation to a purely administrative function. 

It is our intention to recommend an amendment to P.L. 94-519 to remove 
this requirement and to have the State plans prepared within the executive 
branch of the State government with the approval of the Chief Executive. The 
requirement for advertisement of the plan will be retained and comments 
thereon by the general public before finalization will be encouraged. 

At the present time, 54 State agencies participate in the donation program, 
which includes the 50 States, the District of Columbia, the Virgin Islands, 
Puerto Rico, and Guam. Only American Samoa has elected not to establish a 
State agency and therefore does not pariticipate in the donation program. 
All State plans accepted by the Administrator as of this date are temporary 
plans approved by the Governor or Chief Executive Officer of the State, with 
the exception of the permanent plans of Wisconsin, Idaho, Oklahoma and South 
Carolina which were approved by their State legislatures. 

During the past 2% years, the State agencies have frequently been reminded of 
the requirement for the development of permanent plans of operation. 

Recommendation: Take necessary actions, including establishment of time- 

tables and penalties, to require States to accomplish biennial external 
audits of their State Agencies for Surplus Property as required by law 
and the regulations which implement the law. 

Comment: We concur. 

Regulations for this requirement exist and timetables are established. 
Since the start of FPRS administration of the donation program, 35 
external audits have been completed by the States. Seven external audits 
are in process (Vermont, New Jersey, the Virgin Islands, Alabama, Kansas, 
Utah, and Hawaii). Five States submitted external audits which were found to 
be incomplete and were rejected (New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, Arizona, and 
Nevada). Actions have been initiated to correct these deficient audits. 
The Minnesota State agency's external audit is scheduled for completion during 
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of public service. Recognizing this fact, most State agencies have employed 
one or more screeners so that the preferred program of onsite screening can 
be performed. In cases where this has not been economically feasible, two 
or more States have employed the services of a single screener. It is 
believed that the development of such informal arrangements is preferable 
to establishing several additional regional state organizations which for 
the most part duplicate the efforts of the National Association of State 
Agencies for Surplus Property, add to the State agencies costs of operation 
and could lead to the balkanizing of the national program. 

The intent of the Congress to encourage onsite screening was clearly pointed 
up during the Senate committee hearings which proceeded enactment of P.L. 
94-519. At that time it was noted that many organizations and institutions 
had expressed the following concerns: 

1. State governments would monopolize the better items of property. 

2. Donee programs could be jeopardized if the donees were prohibited 
from directly searching for and acquiring specific items of property. 

3. Shipment of all property to State warehouses could increase 
donee costs. 

4. The need for surplus property is greater at the local government 
level than the State government level. 

5. States which generate high volumes of surplus property will 
acquire an inordinate share of the better property. 

One of the actions taken by the committee to relieve these concerns was to 
require that special consideration be given to requests for property which 
is screened by trained eligible donees. In view of this, provisions 
have been made for onsite donee screening. The presence of State representa- 
tives during such screenings is encouraged to provide necessary assistance 
and control, particularly when it is not possible for FPRS Area 
Utilization Officers to be present. Since June 30, 1978, the number of 
donee screeners has increased from 300 to 618, a growth of 106.6 percent. 
It is also significant that the State agencies employed 155 screeners 
prior to the passage of Public Law 94-519. The present 242 State agency 
screeners represents a 56 percent increase. 

Early in Fiscal Year 1978, FPRS realized a need for a training program for 
State, Federal and donee screeners. FPRS personnel met with representatives 
of the National Association of State Agencies for Surplus Property 
(NASASP) and the U.S. Army Logistics Management Center (ALMC) and 
secured their assistance in the development of a program for training 
personal property screeners at the U.S. Army Logistics Management Center, 
Fort Lee, Virginia. The resulting course, Department of Defense (DOD) 
Disposal Policies and Procedures for Federal and State Screeners, has 
successfully provided an opportunity for screeners from Federal and State 
agencies, local governments, other public agencies and nonprofit 
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during the latter part of June or early July of this year. This revision 
clearly states that all allocations of surplus property must be based on 
the following: 

(1) Need and useability of property as reflected in selections of 
property by a State agency, including expressions of need and interest 
on the part of public agencies or other eligible donees within the 
State, transmitted to F'F'RS through the State agency. 

(2) Regions or States in greatest need of the type of property to 
be allocated, where a particular and important need is evidenced by 
a justification accompanying the expression of need. 

(3) Extraordinary needs occasioned by disasters. 

(4) The quantity of property of the type under consideration which 
was previously allocated to or is potentially available to a State 
agency from a more advantageous source. 

(5) Performance of a State agency in effecting timely pickup or 
removal of property allocated to the State and approved for transfer 
by FPRS. 

(6) Performance of a State agency in effecting prompt distribution 
of property to eligible donees. 

(7) Equitable distribution based on the existing condition as well 
as the original acquisition cost of the property available for donation. 

(8) Equitable distribution based on a formula of population and per 
capita income for each State. National entitlement percentages are 
recomputed every 2 years. In addition monthly Over and Under Reports 
are prepared which give the 12-month status for each State relative to 
its national entitlement percentage. This report is used as a guide by 
the allocator when there are competing requests for the same items of 
property. 

As previously noted, the fact that property allocations should be based, 
in part, on historical data has been a program requirement since the 
enactment of P.L. 94-519. This requirement will again be reviewed with 
all allocating offices. 

Recommendation: Implement screening procedures similar to those used 
In the western part of the United States throughout the balance of the 
country. 

Comment: We do not concur in this recommendation. 

The Western States Surplus Property Organization (WSSPO) is an administrative 
group consisting of 15 western states namely, Alaska, Arizona, California, 
Colorado, Guam, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, North Dakota, Oregon, 
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CHAPTER 3 -- SURPLUS PROPERTY DONATION 
PROGRAEr UNDER PUBLIC LAW 94-519 

APPEPlDIX V 

Recommendation: Improve the General Services Administration's (GSA) procedure 
for allocating donable property among the States by requiring allocating 
regions to use historical data. 

Comment : Current procedures require the allocating regions to use historical 
data in allocating highly desirable items of property. 

During the deliberations which preceded the transfer of the donation program 
from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to GSA, the Senate 
Committee on Governmental Affairs expressed concern that States which generate 
high volumes of Federal surplus personal property would acquire an inordinate 
share of the better property items: As a result of this, P.L. 94-519 amentied 
section 203(j)(3) of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 
1949 to read as follows: "...the Administrator shall, pursuant to criteria 
which are based on need and utilization and established after such consultation 
with State agencies as is feasible, allocate such property amosg the States on 
a fair and equitable basis (taking into account condition of the property as 
well as the original acquisition cost thereof), and transfer to the State 
agency prcperty selected by it for distribution through donation within the 
State..." 

Considering this requirement of the law and noting that most surplus 
property generates at bases located in the south, southwest and western 
United States, the Federal Property Resources Service (FPRS) adopted an 
area allocation procedure which combines its 10 regional offices into four 
allocating zones representing areas relatively equal in surplus property 
generations. The four allocating areas, each consolidated under a separate 
Donation Branch, are as follows: 

(1) Zone 1, Washington, D.C. (includes the 16 States in Regions 1, 
2, 3, and the National Capital Region); 

(2) Zone 2, Atlanta, Georgia (covers the 8 States in 'Region 4 
only) ; 

(3) Zone 3, Fort Worth, Texas (comprised of the 15 States in 
Regions 5, 6, and 7); and 

(4) Zone 4, San Francisco, California (consists of the 15 States 
in Regions 8, 9, and 10). 
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DRAFT OF GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE AUDIT REPORT COVERING 
TEE IMPLEMENTATION ANU IMPACT OF PUBLIC LAW 94-519 

Recommendations contained in the draft United States General Accounting 
Office report on the implementation and impact of Public Law (P.L.) 94-519 
(assignment code 943179) and our comments pertaining to these recommenda- 
tions are outlined below. Other comments follow at the end. 

CHAPTER 2 -- GOVERNMENT EXCESS PROPERTY TRANSFER 
PROGRAMS UNDER PUBLIC LAW 94-519 

Recommendation: The Administrator of General Services require his 
personnel to review proposed transfers of excess property to grantees 
thoroughly and to return, without approval, those which do not appear 
proper, including nonreimbursable transfers of common use items to 
National Science Foundation grantees and any transfers to grantees whose 
eligibility apparently has expired or soon will. 

Comment: Within existing regulations, the FPMR 101-43.320(c) requires 
all transfer orders for excess personal property for project grantees 
to be signed by the sponsoring agency's accountable officer and state 
the name of the project grantee, the grant number, the scheduled date of 
termination, the purpose of the transfer, and affirm that the transfer of 
the property is requested for use by a project grantee in accordance with 
the provisions of Part 101-43. FPMR 101-43.320(b)(2)(iv) provides that 
GSA will consider items of personal property as scientific equipment when 
NSF certifies that the item requested is a component part of or related to 
a piece of scientific equipment or is an otherwise difficult to acquire 
item needed for scientific research. 

We will reaffirm the above FPMR requirements with the GSA regional offices 
to insure proper control over transfers to project grantees and continue 
to pay particular attention to these transfers when conducting regional 
management reviews. A review of transfers of excess to project grantees 
will be made by the FPRS regional personnel. With respect to the 
expiration date of the grants, we will require the regional offices to 
determine if the grant will be renewed or extended if the request for 
transfer of excess is received within 60 days of the expiration date of 
the grant stated on the transfer order, and GSA will initiate an FPMR 
amendment to require agencies to include this information on the transfer 
orders. 

We will provide further guidance to the GSA regional offices to require 
reimbursement in the absence of the required NSF certification on the 
transfer orders for equipment that is not clearly scientific. 

In the fourth line of the recommendation, 
,I 

we suggest that the words 
. . . appear proper," be replaced with )t . ..meet the FPMR requirements." 
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Honorable Elmer B. Staats October 11, 1979 

We suggest that the report also discuss types and coverages 
of care and handling and service charges, administrative feasi- 
bility of their application, the effect of additional required 
payments from the States and recipients, as well as historical 
and current Federal and State experience with the matter. Other 
points and comments you deem pertinent should be included. 

By providing the above information in the context of the 
overall presentation, the report will place the Congress, and its 
cognizant committees, in a much better position to determine the 
need and value of any changes with respect to costs and charges. 

xiiJffg+ si$$F 
Government Activities 

and Transportation 
Subcommittee 
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S7958 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -SENATE June 19, 1979 
UU-t at tbla time we might make 
80~~ PrOEkWa lf lhe Senator would pro- 
vIdahlsvIemmthefauowhlg. 

Mr. PRYOR. The Senator from New 
York has. with his wisdom, suggested 
that en additional study be made by 
the Genera, Accounting Of&e reviewing 
the Implementation of Public Law 04- 
610 together with other relevant leglala- 
t&n 88 It tie& wencles covered by 
the Poreis~~ Assistance Act. I think this 
is B eood sound PMWSB~. and B prudent 
way to gather lnformstlon on B subject 
Of greet importance to both the Foreign 
FteldIons Committoe and the Oovern- 
mental Mars committee. particul6rly 
ita Subcommltke on Clvll Service and 
General Services which I chair. I. tbere- 
fore, concur ln hia request. 

I wish to state to the Presidtng ofa- 
eer and to the Senate that we do want 
l.bla study to be made very qtickly. I 
comar In the thoughb and wlsbes of 
the Senator from New York. 

Mr. JAVlTS. Mr. President. ii the 
senator wlu allow me. I gather. then, 
that the Semator would be wIlllog to 
Join me in whatever e~?&ive way ls PP- 
ProPrlate to make this reweat of the 
OAO. 

bfr. PRYOR. I should be very proud 
to Join walti the diatlngu&?hed Senator 
from New York in the request for this 
additional study that we need. 

Mr. JAVITS. I thak mv colluaue. 

for the college-a%e dependate of AID 

‘I¶& we mtght accolerete the Ume 
When the OAO. which Is doing P study 
on the overall effsct of the 1071 law, 
mwbeMkedtocompletethntportlonof 
Itr etudv deuUnu with the eilect the 
1977 law Is having on tile prlorlty Of Am 
andUwPVO’b.Tbeentirestudylstobe 
oanwk@dInAprU1080.1%aldeaktbat 
t&gp&ilCportiontb&tIOmConCerIBXl 
aboutbocomp*tsdlnJsnu8ry,lssOin 
order to enable the Commltee on Wr- 
tigllR0l8UOMto~thtUIldklgSOf 
the OAO rewrt into the hearings for 
next ye&s fort&m ~rslntanct bill. I think 
that rould’help ua vq much. 

I would a~pmoIat.e any other comment 
UPorl me mater by SEmtor WPO& be- 
aueeluneurehehast&e8amemot.iva- 
Uon thU I have. that he could make in 
reawot Of this Problem. 

Mr. PRYOR. Mr. President. I thank the 
dJ6Unmtiehtd Senator from New York 
and6Lrehl.cnmernthattheagencIes 
ho has dfscusned be dven the full co- 

cineldd with curient law. The mis- 

feet.5 DcoomPUahment of thosct llaaoas. 
Ahat 3 yeea ago. Conpross developed 

P wmpreherdve proorsm for the dona- 
t&m of Feded aurplu peraoMl proper- 
ty. nut lr2&ubm Publtc Law oM10. 
VW the Produet Of the eaork of many 
PgFll.?&.?Shll=“oi”“gi 

aavcrnmant Operatlms commit&e. bfr, 
Bm end L dlstlnguished Wevim 
cMWlalthe~UceIlloW 
yh&h&~j’un.kJr sen8tor from oeorsia 

With oo&lerab1e fco?slghht, the au- 
u-mm of Public Law 04-510 reoulred e 
careful snalvpb of the effects of the 
statute muinp the llr& 3 Year.3 of its 
aktenoe. fOUOW~ its eueotlve data Of 
October 17. 1017. Both the Admln&tra- 
tor of Oeneral Se& aad tbe Camp- 
trolled? Oenesnl must submit reparte 
wlthln tbs? 8 montha fouonlng explra- 
tkm Of the inItlel3 year perjod. 

I ask unanimous consent to have 

-%here being no objection. the language 
Was ordered ta be printed lo the RECORD, 
66foumm: 

very much. 
Mr. PRYOR. I thank the d&t&w&bed 

Benator from New Yak for hle 
w9estlan. 

Mr. MATEWAS. Mr. President. I have 
an amendment which I sead to the do& 
end ask that It be considered. 

The PREBIDINC? OFFICEtL The 
mendmerIt wu be stated. 

The awdstant 1eelalauve c1e* read PB 
foUows: 

ma0 E¶natar horn Marymld (Mr. MA-) 
pmpcaw unprmA0 unendmmt No. no. 

Mr. HATRIM. Mr. President, I a6k 
unsntmouE 00-t that further lmdblg 
of he amendment be d&wad with. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
obkctlon. It b no ordered. 

The amendment ts = follow8: 
on page 8% between llna 11 .no 15, lwut 

tile mkming: 

the lmpllcatlons of Me Inte~~tlonsl 
year of btre Child and What the Intenur- 
tioti year of the chlid ought to mean. 
It occurred to me that one of the serious 
questions that ought to be rslsed Is What 
re w dOag t0 Our OWn children, the 
childrtn oi AIWWIU who serve thfa 
wuntry III ve.rious Porte of the world. 

Of ooorse. the enswe? to that PU&lOn 
b that we are helplog to isolate children 
from their fandies; we am h&Iw to 
loosen family tle.9, which, h a Period of 
great change in the world, oueht to be 
bmgthmed. One of the w*ye to 
strengthen famUy ties and to help n- 
store the stability of famlllee-famlllea 
for whom we have 8, partlculw rawmel- 
billty here, in the &mote-~ to provlde 
that there families CBll he relmlted mom 
often than li presently poaslble under 
exfstfng Isa. We already have done tbls, 
a month ego. with raptot to State De- 
partment dependenta and ICA depend- 
ents,eowearemerelyrouudlngouttbL¶ 
progrem In pr&dlng the sddltimal 
travel for the dependents of AID famlllee. 

IhoPethatthb 6mendmentwuIbe 
egreeahle to the Benal because I think 
ItkwmdpolloymdIthlnkittsalmple 
Justloa 

Mr. JAVIIW. Mr. Pmddtnt I note that 
this P.dd.t alml,dm=t nktas to de- 
lX&tShOfV8 oovemmeot onkwa 
6erdw &rood Connlder&g the dl&up- 
th.dhnIlftdwhkh~mdthe 
nmd for Gettlno mod watble. who may 
havecbfkbm.Inthmtopw~ 
Jobs end the fact that we have to mm- 
pelt for tdent with private btmtmw 
which renda people abrmd and gIvea 
them ~rlrileocs of tbfe kind. the rela- 
t1vely solall emoont of money rhlch Is 
utlllced by the United Staten in the -- 
e.%ltssaastomeandOSenatorMc. 
OOVEM. who ln&wted me rmpeetlng 
thla matter Just before he left the Soor, 
that thld amendment should be eccep&- 
ble. At least. we oertalnl~ should take lt 
to ~onft?rt~ce and endeavor to get the 
conference to ammwe It. 

so. on b&elf of both sldea. Mr. Presi- 
dent. lo the absence of Senator &&TOO+ 
mn who. 18 I said. lnntrocted me before 
he wt. I un wuung to accept it ior the 
committ?e. 

Mr. MATHUS. I thenk tbe dlatln- 
Butshed Sea&r from New York. 

Mr. Resident, the Senator b tight, It 
does derl wltb dependents. It lnvolws 
a =e1athaY Emall exWndlture Of funds. 

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I suggest 
to the sfnator. 88 we are waiting for 
Benatom b- come and present tbolr 
amendmtIIt& that he does not yield back 
his time, and I Ml not, but that I Woold 
rather 8UKKest tile Pbsence Of * quollun 
and We will adopt the Senator’s &mend- 
prntb%3 SoOn 8s we get another Bena- 

Is that all right? 
Mr. MNITIIAS. Mr. President. I make 

Q&‘;;, of order that 6 quorum k not 

The PRESIDINO OFFICER. The clerk 
WlU cd the roll. 

The PdStant leglalatlve clerk pro- 
ceeded to call the roll. 
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Elmer B. Staats - Page Two 

We call your attention to pages S7957 and S7958 
of the Congressional Record for a discussion of this matter. 
If we can provide additional information, please contact us. 

Sincerely, 
A 

David Prvor 
Chairman; Civil Service and 

General Services Subcommittee 
Ranking Minority Member 
Civil Service and General 

Services Subcommittee 

I/ 
Frank Church 
Chairman, Foreign Relations 

Committee 
Commi tee t 

Enclosure 
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--Donee: Mount Ellis Academy 

(Property item: crane; acquisition cost: $2,500; donation 
period: less than 6 months) 

This item had not been used. The donee representative 
told us the item would be repaired and used in the construc- 
tion of a church. The donee is eligible as an educational 
organization and is authorized to use donated property only 
for educational purposes. 

--Donee: Lewistown 

(Property items: 10 trailer units; acquisition cost: $49,750; 
donation period: 7 to 12 months) 

These items had not been used by the donee. Instead, the 
donee was leasing a portion of the trailer space to the U.S. 
Geological Survey. The SASP manager had previously notified 
the donee that leasing the space was not allowed. However, 
the donee had continued to lease the space and tried to hide 
this fact. 
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This item was located in the donee's scrap yard. The 
donee representative told us that the truck was used for 
parts: however, the donee had previously certified to the 
SASP that the truck would be used to haul fuel. The SASP 
had not authorized the donee to cannibalize the truck. 
This donee had obtained 17 other items of donated property, 
having total acquisition costs of $88,691, which it was not 
using and did not plan to use. The items had been given to 
the Eskdale community, which was not authorized to receive 
donated property. 

--Donee: Iron County Civil Defense 

(Property item: ambulance: acquisition cost: $8,061; 
donation period: more than 12 months) 

This item had never been used by the donee. It was in 
need of repair, and the donee representative told us a former 
county official had not wanted to spend money for the repair. 
The l-year period for placing the item in use had expired. 

--Donee: Notre Dame School 

(Property item: warehouse tractor; acquisition cost: $300; 
donation period: 7 to 12 months) 

This item had been loaned to a local commercial business 
firm. The donee representative told us the business firm had 
agreed to repay the loan of the tractor by painting it, furnish- 
ing a new battery, mounting a snowplow on it, and giving it 
general maintenance. 

COLORADO 

--Donee: Ute Water Conservancy District 

(Property item: arc welder; acquisition cost: $2,476: 
donation period: more than 12 months) 

This item had not been used since being donated. The 
donee representative told us the item needed repair. The 
l-year period during which the item was required to be 
used had expired. 

--Donee: Delta-Yontrose Area Vocational/Technical School 

(Property item: truck; acquisition cost: $3,790; donation 
period: more than 12 months) 
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--Donee: Northeast Missouri State University 

(Property item: grinder; acquisition cost: $3,305; donation 
period: 7 to 12 months) 

This item had never been used because the item was wired 
for 440 volts and would have to be converted to 220 volts before 
it could be used. The donee had previously reported to the SASP 
that the item had been put in use in March 1979. In commenting 
on our draft report, the SASP did not specifically mention this 
item of property. 

--Donee: Miller R-2 School, Farm Co-op Class 

(Property items: 

--welder: acquisition cost: $1,573; donation period: 
less than 6 months 

--generator; acquisition cost: $2,385; donation 
period: less than 6 months) 

These items were being used by the students for their 
personal use. Veterans enrolled in a Veterans Administration- 
approved farm co-op class being taught at the school were 
going to the SASP and getting property for their own personal 
use. The SASP service charge was billed to the high school, 
and the veterans then paid the school. This noncompliance had 
previously been noted by the SASP. 

--Donee: School of the Ozarks 

(Property items: seven flight simulators: acquisition cost: 
$175,000; donation period: more than 12 months) 

These items had never been used. A school official stated 
that they had been acquired for use in a flight training class. 
The school discovered after picking up the simulators that they 
were in poor condition and of such early vintage that they were 
of no use to the school. The SASP subsequently informed us that 
this property had been returned and sold by GSA. 

--Donee: City of Neosho 

(Property item: semitrailer: acquisition cost: $5,822: 
donation period: 7 to 12 months) 
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--Donee: Washington County 

(Property item: crane shovel; acquisition cost: $67,300; 
donation period: more than 12 months) 

This item had never been used by the donee. The crane 
is missing an engine and a transmission. The SASP subsequently 
informed us that the donee would return the property. 

--Donee: City of Lameda 

(Property items: two shelter domes; acquisition cost: 
$8,000; donation period: more than 12 months) 

These items had never been used. The SASP subsequently 
informed us that the city was using the domes as shelters for 
gas pumps. 

--Donee: The University of Texas at El Paso 

(Property item: air compressor; acquisition cost: $30,938; 
donation period: more than 12 months) 

This item had never been used by the donee. The donee 
representative told us that the item has a diesel engine which 
must be replaced with an electric motor. He said he did not 
know when the item might be used. The SASP subsequently 
informed us that the compressor will be returned if it can 
not be made operable. 

--Donee: East Texas State University 

(Property item: electric forklift; acquisition cost: $4,563; 
donation period: more than 12 months) 

This item had never been used by the donee. The donee 
representative told us the item needed repairs, but it did not 
know when they might be made. The SASP subsequently informed 
us that the needed repair parts had been obtained and the fork- 
lift was put into use. 
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EXAMPLES OF PROPERTY [JOT BEII?G USED 

OR IJOT BEIIIG PROPERLY USED BY DOTJEES 

TEXAS 

--Donee: Dixie Volunteer Fire Department 

(Property items: two scooters: acquisition cost: $2,000; 
donation period: less than 6 months) 

These items had been taken to a fireman's home to be 
repaired. The donee representative told us the scooters 
would be used as children's toys. The scooters did not 
serve a useful purpose in the fire department's operations. 
The SASP subsesuentlv informed us that the scooters have 
been returned for redonation. 

--Donee: Zvala County Courthouse 

(Property items: 856 heating stoves: 
$84,553; donation period: more than 

These items were distributed to the 
Texas town. The donee representative to1 
collected for each stove distributed. 

acquisition cost: 
12 months) 

residents of a south 
d us that $25 was 

--Donee: Community Action Corporation of Wichita Falls 

(Property items: two refrigerators: acquisition cost: 
$5,000; donation period: less than 6 months) 

These items were repaired and then stored, pending 
receipt of funding for expansion of the activity's kitchen. 
The donee representative did not know when or if the 
expansion will be funded. The SASP subsequently informed 
us that if the refrigerators were not placed in use within 
1 year, the donee would return them. 

--Donee: The Museum of Fine Arts, School of Art, Bouston 

(Property items: two trailer-mounted compressors: 
acquisition cost: $13,500; donation period: more 
than 12 months) 

These items had been cannibalized. Although permission 
had been obtained to cannibalize only one of the compressors, 
both were cannibalized and incorporated into art projects. 
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SECTION 9 

This section provided that the Law would become 
effective 1 year after enactment. Since the Law was event- 
ually enacted on October 17, 1976, its effective date was 
October 17, 1977. 

Originally, the House bill provided for an effective 
date 180 days after the date of enactment, except for 
sections 3 and 5--the sections limiting the acquisition 
of excess property for grantees and vesting title to prop- 
erty in existing grantees --which would become effective 
300 days after enactment. The House Committee report 
explained that the deferrals would assure a smooth transi- 
tion: the 180-day deferral would assist States, where 
necessary, to get required statutory authority enacted: 
enable SASPs to prepare for expanded operations; allow 
the revision, upgrading, and approval of new State plans 
of operation; and give GSA time to prepare or revise regu- 
lations and guidelines. The additional 120-day deferral 
applicable to excess property for Federal agency grantees 
would enable both grantors and grantees to complete neces- 
sary action for the use-certification required so that 
title to loaned property could be transferred. 

As a result of a Senate amendment, the final l-year 
deferral was adopted. The Senate Committee report explained 
that a longer deferral would allow the State legislatures an 
opportunity to develop the State plans of operation and would 
permit a more orderly transition to the new, consolidated 
program, especially on the part of local organizations now 
participating in the economic development excess property 
programs. According to the Senate Committee report, these 
local organizations would be able to take advantage of their 
investment in the excess property programs during the l-year 
deferral. 

SECTION 10 

This section of the Law prescribed the reporting require- 
ment imposed on us and GSA , which is quoted below. 

nSec. 10. Not later than thirty months after the 
effective date of this Act, and biennially there- 
after, the Administrator and the Comptroller 
General of the United States shall each transmit 
to the Congress reports which cover the two-year 
period from such effective date and contain (1) a 
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--Property furnished to Indian tribes as defined 
in section 3(c) of the Indian Financing Act 
holding Federal grants. 

The Law required every executive agency to submit an 
annual report to GSA on all personal property furnished in the 
United States to recipients other than Federal agencies. These 
reports are required by the Law to show the acquisition cost, 
categories of equipment, recipients of such property, and other 
information deemed necessary by GSA. GSA is required to submit 
to the Congress a summary and analysis of these reports. The 
benefit to be derived from these reports is described in the 
House and Senate Committees' reports on the bill in the follow- 
ing manner: "This requirement, for the first time, will give 
GSA and the Congress a ready source of information on how 
excess property and other property not technically excess 
but available for transfer to non-Federal users are, in fact, 
being utilized." 

SECTION 4 

This section of the Law gave GSA the authority to decide, 
after consulting with any agency possessing excess personal 
property overseas, whether it is in the Government's interest 
to return such property to the United States for handling as 
excess or surplus property as authorized by other provisions 
of law. Formerly, this decision rested solely with the 
Federal agency having possession of the excess property. 

The Law left intact the requirement that the transporta- 
tion costs incurred by returning such property must be borne 
by the Federal agency, SASP, or donee receiving the property. 

SECTION 5 

This section of the Law dealt with excess property 
acquired by Federal agencies, through GSA, and furnished to 
their grantees before the Law became effective. The Law 
required the Federal agencies to survey all such property 
and to report to GSA by about June 14, 1977, whether the 
property was being used by each grantee for the purpose 
for which it was furnished. 

GSA was to transfer to the individual grantees title to 
all property certified by the grantor Federal agencies as 
being properly utilized. Property found not to be properly 
used was to be transferred to an appropriate SASP at its 
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--State plans will provide that surplus property found 
by SASPs to be unusable in a State will be disposed of 
(1) through transfer to another SASP, (2) abandonment 
or destruction (if sale would be uneconomical), or (3) 
otherwise pursuant to the Federal Property and Admin- 
istrative Services Act of 1949, as prescribed by GSA 
(most likely sale). 

The Law allows GSA to impose appropriate conditions on 
the donation of items of property which it finds have charac- 
teristics that require special handling or use limitations. 

The Law allows GSA to use the proceeds from the sale of 
property transferred to a State for donation but found by the 
SASP to be unusable by eligible recipients to reimburse the 
SASP for its care and handling expenses relating to such 
property. 

The Law allows GSA, or Federal agencies designated by 
GSA, to enter into cooperative agreements with SASPs to 
facilitate the carrying out of the surplus property donation 
programs. Such agreements may be reimbursable or nonreimburs- 
able and may allow GSA, or the designated Federal agencies, to 
use the SASP's property, facilities, personnel, and services 
or to furnish such resources to the SASP. 

The Law allows SASPs, with GSA approval, to acquire 
surplus property for use in performing their functions. Title 
to such property may be vested in the SASP. 

The Law requires GSA to submit annual reports to the 
Congress for each fiscal year showing the acquisition cost of 
all personal property donated, by State, and such other infor- 
mation and recommendations deemed appropriate by GSA. 

SECTION 2 

This section dealt with terms, conditions, reservations, 
or restrictions imposed on use of property donated before 
October 17, 1977, the effective date of the Law. Unless 
violated before the effective date of the Law and subjected to 
a judicial proceeding by 1 year after that date, these terms, 
conditions, etc., would become ineffective on November 16, 1977, 
if not reimposed by GSA. The House and Senate Committees' re- 
ports on the bill stated the following: "This will assist in an 
orderly transition from the present donation program to the one 
to be established by the bill." 
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Donated property received by nonprofit institutions must 
still be used for purposes of education or public health, in- 
cluding related research. 

The Law removed HEW from the process of reviewing whether 
property to be donated is usable and necessary and assigned 
approval authority for all donations to GSA. 

The Law requires that donated property be distributed 
fairly and equitably among the States, considering the prop- 
erty's condition, as well as its original acquisition cost. 
GSA was responsible for complying with this requirement. The 
Senate Committee on Government Operations added the language 
concerning fair and equitable distribution to the bill that 
became Public Law 94-519. In its report on the bill, the 
Committee pointed out that even though it had been assured 
that fair and equitable distribution would be required by GSA's 
implementing regulations, it felt "that fair and equitable dis- 
tribution should be required by law. This requirement should 
help solve the concern of some States which do not generate 
large amounts of surplus property." Each SASP was made respon- 
sible for the fair and equitable distribution of property within 
their States based on the relative needs and resources of in- 
terested public agencies and other eligible institutions within 
the State and their abilities to utilize the property. The 
Senate Committee report explains insertion of this requirement 
in the bill by saying that it will "insure that the more needy 
recipients will receive surplus property." 

The Law requires GSA to especially consider requests by 
eligible recipients, transmitted through the SASPs, for speci- 
fic items of property. The Senate Committee report explained 
that this amendment was intended to reward initiative on the 
part of local organizations which actively search for surplus 
property that they need. 

The Law required each State, in order to receive surplus 
property for donation, to develop a detailed plan of opera- 
tion under which its SASP would operate. The plans were to be 
developed by the State legislature and certified by the Governor. 
Certified plans were to be submitted to GSA by about July 14, 
1977. If the State could not meet this date, the Governor was 
required to approve and submit a temporary plan. No such plan 
or major amendment thereto was to be submitted to GSA until 60 
days after general notice of the proposed plan or amendment 
had been published and interested persons had been given 30 
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affect the Donation Program. DOD stated that applying a 2- 
percent surcharge, which DLA had determined to be appropriate 
to DOD donations, would enable civil agencies to realize re- 
coveries totaling about $3.5 million , which DOD believes is a 
significant amount. DOD pointed out that donee responses to 
our questionnaire, as summarized on page 86, show that more 
than 70 percent of the donees responding indicated that a 2- 
percent surcharge would cause less than a lo-percent decrease 
in the amount of property acquired. DOD, therefore, concluded 
that the donees did not view the surcharge as being as serious 
a problem as had been widely assumed. 

DOD's estimate that civil agencies would recover about 
$3.5 million by imposing a surcharge on their property is 
based on the assumption that their care and handling costs 
would be equal to 2 percent of the donated property's acqui- 
sition cost. As previously stated, none of the civil agencies 
included in our review account for care and handling costs of 
donated surplus property. Therefore, these agencies and we do 
not know what these costs amount to. Neither does DOD. There- 
fore, the best evidence we could identify as to the economy of 
these agencies' imposing a surcharge on their property was the 
opinions of responsible officials in the agencies. We have no 
basis for questioning their opinions. An additional factor, 
perhaps not considered by DOD, is that collecting a surcharge 
on civil agencies' property would entail each such agency's 
devising and implementing procedures to identify and collect 
its care and handling costs as compared to one consolidated, 
automated accounting and billing system which could be oper- 
ated by DOD. Obviously, these fragmented systems would not 
be as economical as one consolidated system. 

The significance of the impact of a care and handling 
surcharge on the amount of property that would be acquired by 
donees is admittedly arguable to some extent. DOD's summari- 
zation of the donee responses to our questionnaire is correct. 
However, the data shows that a 2-percent surcharge would cause 
34.5 percent of the donees to reduce the amount of property 
acquired and would cause about 8 percent of the donees to vir- 
tually drop out of the Donation Program; that is, reduce the 
amount of property acquired by 90 percent or more. We believe 
this would be a significant impact. As stated above, in com- 
menting on a draft of this report, responsible officials of 
the civil agencies included in this portion of our review 
reiterated their agreement with this conclusion. 
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--Once these costs have been identified, they can 
be allocated to donations. 

--DOD and/or GSA billing and collection systems 
can be adapted to recover these costs. 

--Currently, an inconsistent policy regarding the 
recovery of care and handling costs is developing. 
DOD will recover; civil agencies will not. 

--Officials of civil agencies involved in our review 
believe the costs of establishing the accounting 
and billing procedures needed to collect care and 
handling costs on donated property may exceed the 
amounts collected. 

--A care and handling surcharge greater than 1 per- 
cent of acquisition cost would seriously affect 
the Donation Program. 

We believe that the Congress should clarify certain 
policies regarding the recovery of care and handling costs. 
The Administrator of General Services has broad discretionary 
authority to interpret provisions of the Federal Property and 
Administrative Services Act of 1949. However, we believe ac- 
tion by the House Committee on Appropriations has raised a 
question as to GSA's interpretation of what care and handling 
costs should be recovered when surplus property is transferred 
under the Donation Program. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Accordingly, we recommend that the Congress clarify what 
costs it deems should be recovered under section 203 (j)(l) 
of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 
1949 so that these costs will be handled consistently through- 
out the Federal Donation Program. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

GSA did not comment on our conclusions or recommenda- 
tion on care and handling costs. The Federal civil agencies 
involved in this portion of our review agreed with our recom- 
mendation and reiterated their beliefs that (1) devising and 
implementing procedures to identify and collect care and 
handling costs would cost more than would be collected and 
(2) collecting these costs would seriously reduce the amount 
of property donated. 
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Some of the other factors that donees considered in their 
decision to acquire surplus property were 

--current needs of the organization, 

--availability of funds in the organization's budget, 

--condition of property and cost to rehabilitate it, 

--availability of property when it is needed, and 

--usefulness or suitability of property to organiza- 
tion's programs. 

Potential effects of 
increased service charges 

Increased SASP service charges will reduce the amount of 
property acquired by donees. The amount of the reduction 
depends, of course, on how much the service charges increase. 

In our survey, we were interested in determining whether, 
and how much, increases in the SASP's service charges might 
cause donees to reduce the amount of property they would ac- 
quire. We asked the donees to estimate the probable impact 
on the amount of property they would acquire if the SASP's 
current service charge was increased by 1 to 5 percent of 
property acquisition cost. The following table shows the 
effect of increased service charges on responding donees 
acquiring property through the Donation Program. 

Effect of increase on respondents 
O- l-to 9- 10-m 89- 90-to lOO- NO. of 

Increase in percent percent pet-cent percent responding 
service charge decrease decrease decrease decrease donees 

(percent) --------------------------(percent)-------------------------- 

1 80.7 2.6 13.2 3.5 145 

2 65.5 5.6 21.1 7.1 142 

3 48.9 3.5 32.2 15.5 143 

4 41.5 3.5 35.2 19.7 142 

5 38.7 1.4 28.9 31.0 142 
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property would severely curtail the Donation Program as SASPs 
would be unwilling to accept items for donation if they had 
to pay an additional charge over and above the transportation 
cost they currently pay. 

Agency officials further believe that the demise of the 
Donation Program would result in increases in their total 
disposal costs. They stated that if property was no longer 
donated it would have to be disposed of through GSA's sales 
program, which is more time consuming. They believe this 
would result in a property disposal bottleneck for the 
agency as property would have to be stored for longer 
periods. Agency officials believe the bottleneck, in 
turn, may require the acquisition of additional storage 
space, thereby increasing the agency's storage costs. 

IMPACT OF CARE AND HANDLING SURCNARGE 

The House Committee on Government Operations is concerned 
that recovery of Federal care and handling costs, in addition 
to the service charge already collected by SASPs, might put 
the Donation Program financially out of reach for many donee 
organizations. Therefore, the Committee asked us to provide 
information on how a care and handling surcharge might affect 
the Donation Program. 

Most SASPs operate without financial assistance from 
their State government. Their operating costs are generally 
financed by a service charge which is paid by the recipient 
of donated property--the donee. These service charges are 
designed to recover the direct and reasonable indirect costs 
the SASP incurs in acquiring and distributing surplus property. 
If SASPs are required to pay a care and handling surcharge on 
the Federal surplus property they acquire, this cost would be 
passed on to donees in the form of higher service charges. 
Therefore, to find out how a surcharge would affect the 
Donation Program, we attempted to determine the potential 
impact on those most affected by such a charge--the donees 
that ultimately would have to pay it through higher service 
charges. 

We sent questionnaires to 519 donees throughout the 
country. Because of time limitations, we did not attempt 
to apply statistical sampling methods in selecting donees 
to survey. Instead, we requested each SASP director to 
select and provide a list of names and addresses for 10 
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Direct Costs Applicable To Disposal Actions 

Applied direct costs 

(millions) 

Disposal action: 
Reutilization 
Transfer 
Donation 
Sales 
Scrap 
Abandonment or 

destruction 

$ 4.020 
1.642 
5.283 
8.363 
1.334 

0.161 

Total applied direct cost 

Of the $5.283 million allocated to the donation function 
in the above table, $2.112 million was for the assistance pro- 
vided by disposal office personnel to SASP and donee represent- 
atives in the screening of property for donation, and the 
remaining $3.171 million was for the accounting and care and 
handling of donated property. For analysis purposes, we have 
accepted DLA's position that the $2.112 million attributable 
to donation screening assistance would not be incurred if the 
Donation Program were terminated. 

During fiscal year 1978, about 346,000 items of DOD sur- 
plus property, originally costing $248.8 million, were donated. 
Assuming there had been no Donation Program, this property would 
have been disposed of through sale or scrapping. Such treatment 
would have resulted in increased sales and scrap expenses, which 
in that year averaged $8.40 for each $1,000 of acquisition cost 
of property sold or scrapped. Therefore, selling or scrapping 
an additional $248.8 million of property would have increased 
sales and scrap expenses by $2.087 million. 

We compared the estimated decrease in direct costs that 
would have occurred, according to DLA, by eliminating dona- 
tion transactions--$2.112 million--to the estimated increase 
in sales and scrap expenses that would have occurred because 
of the increased workload in those activities--$2.087 million. 
On the basis of this comparison, we estimated that DOD's fiscal 
year 1978 incremental disposal costs attributable to donations 
were about $25,000. 
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--Sales. 

--Scrap. 

--Abandonment or destruction. 

To develop surcharge alternatives based on recovery 
of disposal costs, DLA had to determine what costs were 
incurred for reutilization, transfer, and donation opera- 
tions. The property disposal accounting system is not 
structured to provide cost data by type of disposal action. 
However, cost accounts have been established to accumulate 
data by type of work activity performed at the disposal 
offices. DLA identified cost accounts that provided overall 
operating costs associated with handling excess and surplus 
property. Through a series of comparative ratios, DLA 
allocated some or all of the costs in each of these accounts 
to reutilization, transfer, and donation operations. By 
analyzing fiscal year 1978 disposal performance data, DLA 
estimated that DCID incurred costs of $5.3 million for care 
and handling of donated property. On the basis of the ac- 
quisition cost of property donated in that year, a 2.1-percent 
surcharge would have to be applied to donation transfers to 
recoup these costs. 

The 1949 Act allows recovery of only the care and hand- 
ling costs associated with the donation of surplus property. 
Some of the cost accounts DLA used in determining the donation 
surcharge do not conform to the statutory definition of care 
and and handling as provided in the 1949 Act. Of the $5.3 
million in direct expenses cited by DLA, only $2.8 million 
is related to care and handling as defined by the act. The 
other $2.5 million represented costs of accounting for and 
screening property. Accounting and screening are not included 
in the statutory definition of care and handling. Therefore, 
in our opinion, the costs of these functions are not recover- 
able under the 1949 Act. DLA officials informed us that the 
cost accounts used were selected not on the basis that they 
conformed to the the act, but because they were considered 
to provide direct processing costs related to the handling 
of excess and surplus property while it was in the DOD dis- 
posal system. They agreed that had they restricted their 
selection of costs to only those incurred by care and hand- 
ling functions performed for donated property, their cost 
estimate would have been much less than $5.3 million. 
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If the recoverable care and handling costs identified 
in the FPMR are less than $100 for any one transfer, re- 
covery of the amount involved may be waived. GSA officials 
indicated that recovery of amounts of less than $100 is con- 
sidered uneconomical. These officials were not sure just 
how the $100 minimum limit was established. They noted, 
however, that before 1966, the minimum collectible amount 
was $15. GSA has never attempted to identify what care 
and handling costs Federal agencies have incurred for ex- 
cess and surplus property. 

Over the years, DOD, GSA, and other Federal agencies 
have treated most care and handling costs that would be 
recoverable under the FPMR as part of their overhead and 
have not attempted to recover them from SASPs. On occasions, 
they have recovered some costs but only on those surplus 
property transfers that require the agency to provide extra- 
ordinary services--involving labor, equipment, or material-- 
not normally furnished in disposing of property. As a result, 
SASPs, in most cases, have been able to acquire surplus prop- 
erty without having to pay the Government anything for it. 

SASPs NOW MUST PAY DOD 
CARE AND HANDLING COSTS - 

DOD generates the majority of the Government's excess 
property; consequently, the majority of property that be- 
comes surplus and is transferred to SASPs under the Donation 
Program is DOD-owned. As a result of recent legislation, 
SASPs will have to pay a care and handling surcharge on this 
property. 

DOD has an extensive property disposal system to 
handle its excess and surplus property. Acting through its 
worldwide network of property disposal offices, the Defense 
Property Disposal Service effects redistribution of excess 
personal property within DOD, assists and participates in 
GSA's reutilization and donation programs, and disposes 
of DOD's remaining surplus property through public sales. 
Until recently, DOD's disposal operation costs were funded, 
for the most part, through revenue from sales. Recause of 
the widening gap between disposal costs and revenues, DOD, 
in its fiscal years 1979 and 1980 appropriation requests, 
asked the Congress to approve direct funding for property 
disposal operations. 

The Appropriations Committees approved DOD's latest 
request for direct funding, but, at the same time, they added 
a general provision to the fiscal year 1980 appropriations 
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statement, AID failed to point out that the draft report also 
stated, regarding domestic excess property: "* * * section 
608 (of the Foreign Assistance Act) has always stipulated 
that such property was available to 607 recipients only if 
it was not needed for donations to the States * * *." 

Our purpose in including both quoted statements, and 
other information relating to them, in our overall report 
on AID's excess property program was to tell the Congress 
that we believe the current situation concerning the rela- 
tive priorities of AID grantees and section 607 recipients 
(including voluntary relief organizations) are consistent 
with the intent of the Congress and current Law. The larger 
issue raised by AID's suggested recommendation--whether over- 
seas programs or the domestic Donation Program should take 
precedence in acquiring Government property--is one that has 
many ramifications and, in our opinion, can be decided only 
by the Congress. Therefore, we are not adopting AID's 
suggestion. 
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AID's comments dealt primarily with the availability 
of domestic excess property. AID claimed that the amount 
of domestic excess property it had obtained declined from 
$9 million in fiscal year 1977, to $3.8 million in fiscal 
year 1978, to $1.2 million in fiscal year 1979. AID attrib- 
uted this decline largely to the Law's lowering of AID's 
priority to obtain property for grant-financed programs. 

The figures cited in AID's comments describing the 
decline in the amount of domestic property it obtained in 
fiscal years 1977, 1978, and 1979 do not agree with data 
provided during our review. However, as pointed out pre- 
viously, we agree that a general decline exists in the 
amount of excess property acquired by AID. The point we 
are making is that this decline is attributable to other 
factors, in addition to the implementation of Public Law 
94-519, and that the effect of the Law on AID is not easily 
measurable. We pointed out that AID's acquisition of prop- 
erty declined in fiscal year 1977--before the Law was imple- 
mented--and increased in fiscal year 1979-after the Law took 
effect. Also, the real impact of GSA's implementation of 
the Law regarding European excess property would not have 
been felt until fiscal year 1980. Further, for many years, 
the Foreign Assistance Act has authorized voluntary relief 
organizations and other section 607 recipients to obtain 
unneeded Government property only after it has been screened 
by the SASPs. This procedure was not changed by Public Law 
94-519. 

AID stated that the condition of equipment that survives 
screening by the SASPs and other organizations generally is 
so poor that it is not economically feasible for AID to re- 
condition the property for use in its overseas projects. 
Further, AID stated that property it may wish to acquire 
for use by its grantees is not available until the last day 
of the entire screening period, at which time the property 
immediately becomes subject to sale, leaving AID no time to 
inspect it. 

We generally agree with AID's comment concerning the 
low quality of the property remaining after the SASPs have 
completed their screening and selection of property for the 
Donation Program. This is a natural result of the Law's 
lowering AID's priority for obtaining property for its grant- 
funded projects. However, after commenting about the general 
low quality of such property and the economic infeasibility of 
making use of the property, AID then comments that it does not 
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GSA's implementation of Public Law 94-519 has upset 
some traditional channels of supply for voluntary relief 
agencies and other organizations; however, the priority of 
these organizations for receiving excess property has not 
changed except for property in Europe. Regarding domestic 
excess property, section 608 has always stipulated that such 
property was available to section 607 recipients, including 
voluntary agencies, only if it was not needed for donation 
to the States. This was not enforced until after Public 
Law 94-519 was implemented. Thus, any reduction of domestic 
property for projects funded by section 607 recipients has 
occurred because property of the type previously obtained by 
these recipients apparently is not becoming available or is 
being used by organizations with higher priorities. 

The American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign 
Service believes GSA's implementation of the Law has virtually 
cut off the excess property previously available through AID'S 
programs. Representatives of three voluntary agencies, because 
of their concerns, drafted a paper detailing the problem. This 
paper, adopted by the Council, represents a consensus of the 
Council's 10 agencies, all of which have participated in AID's 
excess property program. The paper states, in part: 

"The Section 607 program has always been bogged down 
in problems of priorities and procedures. In short, 
it has been almost impossible for the voluntary 
agencies to implement any program under Section 607 
of the Foreign Assistance Act, and the good intentions 
of Congress in this respect have been largely vitiated." 

The Council believes that the voluntary agency program 
has collapsed and will remain so until provisions are made to 
assign the agencies annual minimum amounts of excess property. 
Such a proposal has been suggested as an amendment to the 
Foreign Assistance Act. 

However, the consensus view of the Council members does 
not necessarily represent the opinion of the majority of all 
voluntary agencies. We met with officials representing 14 
voluntary agencies who described varying experiences using 
excess property. Some felt that the excess property program 
contributed significantly to their operations abroad. Others 
believed that changes were necessary to make the program more 
useful. For some, past negative experiences seemed to liqger 
and they were reluctant to use excess property. 
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AID buys property to offset 
loss of excess supply 

To offset what it views as a loss of domestic excess 
property, AID began acquiring other types of property, 
primarily exchange/sale property L/ and DOD material that is 
in long supply. Although neither of these types of property 
falls within the legal definition of excess property, AID is 
authorized to acquire "other property" by section 608 of the 
Foreign Assistance Act. As discussed more fully in our report 
on the complete AID excess property program, we believe that 
such other property can be acquired only to complement excess 
property. 

For the most part, excess property can be obtained with- 
out reimbursement by AID. Acquisition of exchange/sale prop- 
erty and long supplies, however, results in AID reimbursing 
the holding agency. AID estimates that such charges range 
between 5 and 90 percent of the property's original acquisi- 
tion cost. Although nonexcess property is more costly than 
excess property, AID believes it is generally of better 
quality. Consequently, AID has begun to use large amounts 
of such property in its program. The following table shows 
that in fiscal year 1979, AID obtained 45 percent of the 
property it distributes from nonexcess sources. 

L/When acquiring replacements for certain specified items, 
Federal agencies are allowed to exchange or sell the items 
being replaced, instead of declaring them excess. Exchange 
allowances or sales proceeds may be applied to the payment 
for the replacement items. 
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Situs property is not reconditioned by AID and is available 
on an "as is/where is" basis. Generally, the property is 
available only for the country where located. As a result, 
it does not have to go through GSA, thereby making it immedi- 
ately available to AID. 

IMPACT OF REVISED PROCEDURES 

AID and the voluntary relief agencies, which had been 
receiving property through AID's advance acquisition program, 
see the revised procedures as resulting in less excess prop- 
erty being available for their assistance programs. The fact 
that much of the property will now be screened for domestic 
programs before being made available to AID will undoubtedly 
result in less quality property being available. However, 
it is difficult to measure the impact on foreign assistance 
programs. 

AID use of excess property 

Public Law 94-519 became effective in October 1977. 
Therefore, any effect of the Law and GSA's revised proce- 
dures would not emerge until fiscal year 1978. As the 
following table illustrates, acquisitions of property by 
AID under section 608 of the Foreign Assistance Act did 
decline in fiscal year 1978. However, acquisitions had 
also declined in fiscal year 1977--before the procedures 
were revised-- and increased somewhat in fiscal year 1979-- 
after the procedures were revised. 

Property acquired under AID's section 608 

Fiscal year Domestic 
program 
Foreign Totals 

----------------(millions)----------------- 

1974 $14.7 $ 6.8 $21.5 
1975 14.8 11.2 26.0 
1976 16.2 8.8 25.0 
1977 11.3 6.8 18.1 
1978 7.5 3.2 10.7 
1979 9.9 2.8 12.7 

These figures do not clearly depict the situation 
regarding AID's acquisition of excess property because they 
include acquisitions of nonexcess property for which AID re- 
imbursed owning agencies from 5 to 90 percent of cost. These 
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Before October 1977, many Federal agencies were claiming 
excess property for their grantees and other non-Federal orga- 
nizations under a variety of separate excess property programs. 
Without central control, this property was not being distributed 
equitably. Reporting on the situation in 1974, an ad hoc inter- 
agency study group concluded that little quality property was 
passing through the excess property programs and becoming avail- 
able for donation. Public Law 94-519 was aimed at improving the 
method for distributing excess property by strengthening the role 
of GSA, thereby centralizing control, limiting the availability 
of excess property to non-Federal recipients, and broadening the 
range of eligible donees to include many of the former non-Federal 
recipients of excess property. Thus, more property was expected 
to flow through the Donation Program and to be distributed more 
equitably. 

To implement the Law, GSA revised its system for distribut- 
ing excess property. This revision is discussed below. 

Revised disposal procedures 

GSA's revised system did not affect the availability 
of excess property for AID's internal use or the availability 
of domestic excess property for recipient-financed programs 
under section 607 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. The 
only effects the revision had, or will have, concern (1) AID's 
grant program recipients for both domestic and European excess- 
es and (2) AID's loan program recipients and recipient-financed 
programs including those at voluntary relief agencies, for 
European excesses. 

Domestic excess property 

In the past, AID was authorized to claim up to $45 million 
in domestic excess property each year for its advance acquisi- 
tion program to serve its grant and loan recipients. Now, as 
a result of Public Law 94-519, AID is prohibited from obtaining 
excess property for its grant program recipients until it has 
been subjected to screening for the domestic Donation Program, 
unless it pays the Treasury 25 percent of the property's origi- 
nal acquisition cost. The Law granted four exemptions under 
which excess property could be transferred to grantees without 
payment of the 25-percent charge and AID's excess property pro- 
gram is mentioned as one of the exemptions. However, the extent 
to which AID is exempted is determined by the Administrator of 
General Services who must decide that the property is not needed 
for donation before it can be transferred to AID grantees. 
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CHAPTER 4 

IMPACT OF PUBLIC LAW 94-519 

ON FOREIGN ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

Implementation of Public Law 94-519 has resulted in 
revised procedures for disposing of excess personal property. 
Under the revised procedures, certain AID programs do not 
have as ready access to excess property, without cost, as 
they had in the past. We found a general decline in the 
excess property made available to these programs; however, 
the extent to which this decline was caused by the Law's 
implementation is difficult to measure because other factors 
were also responsible for the decline. 

During the Senate's consideration of the International 
Development Assistance Act of 1979, concern was expressed re- 
garding the effect of Public Law 34-519 on AID programs and 
overseas private voluntary relief agencies. Consequently, the 
Chairmen and Ranking Minority Members of the Senate Committee 
on Foreign Relations and Subcommittee on Civil Service and 
General Services, Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, 
asked us to fully review this area in our overall study. 

The results of this review were presented to the 
Subcommittee and Ranking Minority Member's staffs during 
a briefing in February 1980 and are summarized here so 
that our report will be as complete as possible. In addi- 
tion, we have issued a separate report on the complete AID 
excess property. L/ 

POLICY ON USING EXCESS PERSONAL PROPERTY 
IN FOREIGN ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

The Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 gave new impetus to 
the U.S. foreign aid program by creating AID and formalized 
the U.S. policy on using excess Government property in foreign 
aid. The policy for using excess property was included in 
section 608 of the act which states: 

"It is the sense of the Congress that in furnishing 
assistance * * * excess personal property shall be 
utilized wherever practicable in lieu of the procure- 
ment of new items for United States-assisted projects 
and programs." 

imp1 ified," L/"The AID Excess Property Program Should Be S 
ID-80-32, July 31, 1980. 
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questionable. Therefore, we were faced with making a 
judgment as to what information to include and what to 
exclude. We believe the report satisfies the reporting 
responsibility assigned us by the Public Law. 

The SASP also provided comments on various specific 
matters discussed in the report. Concerning our discussion 
of the adequacy of the SASP's external audits, the SASP said 
that too many audits are performed and that various audit groups 
do not accept information developed by other audit groups. We 
agree,that it is important that various audit groups communicate 
and coordinate their activities. As stated previously, we would 
like to be able to rely more heavily on the work of the State 
or public external auditors to evaluate the SASP operations. 
However, our review showed, for the SASPs in the area covered 
by the four GSA regional offices we visited, that many of the 
required external audits had not been performed or did not in- 
clude a review of the SASPs' compliance with their State plans 
of operation and the FPMR. 

Concerning our discussion of inconsistent and excessive 
service charges, the SASP indicated that, overall, its serv- 
ice charges averaged only 2.3 percent of the acquisition cost. 
According to the SASP, its primary function is to serve the 
donees and that judgment must be exercised in the setting of 
service charges for individual items of property. We agree 
that judgment is important in establishing service charges, 
but we also believe that service charges for individual items 
of property should be in line with the SASP's cost of acquir- 
ing and donating the property. In this regard, the Public 
Law states: 

II* * * Such charges shall be fair and equitable and 
shall be based on services performed by the State 
agencyr including, but not limited to, screening, 
packing, crating, removal, and transportation." 

We do not believe that wide variations in service charges for 
like items are in line with the intent of this provision of 
the Public Law. On the basis of our tests, we believe this 
is an area needing management attention. 

Concerning our discussion of inventory control procedures, 
the SASP commented that one "error in judgment" does not make 
the entire control inadequate. We would agree with this as 
a general statement. However, as discussed in the report, 
our tests of procedures at the SASPs had to be very limited 
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We have considered these comments, but still believe 
that our description of the situation, as stated in the 
draft report, is fair and accurate as of the time of our 
visit to the SASP. 

The SASP comments indicate that GSA officials reviewed 
its warehouse operations in April 1980, several months after 
our visit, and that these officials were satisfied with the 
adequacy of the inventory control procedures in effect at 
that time. 

Connecticut 

The SASP provided information to clarify two matters 
mentioned in our draft report, which we adopted. Also, the 
SASP explained that its decision not to implement a property 
locator system, as recommended by GSA, is based on its belief 
that the cost would not justify establishing a system for such 
a small warehouse. The SASP did not provide any data to sup- 
port its position. 

We believe that even in a relatively small warehousing 
operation, such as the one carried out by this SASP, proper 
inventory control requires that the accountable records re- 
flect the storage location of property. In this regard, we 
endorse GSA's recommendation. 

Texas 

The Texas SASP comments primarily focused on the 
current status of actions it had taken with specific items 
of property discussed in our draft report which had not been 
properly used by donees at the time of our review. We have 
added the information provided to the discussions on these 
items in appendix II. Although we have not verified the in- 
formation provided by the SASP, it appears that appropriate 
action has been taken with these items. As mentioned earlier, 
GSA has said that it will follow up on these items of property. 

The SASP did not agree with our draft report statement 
that no external audits had been completed for States in the 
GSA Fort Worth regional area, which includes Texas. The SASP 
stated that it is audited annually by State auditors and that 
the 1978 audit cost the SAS? nearly $9,000. Also, it pointed 
out that the language in our draft report concerning a limited 
GSA audit of the Texas and Oklahoma SASPs could suggest that 
donees in Texas were improperly using donated N-151 jeeps, 
when this was not the case. 
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plans should be permanent, but believed that the executive 
branch of the State government, not the legislature, should 
prepare such a plan. GSA pointed out that many State legis- 
latures meet only biennially or for short periods and that 
to obtain the group's consensus on a plan of operation is 
difficult. 

GSA stated that it intends to recommend an amendment to 
Public Law 94-519 to remove the requirement that the State 
plans be prepared by the State legislatures. GSA's comments 
do not appear to take into account that the Congress had a 
very specific objective in requiring preparation of the State 
plans of operation by State legislatures. The Senate Report 
on the bill that became the Public Law states, in connection 
with this requirement: 

"In order to directly involve as many interests as 
possible in the process, the committee amendment would 
permit State Legislatures to develop the State plans, 
thereby giving local organizations a more direct input 
through their State legislators." 

Because of the complaints by various organizations-- 
former EDA grantees, former section 514 recipients, and civil 
defense organizations, for example--we believe the rationale 
stated in the Senate Report is still valid. Until the Congress 
makes it clear that it no longer wants input from such groups 
on State plans, GSA should try to achieve the legislative 
requirement. 

GSA's comments indicated that four State legislatures 
have now developed State plans. This is an increase of one 
(South Carolina) since the time of our review. Therefore, 
although GSA believes it is difficult to achieve this 
requirement of the Public Law, it is clearly not impossible. 

Regarding our other recommendation that all States comply 
with the provisions of Public Law 94-519, GSA generally agreed 
and provided information on the current status of the various 
matters covered by the recommendation. 

GSA informed us it has begun action to correct the 
problem of insufficient external audits of SASPs. According 
to GSA, regional office personnel have been instructed to 
advise SASPs that transfer of property to them may be with- 
held until their audits are completed. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

To improve the equity and effectiveness of the Donation 
Program, we recommend that the Administrator of General 
Services: 

-Improve GSA's procedures for allocating donable 
property among the States by requiring the GSA 
allocating regional offices to accumulate and 
use historical information on past allocation of 
highly desirable reportable items of property. 
This information should include for each type of 
item the quantity, acquisition cost, and condition 
of property previously allocated to each State. 

--Take the necessary actions, including establishment 
of timetables and penalties, to require all States 
to comply with the provisions of Public Law 94-519, 
including such matters as (1) submission of permanent, 
legislatively developed State plans of operation, 
(2) accomplishment of biennial external audits which 
include reviews of SASPs' compliance with the State 
plans of operation and applicable sections of the 
FPMR, (3) establishment of equitable service charges, 
(4) proper accountability for Federal property, and 
(5) proper use of property ty donees. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AlID OUR EVALUATIOM 

Concerning our recommendation that GSA allocating 
regions accumulate and use historical information, including 
acquisition cost and condition on past allocations of highly 
desirable, reportable items of property, GSA responded that 
its current procedures require the use of this historical 
data. GSA provided a somewhat detailed description of how 
its allocation system is supposed to function. GSA stated 
that since its procedures require the use of historic data, 
including cost and condition of items previously allocated, 
the deficiency cited in our report nust stem from a lack of 
adherence to existing procedures. GSA said it will bring 
this matter to the attention of all allocating personnel. 

As previously mentioned, we recognize that GSA's 
procedures require that appropriate historical data be used. 
But at the time of our review at two allocating regions, we 
found that the data accumulated and used was inadequate. We 
will evaluate the effectiveness of GSA's corrective action 
during our next review. 
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States fail to comply with requirement 
that their legislatures develop permanent 
Donation Program plans of operation 

At the time of our review, only three States had 
complied with the Public Law 94-519 requirement that they 
develop, through their legislative process, permanent plans 
of operation under which their SASPs would carry out their 
Donation Program responsibilities. On the basis of our 
review, it appears that little or no action is being taken 
in many States or by GSA to bring about compliance with this 
legal requirement. 

The Law stated that, for a State to receive Federal 
surplus property for donation purposes after its implementa- 
tion, a permanent Donation Program plan of operation must be 
developed in accordance with State law by the State legisla- 
ture, certified by the Governor, and submitted to GSA within 
270 days of enactment of the Law, or by about July 14, 1977. 
The Law prescribed various minimum requirements to be met by 
the required plans of operation. For example, these plans 
were to assure that: 

--SASPs had adequate authority and capability to carry 
out their responsibilities. 

--SASPs' procedures were adequate regarding property 
accountability, audits, donee use of property, 
consultation with public and private groups, reason- 
ableness of service charges, and fair and equitable 
distribution of property to donees. 

The legislative history of the Law shows that the 
Congress wanted the State legislatures to develop the plans 
to assure broad public input to their development through 
the State legislators. 

If a State's permanent plan had not been developed, 
approved, and submitted to GSA within 270 days, the Law 
allowed the SASPs to operate and receive Federal prop- 
erty under temporary plans approved and submitted by the 
Governor. No final deadline was provided in the Law for 
submitting the permanent plans and no penalty was pre- 
scribed for failing to submit them. Similarly, the FPMR 
issued by GSA to implement the Law contained no deadline 
or penalty. 
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However, we also found many instances where property had 
not been used, or, in our judgment, did not appear that it 
would be used, or had been used for purposes which did not 
conform to the requirements of the FPMR or the intent of the 
Congress. (See app. II for examples.) In some cases, our 
findings contradicted earlier findings of the SASP when it had 
reviewed or queried donees on the use being made of the same 
property. We were not able to use statistical sampling tech- 
niques to select items of property to be examined and, there- 
fore, our findings may not be truly representative of the 
overall situation in the States visited. Also, we have no way 
of knowing whether proper use of donated property has increased 
or decreased since the Law was implemented. Nevertheless, we 
believe our findings, which are discussed below, indicate that 
greater emphasis by GSA and at least some SASPs is needed to 
improve donee use of property. 

Donees are allowed 1 year from the date of receipt to 
begin using donated property. Failure to properly use the 
property within 1 year is a violation of FPnR. Our samples 
in each State included some items which had been donated less 
than 1 year before our visit. The results of our examination 
of .donee property use are summarized below by State, showing 
separately the status of property which had been donated 
(1) at least 1 year before our visit and (2) less than 1 
year before our visit. 

Texas 

We found that 63, or 57 percent, of the 110 items donated 
at least 1 year before our visit were being used properly. Of 
128 items for which the 1 year had not expired, we found that 
56, or 44 percent, were being used as intended or appeared 
that they would be so used. 

Missouri 

We found that 12, or 32 percent, of the 38 items donated 
at least 1 year before our visit were being used properly. 
Of 90 items for which the 1 year had not expired, we found 
that 55, or 61 percent, were being used as intended or appear- 
ed that they would be so used. 

Georgia 

We found that 19, or 90 percent, of the 21 items donated 
at least 1 year before our visit were being used properly. 
Of 20 items for which the 1 year had not expired, we found 
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Missouri 

The procedures for maintaining physical and accounting 
controls, as outlined in the State plan of operation, appear 
to be adequate. However, our review showed that the SASP was 
deficient in its actual control over property. In one example, 
various types of helicopter parts were charged to one inventory 
account instead of being accounted for separately by type. 
This account showed the acquisition cost for each item as a 
weighted average, which had little relationship to actual costs 
of individual items. Items costing several thousand dollars 
were mixed with items costing less than $1. This is in contra- 
diction to the State plan which restricts such grouping to 
items with original acquisition costs under $100. 

Massachusetts 

We found that warehouse inventory control procedures were 
inadequate and that the potential existed for abuse. Physical 
inventories are not conducted regularly. The last was taken 
on December 31, 1976. Security was lax and opportunities to 
pilfer existed. Inventory record cards were inaccurate because 
issues were often charged against the wrong cards. The ware- 
house manager told us that his staff was too small to perform 
regular inventories without closing down the warehouse for 
several months. He said that the SASP could not afford the 
loss in fees. While we were visiting the SASP, the warehouse 
alarm system had been inoperable for more than 2 weeks. One 
night while we were there, the manager left the warehouse un- 
locked when he left for the day. We reported the matter to 
security officials and called the manager at home to inform 
him that the warehouse had been left open. Doors leading to 
all sections of the warehouse had padlocks, but they were also 
left open. 

An October 1979 GSA audit report also cited the SASP for 
inadequate property controls. GSA criticized the improper 
accounting for and safeguarding of Federal property. 

Maine 

To test the adequacy of SASP inventory control procedures, 
we selected 25 stock record cards having property with high 
acquisition value and/or theft potential. The cards indicated 
95 items with a total acquisition value of $70,219 had been re- 
ceived. We found that 81 of the items valued at $67,975 were 
on hand or had been issued to donees. However, 14 items valued 
at $2,244 could not be located at the warehouse and were not 
recorded as issued to donees. 
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The plan states that when donees pick up the donated 
property from the Federal holding activity, the normal 
service charge will be reduced by 50 percent. 

In practice, however, we found that often the charges 
actually collected by the Missouri SASP for donated property 
were not applied consistently or did not comply with the plan. 
For example: 

--Two identical grinding machines were donated to 
different recipients. One was charged $200; the 
other was charged $300. The SASP director told 
us he probably let one donee convince him he 
should reduce the charge. 

--A station wagon with a normal service charge of 
$336 was picked up by the donee directly from 
the Federal holding activity. Instead of being 
charged $168, a 50-percent service charge reduc- 
tion, the donee was charged $25. The SASP 
director explained that the donee was a good 
customer. 

--Two identical welders were donated to two donees; 
one for a service charge of $50 and the other for 
a service charge of $500. The SASP,director 
stated this was a mistake. 

--Five identical turbochargers were donated at no 
charge; five others were donated for $26.10 each; 
and four others were donated for $50 each. The 
SASP director could not provide reasons for the 
differences in service charges. 

--Transfer assemblies were donated at service charges 
of $74 for one, $150 for another, and $50 each for 
five others. 

--One donee provided warehouse space for helicopter 
spare parts that should have been in the possession 
of the SASP. When parts were donated, he was credit- 
ed with an amount which was usually twice the service 
charge he had been assessed when the parts were taken 
to his warehouse. The donee then could use his credit 
service charge balance to acquire property from the 
SASP. 
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As of July 1979, satisfactory external audits had been 
performed at only three--Kentucky, Tennessee, and Florida--of 
the eight SASPs located in the Atlanta GSA regional office's 
area of responsibility. Kentucky was the only State for which 
GSA had a completed audit report, including recommendations and 
SASP response. This report criticized the degree of accuracy 
of the SASP's inventory records. External audits which had been 
performed at the Georgia and North Carolina SASPs were inadequate 
because they had not included reviews of operations. The Alabama, 
South Carolina, and Mississippi SASPs had not had external audits. 

GSA had audited the Mississippi SASP and had found serious 
deficiencies, including 

--lack of adequate controls and records for property 
requested, received, and donated; 

--incomplete records of donee eligibility: and 

--misuse of property by donees. 

GSA auditors believed the deficiencies in Mississippi to be so 
serious that they recommended that the State be suspended from 
the Donation Program until it took corrective actions. GSA 
subsequently decided to allow the Mississippi SASP to continue 
operations if effective actions were taken to correct the 
deficiencies. 

As of August 1979, no external audits had been completed 
for States in the Fort Worth GSA regional office's area, which 
includes Texas, New Plexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Louisiana. 
An audit of the Texas SASP was being performed at that time. 
GSA had reviewed selected activities of the Texas and Oklahoma 
SASPs and had concluded that Oklahoma donees had improperly 
used donated military jeeps. This review was not a full- 
scale audit of SASP operations. 

At the time of our review, acceptable external audits had 
been completed at three of the six SASPs in the Denver GSA 
regional office's area. The South Dakota SASP had been audited 
by a certified public accountant who reported no significant 
deficiencies. The Wyoming SASP had been audited by the State 
audit organization and was criticized for inadequate property 
inventory procedures. The Colorado SASP had been audited by 
the State audit organization also. The audit report pointed 
out that the Colorado SASP maintained one set of financial 
records on both the Federal Donation Program and the State's 
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property. The other set reflected only the total past 
acquisition cost of all highly desirable items received by 
each State. These items were categorized as property in 
scrap condition and property in other-than-scrap condition. 
Even by referring to both records, the allocating official can 
not determine the acquisition cost and condition of specific 
types of highly desirable items allocated to individual States 
in the past. 

Nest of the nonreportable surplus property that becomes 
available for donation in the GSA Denver regional office area 
is generated in Colorado and Utah. When the Colorado and Utah 
SASPs identify such property that has potential use by donees, 
it is listed and the lists are circulated to other SASPs in 
GSA's Denver, San Francisco, and Auburn, Washington, regional 
areas. Any SASP in these three regions can submit requests 
for property to the SASP-funded Western States Surplus 
Property Organization (XSPO), where they are compiled and 
forwarded to GSA's San Francisco regional office. The 
San Francisco office then determines the proper allocation 
of property requested by more than one SASP. This system, 
similar to the system employed nationwide by GSA for allo- 
cating reportable property, affords SASPs, especially those 
representing donees in States where a relatively small amount 
of surplus property is generated, the opportunity to acquire 
out-of-State property without incurring the cost of sending 
their property screeners to other States to locate and physi- 
cally examine the property. We believe this system is in 
line with the Congress desire to achieve as fair and equit- 
able distribution of property as possible. 

In other parts of the country, SASPs desiring to obtain 
nonreportable property generated in other States must send 
representatives to those States to perform joint screening 
with representatives of the host SAS?. While this system 
of joint screening is commendable and enables SASPs in whose 
States little surplus property is generated to acquire prop- 
erty, we recyivef3 :orn~il;~~nLs from officials of some SASPs-- 
for example, Massachusetts and Maine--who stated that their 
organizations' lack of financial resources prevented them 
from performing much out-of-State screening. In addition, 
officials of the GSA Boston regional office informed us 
the Ilew Uampshire, Vermont, and Xaine SASPs did not have 
the resources to send representatives to distant States 
to screen property. 
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MANAGEMENT OF THE DONATION PROGRAM 
BY GSA AND SASPs 

As stated earlier, progress toward achieving major 
objectives of Public Law 94-519--reducing the amount of 
excess property transferred to most non-Federal organiza- 
tions and expanding and revitalizing the Donation Program-- 
appears to be in line with the intent of the Congress. 
This progress has been the result of generally effective 
management by GSA and the SASPs. However, we found 
several areas where management improvements are needed. 
These areas, which are discussed in more detail below, 
involve 

--weaknesses in GSA procedures for allocating 
property among States, 

--insufficient audit and review of the Donation 
Program, 

--inconsistent and possibly excessive SASP service 
charges, 

--inadequate SASP inventory control procedures, 

--nonuse or improper use of property by 
donees, and 

--lack of compliance with the requirement that 
each State legislature develop a permanent 
Donation Program plan of operation. 

Weaknesses in GSA procedures for 
allocating property among States 

Under the Law, GSA is charged with ensuring that sur- 
plus property transferred to SASPs for donation to eligible 
donees is distributed fairly and equitably among the States, 
considering the condition of the property, as well as its ori- 
ginal acquisition cost. This is not an easy task for various 
reasons. 

While GSA's efforts to distribute property among the 
various SASPs fairly and equitably appear to be reasonably 
effective, improvements could be made in two areas. First, 
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This trend was reversed during fiscal year 1977, the year 
between enactment and implementation of the Law, and, as shown 
below, the amount of property approved for donation in the 2 
years since the Law was implemented has exceeded the volume 
in 1974. 

Fiscal year 

Value of property 
approved 

for donation 

(millions) 

1977 $392.0 
1978 482.6 
1979 452.9 

AMOUNT OF PROPERTY DOlJATED 

Before the Law's implementation, SASPs could donate 
property only for the purposes of education, public health, 
and civil defense, or research related to these purposes. 
Organizations eligible to receive donations from SASPs 
were limited to tax-supported or nonprofit, tax-exempt 
medical or educational organizations, public libraries, 
and civil defense organizations established pursuant 
to State law. 

The Public Law considerably broadened the range of 
purposes and organizations eligible to receive donations 
from SASPs. In addition to the formerly eligible recipients, 
such donations can now be made to any public agency for use 
in carrying out, or promoting for the residents of a given 
political area, one or more public purposes. Eligible public 
agencies include any State (and the District of Columbia, 
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa); 
State political subdivision (including any unit of local 
government or economic development district): State department, 
agency r or instrumentality (including instrumentalities creat- 
ed by agreement between States or political subdivisions); or 
Indian tribe, band, group, pueblo, or community located on a 
a State reservation. 

Donated property received by nonprofit, tax-exempt 
organizations must still be used only for educational or 
public health purposes, or related research. 
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the need for increased external audit coverage of the individual 
SASPS. ?hese external audits are required to include a review 
of the SASP's compliance with its State plan of operation and 
the applicable FPNR, which require that donated property be 
distributed fairly and equitably within each State. 

Other agencies' comments 

We also received brief comments on matters discussed in 
this chapter from DOD, FENA, the Community Services Administra- 
tion, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

DOD suggested that we modify our recommendation concern- 
ing the need for Federal agencies to review their excess prop- 
erty transfer policies and procedures to exclude agencies not 
involed in such transfers. The Law and implementing FPMR 
authorize all Federal agencies to transfer excess property to 
grantees. Therefore, DOD could at any time begin making such 
transfers. Because of DOD's suggestion, we modified our recom- 
mendation slightly and directed it to the heads of all Federal 
agencies which transfer excess property to their grantees. If 
DOD elects to start making such transfers, it too should make 
sure that its program complies with the Law and implementing 
FPMR. 

PCMA made two suggestions that language be added to the 
chapter for clarity. We have adopted both suggestions. 

The Community Services Administration pointed out that 
before the passage of Public Law 94-519, it foresaw the 
adverse impact the Law would have on its community action 
agencies and requested an exemption from the Law for these 
agencies. The Congress did not grant the exemption. The 
Agency stated that it still hopes to be granted an exemption. 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
requested we reword one sentence in the draft report dealing 
with the impact of the Law on its grantees. We have adopted 
the suggested rewording. 
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earlier, they are not receiving such property because the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs believes it cannot afford to adminis- 
ter an excess property program. 

Department of Commerce comments 

We received two sets of comments from the Department 
of Commerce: one from the Assistant Secretary for Economic 
Development, the other from the Special Assistant to the 
Secretary for Regional Development. 

The Assistant Secretary stated that Commerce officials 
are aware of the strong complaints expressed by Economic 
Development Administration (EDA) grantees concerning the im- 
pact of Public Law 94-519. However, he said EDA agrees with 
the intent of the Law and sees merit in achieving greater ac- 
countability and control over the use of Government property. 
He went on to say that, by policy decision, EDA has decided to 
transfer no more excess property to grantees, with or without 
the 25-percent payment requirement. 

Regarding our recommendation to the heads of all Federal 
agencies, the Assistant Secretary said EDA had reviewed its 
policies and procedures on the transfer of excess personal 
property to non-Federal grantees. EDA concluded that since it 
is no longer making such transfers, there is no need to revise 
its policies or procedures, except for those on inspection of 
property already in the possession of its grantees, Federal 
Indian tribes. Me acknowledged that EDA had not inspected the 
usage of this property since fall 1978 and attributed the lack 
of inspections to EDA's limited administrative funds. He said 
CDA had a supplemental administrative funding appropriation for 
1980 and would conduct the required inspections if sufficient 
funds became available. Further, he said EDA has requested 
1981 funding to conduct the required inspections. 

The Assistant Secretary stated that it would be desirable 
to have the 3ureau of Indian Affairs perform the inspections 
because the 3ureau has personnel at all the Indian tribe loca- 
tions who could conduct the inspections with a minimum of effort 
and expense. He said ED4 has been negotiating with the bureau 
to have it assume responsibility for all excess property trans- 
ferred by EDA to Federal Indian tribes. Agreement has been 
reached for the Dureau to conduct selected inspections and this 
agreement will be implemented when sufficient funds become 
available. In the interim, he said EDA will require the Indian 
tribes to certify that excess property transferred to them is 
actually on hand and being used as intended. 
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transferred by LEAA. While reliance on the State planning 
agencies would be proper in many regards, we believe that 
LEAA should at least maintain records of the amount of 
excess property transferred to grantees. In this way, 
LEAA will be able to comply with the FPMR requirement 
that special approvals be given when grantees receive 
excess property costing more than the value of their 
grants. 

Department of Agriculture comments 

The Department of Agriculture agreed with our recom- 
mendations concerning the transfer of excess property 
to non-Federal recipients. 

The Department questioned the applicability of certain 
of our findings regarding it and the non-Federal recipients to 
which it transfers excess property. The Department pointed 
out that these recipients--State forestry agencies--are not 
grantees but are cooperators with the Federal Government in 
protecting State and private forests from fire. The Department 
commented that State forestry agencies have the authority to 
acquire excess property independent of their authority to re- 
ceive cooperative funds and that the excess property transfers 
could continue without the transfer of funds. Therefore, the 
Department believes the dollar value of excess property trans- 
ferred should not be limited by the funding level for a given 
year. 

The Department stated it did not put expiration dates 
on its excess property transfer orders because its authority 
to transfer excess property does not expire annually or 
periodically. Regarding our statement that it was allowing 
stockpiling of excess equipment, the Department stated that 
it normally prohibits stockpiling beyond 1 year's supply of 
equipment. However, it said that this prohibition is lifted 
for "out of production" items, such as 1940-1964 vehicles 
which are now becoming available as excess property. It 
contended that vehicles or parts which were not transferred 
as excess property or donated as surplus property would be 
purchased by private companies and then be available to the 
Department at inflated prices. 

The Department said it had developed an adequate surveil- 
lance procedure for excess property acquired by State forestry 
agencies, but had not yet fully implemented the procedure. 
According to the Department, it will constantly monitor and 
update its procedures. 
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its regional offices will question requests for transfer of 
excess property received within 60 days of the expiration 
date of the grant shown on the transfer document. 

Department of Labor comments 

The Department of Labor agreed with our recommendation 
that the heads of all Federal agencies review their plans, 
policies, and procedures on the transfer of excess property 
to non-Federal organizations. The Department pointed out 
that all FPMR provisions concerning monitoring excess prop- 
erty have been incorporated in the applicable grant docu- 
ments and that procedures to ensure effective management 
of the transfer of excess property to grantees will be 
included in the newly revised property handbook for 
employment and training grantees. 

The Department also provided information which it 
believes would more clearly describe the impact of Public 
Law 94-519 on its grantees and the various ways in which it 
handles transfers of excess property to grantees. We have 
incorporated this information where it is appropriate. 

Concerning controls to assure that grantees do not 
routinely acquire property costing more than the value of 
their grants, the Department stated that, in most cases, the 
amount of its grants that can be devoted to administrative 
purposes, including property, is limited to 15 or 20 percent 
and that this serves as a safeguard against grantees 
acquiring excessive amounts of property. 

As previously stated, the lack of the required controls 
at the Employment and 'Training Administration does not currently 
represent significant potential harm because of the relatively 
small amounts of property being transferred. However, this 
situation could change in the future. The FPNR requires all 
grantor agencies to maintain records which, among other things, 
show the total amount of excess property transferred as a per- 
centage of the total dollar value of the applicable grant. 
The purpose of the records is to alert the grantor agencies 
that special approvals are required for future transfers of 
property. Our review showed that the Employment and Training 
Administration was not maintaining such records, as required. 
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in yrantee use of excess Federal property. During our review, 
we did not attempt to evaluate the propriety of use made of 
property bought with grant funds. 

We disagree with NSF's contention that the Congress was 
not concerned that excess property was being transferred to 
non-Federal recipients when it might have been needed for 
internal use by Federal agencies. While testifying before 
the Subcommittee on Government Activities and Transportation, 
House Committee on Government Operations, on the bill that 
later became Public Law 94-519, we were questioned in some 
detail about the practicality of determining, after the fact, 
whether excess property taken but not used by a non-Federal 
organization might have been needed for internal use by a 
Federal agency. In fact, the full exchange between the 
Subcommittee Chairman and us on this subject is quoted on 
page 8 of House Report No. 94-1429, and is introduced by the 
following language: 

II* * * The serious consequences of non use underlie 
the GAO's testimony concerning the impracticality 
of determining whether another Federal Agency would 
have had a need for the excess property at the time 
it was 'frozen' by the acquiring agency for trans- 
fers to its non-Federal recipients." 

Following these hearings, the Subcommittee asked us to 
examine the usage of excess property by various non-Federal 
recipients. The House Report cited above contains the 
following discussion of our findings: 

"GAO examined 145 items provided by the National 
Science Foundation (most to universities). The 
items cost the Government $2,467,928. Of the 
146 items, 102 were not in use. They originally 
cost the Government $1.7 million." 

* * * * * 

"Testifying before the Subcommittee, on which as 
Subcommittee Chairman he had spent many years in 
an effort to develop and preserve an effective sur- 
plus property program, the full Committee Chairman 
Rrooks summed up this problem and related it to the 
need for legislation: 
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transferred to non-Federal recipients and not always used 
Properlyr when Federal agencies might have needed the prop- 
erty for their own use. NSF suggested that we clarify the 
report to indicate that requests for property by NSF grantees 
were honored only if no Federal agencies had indicated an 
interest in acquiring the property. 

According to NSF, the requirement for approval of such 
transfers at an administrative level higher than the project 
officer had never been clearly defined. MSF felt it had always 
been in compliance because all excess transfers to grantees 
were approved by the program officer responsible for the grant 
and by the property officer. NSF stated that, following its 
discussion with our representative during the review, it had 
implemented a procedure requiring approval by the appropriate 
section head or division director, in addition to the program 
director, in situations where the total amount of property to 
be transferred exceeded the grant amount. 

NSF disagreed with the thrust of our finding that non- 
reimbursable transfers of property requiring reimbursement 
had been made to its grantees. As stated previously, NSF 
believes that "the intent of the Public Law was to exempt 
from the 25 percent payment requirement, all property trans- 
ferred to NSF grantees for use on scientific research pro- 
jects, not just equipment meeting a strictly scientific 
definition." 

NSF said it exercised careful -judgment on transfers 
of property to grantees whose grants were about to expire. 
PJSF said that frequently it approved such transfers when 
it was certain that the existing grant would be extended 
or a new grant would support the projects for which the 
transfer was being approved. VSF said that use of the 
existing grant number may be incorrect, but that such 
use did not violate the spirit of the Law. 

NSF furnished us a copy of an April 30, 1980, letter 
which forwarded its excess property use surveillance pro- 
cedures (Circular No. 85) to GSA. NSF stated that its 
program directors, property officers, and grant and con- 
tract specialists made excess property reviews as part of 
their routine site visits. NSF also said its auditors had 
been asked to include a review of excess property in their 
audit programs. 
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GSA comments 

GSA officials generally agreed with our conclusions 
and recommendations and said that they had taken or would 
take various actions to ensure that their regional offices 
exercise proper control over transfers of excess property 
to non-Federal organizations. With one exception, the 
actions GSA has taken or will take appear adequate. The 
exception involves transfers of property to VSF grantees. 
GSA pointed out that the FPMR provides that GSA will consider 
items of personal property as scientific equipment when NSF 
certifies that the item requested is a component part of or 
related to a piece of scientific equipment or is an otherwise 
difficult-to-acquire item needed for scientific research. GSA 
officials also stated that they will instruct their regional 
offices to require reimbursement in the absence of the required 
NSF certification on transfers of equipment that is not clearly 
scientific. 

GSA is correct in its statement concerning the provision 
of the FPPJR. However, the FPMR also states, immediately 
following the provision referred to by GSA, that: 

I'* * * Items of property determined by GSA to be 
common-use or general purpose property, regardless 
of classification or unit acquisition cost, shall 
not be transferred to the TJational Science Foundation 
for use by a project grantee without reimbursement." 

We believe these common-use or general-purpose items should 
not be transferred without reimbursement, regardless of 
whether NSF certifies that the items will be used for 
scientific purposes. The transfer documents for all of the 
common-use items we noted being transferred at no cost for 
use by NSF grantees contained the certification which GSA 
says it will continue to honor. According to 1JSP officials, 
the intent of the Law is "to exempt from the 25-percent pay- 
ment requirement, all property transferred to Foundation 
grantees for use in scientific research projects, not just 
equipment meeting a strictly scientific definition." There- 
fore, there is no reason to expect lJSF to discontinue making 
the certifications referred to in the GSA comments. 

We believe that if the Congress had intended what NSF 
claims--that all property to be used by NSF grantees for 
scientific purposes should be transferred without reimburse- 
ment-- the Law would not have contained language limiting such 
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transferred to Federal and non-Federal organizations. Now, 
much less excess property is being transferred to non-Federal 
organizations and the proportion of available excess property 
being transferred to Federal agencies for their use has 
increased. 

The decrease in excess property transferred to non-Federal 
organizations undoubtedly caused problems for these organizations. 
However, excluding strong complaints expressed by grantees of 
the Economic Development Administration and former section 514 
property recipients, knowledgeable Federal officials generally 
were not aware of any serious adverse impact on their grantees 
caused by the Law. We believe the complaints expressed by the 
Economic Development Administration grantees and section 514 
property recipients were to be expected because they had become 
accustomed to receiving relatively large amounts of property 
before the Law. As discussed in chapter 3, the Congress antici- 
pated these organizations' disappointment. By broadening the 
purposes for which surplus property could be furnished under 
the Donation Program to include economic development, the 
Congress attempted to ensure the organizations' continued 
receipt of reasonable amounts of property. 

Despite its overall reduction, the amount of excess prop- 
erty being transferred to non-Federal organizations is still 
substantial and various improvements are needed concerning 
these transfers to ensure that the property is managed and 
used in accordance with the FPMR which implemented the Law. 
We found examples where (1) procedures had not been imple- 
mented to ensure that transfers of property costing more 
than the value of the Federal grants were properly approved, 
(2) property requiring reimbursement was being transferred 
to NSF grantees without reimbursement, (3) property was being 
approved for transfer for use on grants without assurance 
that the grants would continue for a reasonable period, and 
(4) Federal grantor agencies were not conducting adequate 
surveillance programs to ensure that grantees were properly 
using excess property. 

We were not able to perform a detailed review of the 
adequacy of all Federal agencies' programs for transferring 
excess property to grantees and, at the agencies we visited, 
we could not, in the time available, perform indepth tests 
of all aspects of the agencies' programs. Therefore, it is 
very possible that the deficiencies we noted at some agencies 
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Employment and Training Administration 

The Employment and Training Administration has published 
a grantee handbook which discusses property use. According to 
the handbook, the Agency's property officer is to ensure that 
grantee equipment, including Federal excess property, is used 
in the grantee's program and that reasonable care is provided 
for the property. Regional property officers are required to 
make onsite visits once every 3 years to ensure that grantees 
maintain adequate property records and to provide guidance in 
using and controlling acquired property. In addition, the 
national property officer at the Agency's headquarters is 
responsible for overseeing property use by three grantees. 

We did not visit Agency regional offices, and no infor- 
mation was available at the headquarters on the surveillance 
efforts of the regional property officers. Since implementa- 
tion of the Law, the national property officer had visited 
only one of the grantees for which he was responsible to 
determine if it was properly using its excess property. 

Also, surveillance procedures published by the Agency in 
the grantee handbook do not satisfy all of the requirements in 
the FPMR. For example, the procedures do not outline the scope 
of the surveillance program or specify methods of enforcement. 
GSA informed us that it had not accepted these procedures as 
adequate. 

National Science Foundation 

NSF has not published surveillance procedures to ensure 
that excess property is properly used and has not attempted 
to inspect or evaluate the propriety of such use. 

NSF officials told us that the various NSF program 
directors are expected to review property use during their 
visits to grantees. However, these officials could provide 
no evidence to show that an adequate monitoring program was 
being carried out. The NSF property officer stated that a 
formal inspection program might, if fully implemented, cost 
too much for NSF to continue providing excess property to 
its grantees. 

Economic Development Administration 

The Economic Development Administration has published an 
excess property handbook which, among other things, describes its 
surveillance program for property transferred to its grantees. 
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Property transferred to grantees 
whose grants were about to expire 

We found examples where NSF and GSA were approving 
nonreimbursable transfers of property to NSF grantees even 
though the grants on which the property was to be used had 
expired or soon would expire. Other transfer orders did 
not always indicate when grants would expire. 

The FPMR requires that all transfer orders submitted to 
GSA for excess property to be provided to project grantees 
will specify, among other things, the name of the grantee, 
the grant number, and the scheduled date of grant termination. 
NSF implementing regulations require that grantees exercise 
careful judgment in requesting excess property when only a 
short period of time, 3 months or less, remains before the 
grant will terminate. We found several examples where grant- 
ees requested and NSF approved transfers of property for use 
on grants which were about to expire. Some of these transfers 
actually were approved by GSA after the grant expiration date 
shown on the transfer orders. 

Grant Date 
Termination property 

No. date requested 

7516769 4/30/78 (a) 

7609807 11/30/78 11/2/78 

7609807 11/30/78 11/16/78 

7609807 11/30/78 11/16/78 

7609807 11/30/78 10/19/78 

7704606 9/30/78 O/17/78 

@lot shown on transfer order. 

Date Date 
NSF GSA 

approved approved 

3/14/78 s/8/78 

11/17/78 11/28/78 

11/30/78 12,'11/78 

11/30/78 12/14/78 

11/3/78 12/14/78 

8/28/78 9/5/7tl 

Property 
transferred 

Amount Description 

$2,480 Subzero freezer 

9, BOO Gravity meter 

3,550 Compressor 

166 wrapping tool 

3,749 compressor 

1,200 Ion gauge tube 
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However, NSF's failure to institute the required control 
procedures is a more serious matter because of the large 
amount of property transferred and because title to the 
property is transferred to the grantees without reimburse- 
ment. While time did not permit a complete analysis of 
all grants, we found several instances where individual 
grantees had received property which cost more than the 
value of their grants without the required higher level 
administrative approval. These grantees are listed below. 

Amount of 
Grant property Value of 

No. Grantee received - grant 

7807762 Universitv of Massachusetts - 
Amherst Campus 

7802600 University of Texas - 

7725003 Syracuse University - 
New York 

7680830 University of Florida 

$227,159 $ 62,500 

Austin 81,934 75,000 

72,785 38,543 

199,687 108,880 

7624221 University of Wisconsin 112,685 74,000 

Property requiring reimbursement transferred 
to NSF grantees without reimbursement 

Public Law 94-519 contains a provision permitting NSF to 
transfer scientific equipment to its grantees without having 
to pay 25 percent of the equipment's acquisition cost. The 
FPMR, in implementing this provision, states that GSA will 
consider an item of property as scientific equipment ii it 
originally cost $1,000 or more and falls within one of nine 
specific categories of equipment, designated as Federal 
Supply Groups (FSGs). In addition, the FPMR states that 
GSA will consider the nonreimbursable transfer of items 
of excess property in other FSGs and items costing less 
than $1,000 when NSF certifies that the item requested 
is a component part of or related to a piece of scientific 
equipment or is an otherwise difficult-to-acquire item 
needed for scientific research. However, the FPMR also 
states that items determined by GSA to be common-use or 
general-purpose property, regardless of classification 
or unit acquisition cost, will not be transferred to NSF 
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Commission officials and former section 514 recipients 
believe that termination of the section 514 program has 
severely hurt economic development in the regions which 
formerly received property. They believe the program had 
been extremely valuable and would like to see it reinstated. 
Generally, these officials and former recipients contend 
that the Donation Program is not adequately serving economic 
development needs. They complained about the small amounts 
and low quality of property available through the Donation 
Program. Also, they expressed the following specific com- 
plaints about the SASPs: 

--High service charges. 

--Inequitable distribution of property among eligible 
donees. 

--Inconveniently located property warehouses. 

--Extensive paperwork requirements. 

--Low priority afforded former section 514 recipients. 

MANAGEMENT OF CURRENT FEDERAL PROGRAMS FOR 
THE TRANSFER OF EXCESS PROPERTY TO GRANTEES 

Effective October 17, 1977, GSA issued a revised 
version of Federal Property Management Regulations (FPMR) 
part 101-43-- Utilization of Personal Property--which con- 
tained policy and procedural guidance for Federal agencies 
in furnishing excess property to non-Federal organizations 
under the provisions of Public Law 94-519. At GSA and 17 
Federal agencies, we evaluated selected aspects of the 
effectiveness with which Federal programs for the transfer 
of excess property to grantees or other non-Federal organi- 
zations were managed. 

As stated previously, the magnitude of these programs 
generally has declined since the Law was implemented. How- 
ever, they still involve substantial amounts of property 
and their effective management is an important concern. 
As discussed in more detail below, we found the following 
situations at various agencies , which show the need for 
improved management attention: 
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Department of the Air Force 

Air Force officials stated that, like the Navy, the 
Law had no severe impact on the Air Force because it had 
not transferred large amounts of excess property to its 
grantees for about 10 years. 

Defense Civil Preparedness Agency 

Before the Law's implementation, the Defense Civil 
Preparedness Agency, which was part of the Department of 
Defense (DOD), provided excess property to State and local 
civil defense organizations under its Contributions Project 
Loan Program. However, only about 10 percent of the total 
property provided under this program was excess property; 
the remainder was DOD property which had not been declared 
excess. After the Law's implementation, the Agency stopped 
providing excess property because it was unwilling to pay 
the 25 percent. 

While the impact of Public Law 94-519 on the Contribu- 
tions Project Loan Program was not significant, the Agency's 
becoming part of the newly created Federal Emergency Manage- 
ment Agency (FEMA) as of July 15, 1979, severely affected 
the program. Because the new Agency was not part of DOD, 
it could no longer transfer DOD property free of charge. 
Since the reorganization, State and local civil defense 
organizations have been dependent on the Donation Program 
for their Federal property. 

FEMA officials informed us that they have received 
numerous allegations from State and local civil prepared- 
ness directors that the Donation Program is not serving 
their needs. These directors have alleged that 

--not enough usable property is available through 
the program, 

--SASPs are not responsive to their needs, 

--SASPs are asking unreasonably high service charges, 

--property is not distributed equitably among States 
and within some States among recipients, and 

--quality or quantity of surplus property has not in- 
creased since the Law became effective. 
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The Agency had received various allegations from its 
grantees concerning the surplus Donation Program for which 
the grantees had become eligible under the Law. These 
grantees had alleged that 

--SASPs were not responsive to their needs, 

--SASPs collected unreasonably high service charges for 
surplus property, and 

--not enough property was available through the Donation 
Program. 

Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Department of the Interior 

The Fish and Wildlife Service had ended its program for 
transferring excess property to grantees, such as State fish 
and wildlife and natural resources departments, because of the 
25-percent payment requirement which, officials said, the Agency 
could not afford. Interior officials told us that terminating 
the excess property program had caused States to discontinue 
some fish and wildlife projects. Specifically, they said that 
Indiana had reduced its development of wildlife habitats and 
waterfowl marshes, and that Ohio, while able to continue its 
current projects with equipment already received, could not 
begin some new projects because it lacked equipment. Interior 
officials believe that no worthwhile surplus property is avail- 
able through the SASPs. 

Bureau of Indian Affairs, 
Department of the Interior 

Even though excess property provided to federally 
recognized Indian tribes is exempt from the 25-percent pay- 
ment requirement, the amount of such property transferred 
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs has declined since imple- 
mentation of the Law. Bureau officials attribute this 
decline to the fact that they are required to retain title 
to the property, and therefore, must maintain inventory rec- 
ords to account for the property. Because Bureau officials 
have limited funding to administer their excess property 
program, they are transferring less property to Indian tribes 
than was the case before the Law. The officials believe that 
this property decline has been detrimental to Indian grantees. 
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QUALITATIVE IMPACT ON PROGRAMS 
OF NON-FEDERAL ORGANIZATIONS 

It is not possible to generalize about the impact of the 
Law on all non-Federal organizations which formerly received 
and used excess property. The impact undoubtedly varied de- 
pending on such matters as the degree to which these programs 
were dependent on Federal property, the amount and quality of 
excess property received before and after the Law was imple- 
mented, and the degree to which the organizations have been 
able to obtain and use surplus property through the Donation 
Program after the Law. 

We could not objectively determine how much the thousands 
of organizations receiving excess property before the Law 
actually were dependent on the property in carrying out their 
programs. The amount of property received, by itself, is not 
a true gauge unless considered in light of total program costs 
and alternate resources available to the organizations. Also, 
many of the former recipients had been criticized for not 
using or improperly using excess property they had received. 

In addition, we could not compare for individual organi- 
zations the amount, type, value, and usage made of excess 
property received before the Law with similar data on donated 
surplus property received after the Law. The number of recip- 
ients and amounts of property involved are just too massive, 
and information which could be used to make such a comparison 
would be available only from the thousands of individual 
recipients. 

Therefore, to judge the qualitative impact of the Law 
on former recipients of excess property, we depended primarily 
on discussions with officials who were able to offer opinions 
or perceptions. These perceptions and other pertinent informa- 
tion are discussed below. 

Employment and Training Administration, 
Department of Labor 

Employment and Training Administration Headquarters 
officials indicated that the Law had affected their grantees' 
programs and the imposition of the 25-percent fee had signif- 
icantly decreased the amount of excess property the grantees 
acquired. However, during our visit to the Department of 
Labor regional office in Denver, Colorado, an official told 
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Excess property transferred to grantees 
Federal agency FY 1976 FY 1977 FY 1978 FY 1979 

-------------((JO0 omitted)-------------- 

National Science 
Foundation $ 73,336 

National 
Aeronautics 
and Space 
Administration 1,101 

Department of 
the Interior 336 

Communitv Services 
Administration 

Environmental 
Protection 
Agency 

ACTION 
Department of 

Commerce 
Department of 

Labor 
Law Enforcement 

Assistance 
Administration 

Department of 
Agriculture 
(note a) 

Defense Civil 
Preparedness 
Agency 
(note b) 

Army 
Navy 
Air Force 

Total 

11 24 

2,410 8,750 

7,111 10,084 

1,489 730 

211 145 

3,908 3,380 196 418 

13,308 19,203 

910 
117 

71 
47 

$93,109 

33,755 14,312 

1,136 
49 

338 
69 

$103,113 $68,999 $52,115 

$42,916 $31,826 $35,797 

477 

2,089 

5,041 

272 525 

53 

1,250 135 

a/Including recipients of property under the Cooperative 
Forest Fire Control Program. These organizations are 
technically not grantees, but are included in Public Law 
94-519 as exemptions to the general conditions on trans- 
fers of excess property to Federal grantees. 

k/Became part of the Federal Emergency Management Agency in 
1979. 
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One of the more significant restrictions the Law 
imposed on transfers to grantees was the requirement that 
Federal agencies pay to the Treasury 25 percent of the 
acquisition cost of excess property transferred to their 
eligible grantees. However, there were four exemptions 
to this requirement. One involved grants to foreign 
countries, which is discussed in chapter 4. The other 
three allowed transfers of excess property without pay- 
ment of the 25 percent if it was furnished 

--under section 11(e) of the National Science 
Foundation Act of 1950 and was scientific 
equipment; 

--under section 203 of the Department of Agriculture 
Organic Act of 1944 for the Cooperative Forest 
Fire Control Program and title to the property was 
retained by the Government: or 

--to Indian tribes, as defined in section 3(c) of the 
Indian Financing Act, holding Federal grants. 

The table below shows that by fiscal year 1977, of the 
total excess property transferred, the percentage acquired 
by Federal agencies for their own use had declined to 65.8 
percent. In fiscal years 1978 and 1979, since the Law's 
implementation, the total amount of property acquired by 
Federal agencies had not increased, but the percentage 
had grown to 88.9 and 93.0 percent, respectively, because 
much less property had been transferred to non-Federal 
organizations. 
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Our audit work performed on the impact of Public Law 
94-519 on the AID and overseas private voluntary relief 
agencies was part of an overall GAO review of the AID 
excess property program. That review involved work at 
AID headquarters and its excess property central office 
at New Cumberland, Pennsylvania, as well as contacts with 
AID missions in 13 foreign countries and 14 private volun- 
tary relief agencies. 

Because of the numbers of organizations involved and 
the amounts of property transferred to donees and other non- 
Federal organizations, we were not able to perform detailed, 
indepth analyses at all the activities we visited. In 
addition, because each SASP is relatively autonomous, our 
findings at the 10 such agencies we visited may not be 
typical of all S&ASPS. 



--an assessment of the degree to which the distribution 
of surplus property has met the relative needs of the 
various public agencies and other eligible institu- 
tions, and 

--such recommendations as the Comptroller General 
determines to be necessary or desirable. 

In addition to this general reporting requirement, two 
separate congressional committees asked us to investigate 
more specific matters concerning transfer of excess or sur- 
plus Federal property to non-Federal organizations. In a 
June 22, 1979, letter, (see app. III), the Chairmen and 
Ranking Minority Members of the Senate Committee on Foreign 
Relations and the Subcommittee on Civil Service and General 
Services, Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, emphasized 
the need for us to include in this report information on the 
experience of the Agency for International Development (AID) 
and private voluntary overseas relief organizations resulting 
from Public Law 94-519. Also, in an October 11, 1979, letter, 
(see app. IV), the Chairmen of the House Committee on Govern- 
ment Operations and its Subcommittee on Government Activities 
and Transportation requested that we include a discussion of 
care and handling costs for surplus property donated to non- 
Federal organizations. 

The matters enumerated by Public Law 94-519 to be covered 
in our report are interrelated, and therefore, do not lend 
themselves to separate discussion without disconcerting repeti- 
tion. Therefore, we have attempted to devise a report format 
that will satisfy all of the reporting requirements placed on 
us by the Law and subsequent congressional requests mentioned 
above, and yet avoid repeating subjects which concern more 
than one of these reporting requirements. 

Chapter 2 of the report discusses the impact of the 
Public Law on past and present programs involving the transfer 
by Federal agencies of excess personal property to non-Federal 
organizations. Chapter 3 summarizes our findings on the Law's 
impact on the Federal surplus personal property Donation Program. 
Chapter 4 addresses the impact of the Law on AID and voluntary 
relief organizations. Chapter 5 deals with Federal care and 
handling costs for donated surplus property. Our conclusions 
and/or recommendations are contained in chapters 2 through 5. 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

Our review included work at the central office and four 
regional offices of the General Services Administration (GSA), 
the headquarters and selected field offices of 21 executive 
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WHAT ARE THE FEDERAL AGENCIES' PRACTICES 
FOR RECOVERING CARE AND HANDLING COSTS 
FOR SURPLUS PROPERTY DONATED TO NON-FEDERAL 
AGENCIES? 

Since 1949 Federal agencies have been 
authorized to recover their care and handling 
costs for donated surplus property, but, as 
discussed in chapter 5, they have followed 
the policy of collecting only extraordinary 
costs. Recent congressional action will 
require the Department of Defense (DOD) to 
recover greater costs for its surplus prop- 
erty. Chapter 5 discusses DOD's actions to 
identify the costs to be collected through 
a surcharge on its property and alternative 
ways to allocate these costs to the Donation 
Program. Chapter 5 also presents the results 
of GAO's questionnaire survey to determine 
donee organizations' views on the impact of 
DOD's actions on the Donation Program. On the 
basis of this survey, GAO believes that (1) 
imposition of a care and handling surcharge 
will result in reduced donee participation in 
the program and (2) the reduction in partici- 
pation will be significant if the surcharge 
exceeds 1 percent of the property's original 
cost. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

GAO recommends that the Administrator of General 
Services and the heads of all Federal agencies, 
which transfer excess property to their grantees, 
take various actions to correct the deficiencies 
noted during GAO's review. 

GAO also recommends that the Congress clarify 
what costs relating to donated property it wants 
recovered so that the costs will be handled con- 
sistently for DOD and civil agency property. 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

Generally, Federal and State agencies included 
in the review agreed with GAO's findings and 
recommendations and indicated corrective actions 
they would take. These comments, together with 
GAO's evaluation, are summarized at the end.of 
each chapter of the report. The complete texts 
of the comments are included as appendixes. 
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expressed by grantees of a few Federal agen- 
cies and organizations which had received 
excess property under an economic development 
program, which was terminated by the Law, 
knowledgeable Federal officials were aware 
of no serious adverse effects caused by the 
Law. (See p. 10.) 

HAS THE DISTRIBUTION OF SURPLUS PROPERTY 
MET THE RELATIVE NEEDS OF RECIPIENT 
ORGANIZATIONS? 

The General Services Administration (GSA) 
and the responsible State agencies appear to 
be reasonably effective in their efforts to 
distribute property fairly and equitably. 
However, GAO found some problems which will 
require continued management attention. 
(See p. 42.) 

ARE THERE SERIOUS MANAGEMENT WEAKNESSES IN 
THE GOVERNMENT'S IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LAW? 

Generally, the Law is being carried out 
effectively. However, the amount of excess 
property being transferred to non-Federal 
organizations is still substantial and 
improvements are needed to ensure that the 
property is managed and used as required by 
implementing regulations. For example, GAO 
found instances where: 

--The National Science Foundation (NSF) was 
transferring to some grantees property 
costing more than the value of their 
grants without appropriate approval. 

--GSA was approving transfers to NSF grantees 
of common-use property without requiring 
that the Treasury be reimbursed 25 percent 
of the property's acquisition cost as 
called for in the Law. 

--GSA and NSF were approving transfers of 
property to grantees whose grants were 
about to expire. 
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